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1.2 Abstract 

Integrin-mediated cell adhesions are highly regulated structures forming between the cell and the 

extracellular matrix (ECM). These structures form a bidirectional signalling platform between the 

cell and its environment with important functions in cell migration, shape, wound repair and 

tissue development. These adhesions are regulated by a complex network of proteins and lipids, 

allowing for an ever-expanding diversity in adhesion type and function. This network forms on a 

core consisting of integrin linked to actin via the large adapter protein talin. Integrins are dimeric 

transmembrane receptors with a large ECM binding ectodomain and two cytoplasmic tails. Talin is 

comprised of a FERM domain consisting of four subdomains in an atypical linear form linked to a 

long mechanosensitive rod domain containing thirteen helical bundle subdomains. A major 

pathway to activate integrin is for talin, via its F3 FERM subdomain, to bind to the β-integrin 

cytoplasmic tail and separate the two cytoplasmic tails. For talin-mediated integrin activation to 

occur, the FERM-domain containing adapter protein kindlin and the small GTPase Rap1, have both 

been demonstrated to be necessary.  

We have combined biochemical and structural approaches to elucidate novel regulatory 

mechanisms, which may be controlling talin-mediated integrin activation. Solving of a novel 

crystal structure of the talin-2 FERM domain revealed conformational plasticity in the talin FERM 

that alludes to a novel way of regulating the integrin activating ability of talin. Additionally, 

identification and characterisation of an interaction between talin and kindlin has provided a new 

insight into the role of kindlin in integrin activation. Furthermore, elucidation of an interaction 

between talin, Rap1 and the α-integrin cytoplasmic tail hints at a new twist in the integrin tail 

separation story and the essential function of Rap1 in adhesions, with both tails being 

simultaneously bound to talin.  

Vinculin is an important adhesion adapter protein consisting of a talin-binding head region linked 

to an actin binding tail domain. The talin rod contains 11 vinculin binding sites (VBS), 10 of which 
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are cryptic, which are revealed in response to mechanical force. Vinculin binding reinforces force 

transmission across talin, a process that is crucial for adhesion maturation. We identify a 

“threonine-belt” in the talin rod subdomain R8 that destabilises the domain, enabling vinculin 

binding in the absence of force. The accessibility of the VBS in the R8 subdomain proved essential 

for talin-vinculin pre-complexes to form prior to force onset, an important process in adhesion 

maturation. Additionally, we have identified a mechanism by which pathogenic bacteria mimic 

talin VBS to disrupt the talin-vinculin interaction, aiding cell entry. 

This multidisciplinary approach employed in this thesis has provided new insights into the 

complex mechanisms at play in the formation and maturation of integrin-mediated adhesions. 

 

1.2 Abbreviations 

ABS  Actin Binding Site 

Amp  Ampicillin antibiotic 

BSA  Bovine Serum Albumin 

CD  Circular dichroism 

cosed  co-sedimentary assay 

DD  Dimerization Domain 

dH2O  distilled water 

DLC1  Deleted Liver Cancer 1 

DTT  Dithiothreitol 

ECM  Extracellular Matrix 

F…  FERM subdomain 

FA  Focal Adhesions 

FAK  Focal Adhesion Kinase 

FERM  4.1 protein 
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FPLC  fast protein liquid chromatography 

HSQC  Heteronuclear single quantum spectroscopy 

IBS  Integrin Binding Site 

IPTG  Isopropyl- â-D- thiogalactopyronoside 

KANK  Kidney Ankyrin Repeat-containing protein 

Kd   Dissociation constant 

LD  Leucine Aspartate 

MST  Microscale thermophoresis 

NA  Nascent adhesion  

NaCl  Sodium Chloride 

NMR  Nuclear Magnetic Resonance 

NT-647  Nanotemper RED-tris-NTA dye 

PBS  Phosphate Buffered Saline 

PC  L-α-Phosphatidylcholine  

PE-MCC 2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N-[4-(p-

maleimidomethyl)cyclohexane-carboxamide]  

PI  Isoelectric Point 

PIP2  Phosphatidylinositol 4 

PS  L-α-phosphatidylserine  

R…   Talin rod subdomain... 

RIAM  Rap1-interacting adapter molecule 

RPM  Rotations per minute 

SDS-PAGE  sodium docecylsulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis  

TarP  translocated actin recruiting protein 

TCEP tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine 
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TLN1  Talin1 gene 

TLN2  Talin2 gene 

TM  Transmembrane 

VBS  Vinculin Binding Site 

Vd1  vinculin domain 1 

α-tail  Alpha-integrin cytoplasmic tail 

β-tail  Beta-Integrin cytoplasmic tail 

  

Chapter 2: Introduction 

2.1 Integrin-mediated adhesions 

Integrin-mediated adhesions are well-conserved multi-component structures that link the 

extracellular matrix (ECM) via integrin transmembrane receptors, to the actin cytoskeleton. These 

structures are capable of sensing and transmitting force, and are critical for cell morphogenesis, 

mechanosensation and cell migration (Parsons et al., 2010).  

2.1.1 Cell migration 

Cell migration is a vital function in all multicellular organisms and is essential for development, 

tissue formation, immune response and wound healing (Case and Waterman, 2015). When 

regulation of cell migration is lost, organisms can develop severe diseases including cancer 

metastasis, chronic inflammatory diseases and vascular diseases. Directed cell movement is 

dictated by cell polarity with a defined leading edge and rear end. This allows organisation of 

cellular components, shape, structure and function (Case and Waterman, 2015).  

Cell migration requires traction force generation against the immediate surroundings. The main 

force comes from the actin cytoskeleton, generated through actin polymerisation and actomyosin 

contraction, coordinating to generate an actin retrograde flow (Theriot and Mitchison, 1991).  
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This retrograde flow is translated into traction force through cell adhesion molecules (CAMs), 

such as integrins, through a mechanism defined as ‘the molecular clutch’ in which the CAMs 

adhere to the ECM anchoring the positon of the actin and enabling it to push against the leading 

edge of the cell membrane (Elosegui-Artola et al., 2016) (fig. 2.1). 
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Figure 2.1: The molecular clutch. Schematic demonstrating how actin retrograde flow combines with adhesion 
molecules to generate traction force and enabling the cell to spread, through a mechanism termed the molecular clutch. 
taken from (MBInfo). 

2.1.2 Types of integrin adhesions 

Cell-matrix adhesion complexes are diverse structures that can be broken down into different 

sub-types of adhesions based on size, maturity and function. At the leading edge of a migrating 
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cell there is an actin projection termed the lamellipodium, in the lamellipodium there are 

numerous small short-lived adhesions termed nascent adhesions (NAs) (more detail in section 

7.2.1), most of these structures are rapidly turned over. Some NAs mature to larger dot-like 

structures referred to as focal complexes (FCs); these are located just behind the leading edge and 

are approximately 1 µm in diameter, persisting for several minutes. As the cell migrates FCs can 

further mature into the much larger focal adhesions (FAs) that are about 2 µm wide and 3-10 µm 

long, residing at the end of large actin bundles or stress fibres (Zimerman et al., 2004) (fig. 2.2). 

 

Figure 1.2: Maturation of Cell-Matrix adhesion. Schematic demonstrating the evolution of the cell-matrix adhesion at 
the lamellipodium. Adapted from (Klotzsch et al., 2015). 

Other classes of adhesions include podosomes and invadopodia; these are typically found in 

leukocytes, endothelial, smooth muscle and tumour cells (Linder, 2007). Podosomes comprise of a 

central actin core with adhesion molecules arranged in a ring forming small circular adhesions 

that turn over in 2-10 minutes (Luxenburg et al., 2006). Invadopodia resemble podosomes but do 

not arrange into ring structures, they are more stable and can protrude slightly further into the 
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ECM (Weaver, 2006). Both structures contact the substratum where they function as sites of 

localised protease secretion and ECM degradation (Albiges-Rizo et al., 2009).  

   

2.2 Integrin 

Integrins are heterodimeric transmembrane proteins expressed in all metazoan species. First 

discovered in 1986 they were named for their ability to integrate the intracellular and 

extracellular environments of a cell (Tamkun et al., 1986). Composed of α and β integrin subunits, 

humans have 18 α and 8 β that form a total of 24 heterodimeric pairs (fig. 2.3) (Campbell and 

Humphries, 2011). 

 

Figure 2.3: Integrin receptor family. Diagram showing the possible combinations of integrin subunits and their ECM 
ligands. Taken from (Hynes, 2002) 
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2.2.1 Integrin structure  

Both integrin subunits consist of a large ectodomain, a well-conserved single transmembrane 

(TM) region and relatively short cytoplasmic domains termed the tails. The α-subunit is slightly 

larger than the β-subunit comprising of around 1000aa and 750aa respectively (Luo et al., 2007).  

α-integrins ectodomains are composed of four or five domains, depending on the presence of an 

α-I domain, a seven-bladed β-propeller, a thigh and two calf domains . Conversely, β-integrin 

ectodomains are composed of several domains forming more complex and flexible 

interconnections; including a hybrid domain, a plexin-semaphorin-integrin (PSI), followed by four 

epidermal growth factor (EGF) modules and a β-tail domain. (Xia et al., 2004) (fig. 2.4). 

 

Figure 2.4: Structure of integrins. Schematic diagram of integrin domain structure in the inactive (left) and active (right) 
conformations. Adapted from (Campbell and Humphries, 2011)  

The cytoplasmic tails of β-integrin have a well conserved membrane proximal Asp-Pro-x-Tyr 

(NPxY) motif and membrane distal Asp-x-x-Tyr (NxxY) motif, important for binding to particular 

PTB-domain containing proteins, including talin and kindlin (Wegener and Campbell, 2008). α-
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integrin tails also contain a conserved region, consisting of a GFFKR motif conserved in all 

isoforms, which has proved vital for binding to both sharpin and mammary-derived growth factor 

(Li et al., 2014). These interactions are necessary for inhibition of integrin activation (Rantala et 

al., 2011).  

2.2.2 Extracellular matrix 

The extracellular matrix (ECM) is a 3D meshwork composed of proteoglycans (PGs), and fibrous 

proteins. ECM is present within all tissues and organs providing a platform onto which cells and 

tissues can morph (Frantz et al., 2010). The physical and biochemical properties of the ECM are 

highly regulated through biophysical and biochemical dialogue between various cellular 

components (e.g. fibroblasts, epithelial and adipocytes). These properties are very variable 

according to tissue type; physiological states, for example ageing and tissue repair; or pathological 

conditions, such as cancer and fibrosis (Lu et al., 2012).  

PGs consist of a protein core covalently linked to glycosaminoglycan chains. They are currently 

classified into three major categories: leucine-rich proteoglycans, modular proteoglycans, and 

cell-surface proteoglycans (Schaefer and Schaefer, 2010). Proteoglycans are extremely hydrophilic 

enabling them to form a hydrogel that supports the ECM structure. Proteoglycans have also been 

demonstrated to assist adhesion, migration and proliferation (Schaefer and Schaefer, 2010).  

ECM proteins mostly consist of collagens, fibronectins, elastins and laminins. Collagen is the most 

abundant of these proteins, providing tensile strength to tissues; collagens are the main protein 

constituent of bones (Kadler et al., 2008). In contrast, elastins provide elasticity to tissues, 

allowing them to stretch; elastins are enriched in the blood vessels, lungs and skin (Frantz et al., 

2010). Fibronectins are glycoproteins that crosslink cells to collagen fibres, thereby having a major 

role in cell adhesion (Pankov and Yamada, 2002). Laminins are also glycoproteins, they are 

predominantly found in basement membranes, providing a meshwork for cells to adhere to 

(Durbeej, 2010).  
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2.2.3 Integrin ligand recognition 

The integrin ligand binding site sits between the intersection of the integrin α-chain β-propeller 

and the βI domain, with the alpha chain determining the ligand specificity (Luo et al., 2007). 

Typically, αV, α5 and α8 containing heterodimers bind to an “RGD” motif present in the ECM 

glycoproteins: fibronectin, vitronectin, fibrinogen and many other ECM constituents (Humphries 

et al., 2006). α9 and α4 integrins also bind to fibronectins but through an “LDV” motif. Collagen 

binding integrins contain either α1, α2, α10 or α11 chains; these integrins recognise a triple 

helical conformation with a “GFPGER” motif (Humphries et al., 2006). Integrins containing α3, α6 

or α7 bind specifically to laminin’s αLG domains 1-3 and αLN domains (Durbeej, 2010). Finally, 

integrins containing αL, αM, αX, αD, and αE are specific to different leukocyte populations (Harris 

et al., 2000).  (Summarised in fig 2.3) 

 

2.3 Talin 

Talin is large mechanosensitive adapter protein, with a critical role in linking integrin receptors to 

the actin cytoskeleton in cell-matrix adhesions. 

2.3.1 Isoforms 

There are two isoforms of talin, talin-1 and talin-2 (Monkley et al., 2001). The two proteins have 

an identical domain structure and have a high (74%) sequence identity. The two isoforms are 

encoded by the TLN1 and TLN2 genes located on different chromosomes (Monkley et al., 2001). 

Talin-1 is ubiquitously expressed; in contrast, talin-2 expression is more variable, being entirely 

absent in some cell types, such as endothelial cells. Talin-2 appears to have higher expression 

levels in the cerebral cortex of the brain, heart muscle and the kidney (Gough and Goult, 2018; 

Debrand et al., 2009). The regulation between the two is not fully understood, however in TLN1-

knockout cells talin-2 expression is upregulated, rescuing many consequences of loss of talin-1, 
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indicating they both have a similar role (Kopp et al., 2010) at least as far as rescuing adhesion is 

concerned.  

 

Figure 2.5: Conservation of talin between isoforms. Schematic diagram showing the domain structure of talin 
molecules, coloured by conservation between the two isoforms and labelled with the individual domain boundaries of 
the two isoforms. Adapted from (Gough and Goult, 2018) 

2.3.2 Structure 

Talin is a 270 kDa homodimer, consisting of an N-terminal FERM region, termed the talin head, 

attached through an 82 amino acid (aa) flexible linker to a large C-terminal rod domain. 

The talin head is a 47 kDa atypical FERM domain (4.1 protein, ezrin, radixin, moesin). FERM 

domains are typically found in cytoskeletal adapter proteins, localising them to the plasma 

membrane. They usually consist of three domains arranged in a compact cloverleaf like shape. 

Unlike other FERM domains, the talin head consists of four domains; both F0 and F1 have 

ubiquitin-like folds, F1 contains an additional large disordered loop region in its centre (Goult et 

al., 2010a), the F2 domain contains a 4-helix bundle and the F3 domain has a phosphotyrosine 

binding domain (PTB) fold. The four domains form an atypical linear shape as opposed to the 

typical FERM domain cloverleaf like shape (Elliott et al., 2010). However, this 4 domain 

arrangement of F0-F3 has also been shown to be in kindlin proteins (see section 2.3.2) (Goult et 

al., 2009b). 
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At the C-terminus of talin is a large mechanosensitive rod region (220 kDa) consisting of 62 α-

helices, grouped into 13 helical bundle domains, four 4-helix (R2, R3, R4 and R8) and nine 5-helix 

(R1, R5, R6, R7, R9-R13), and a single helix forming a C-terminal dimerization domain (Goult et al., 

2013b). The rod contains an integrin binding site in R11 (Rodius et al., 2008; Gingras et al., 2009) 

and two actin binding sites, ABS2 (Hemmings et al., 1996; Atherton et al., 2015; Kumar et al., 

2016) between R4-R8 and ABS3 consisting of R13 and the dimerization domain (McCann and 

Craig, 1997; Gingras et al., 2008). Furthermore, the rod contains 11 cryptic vinculin binding sites 

buried amongst the helical bundles (Gingras et al., 2005) (fig. 2.6) and at least five LD-motif 

binding sites, on R2, R3, R7, R8 and R11 (Goult et al., 2013b; Zacharchenko et al., 2016b; Bouchet 

et al., 2016).  

 

Figure 2.6: Talin structure and binding sites. A) Cartoon structure of talin, cryptic vinculin binding sites located on 
helices coloured red. C) Table summarising known talin ligands and their binding sites.  Adapted from (Gough and Goult, 
2018) 
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2.3.3 Talin autoinhibition and mechanosensing 

A key feature of talin is the multiple layers of folding which cover up numerous binding sites, 

these become exposed under certain stimulus such as ligand binding and force. This feature of 

talin allows masking of specific binding sites at certain times enabling talin to respond to different 

signals within the cell; the feature is termed ‘layers of autoinhibition’ (Gough and Goult, 2018).  

In the cytosol, talin adopts a globular conformation through an interaction between the F3 and R9 

domains. This conformation masks the critical integrin binding site found on the F3 domain (Goult 

et al., 2009a), without this interaction the talin FERM domain can constitutively activate integrin 

(Goksoy et al., 2008; Goult et al., 2009a; Banno et al., 2012). It is not fully understood what 

relieves this conformation into the more active elongated structure. However, it has been 

suggested that it is relieved through interactions with Gα13 (Schiemer et al., 2016), RIAM and 

PIP2 (Goksoy et al., 2008).  

Once in the elongated conformation talin still has multiple cryptic vinculin binding sites in the 

helical bundles. Upon force transduction these domains have been demonstrated to reversibly 

unfold (Yao et al., 2016; del Rio et al., 2009) unveiling the vinculin binding sites. However, the 

process simultaneously disrupts the binding sites on the surface of the helical bundles such as 

that for RIAM TBS1 on talin R3, an important interaction in the recruitment of talin, no longer 

necessary (Yao et al., 2014b; Goult et al., 2018).  
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Figure 2.7: Talin rod domains as mechanical switches. A) shows folded talin R3 bound to RIAM (orange); B) as force is 
exerted on talin R3 the bundle unfolds revealing cryptic vinculin binding site (red) and dissociating from RIAM; C) as 
force increases the helices unfurl leading to vinculin dissociation. Figure taken from (Goult et al., 2018).  

2.3.4 Talin actin binding 

Talin contains three actin-binding sites, ABS1 in the head region consisting of F2 and F3, and ABS2 

and ABS3 located on the talin rod (Hemmings et al., 1996; Atherton et al., 2015; Kumar et al., 

2016; Lee et al., 2004). These actin-binding sites have a positively charged surface at physiological 

pH enabling electrostatic interactions with the negatively charged actin. 

The C-terminus ABS3 is essential for adhesion assembly. The current model suggests initial 

engagement of actin to ABS3 enables force transmission across the whole rod necessary for the 

unfolding of vital vinculin binding sites in R3 (Yao et al., 2014b). Once R3 has unfolded and is 

bound to vinculin, ABS2 is activated locking talin in a high tension bearing connection, leading to 

FA maturation (Atherton et al., 2015; Klapholz and Brown, 2017; Kumar et al., 2016).   

2.3.5 Leucine-Aspartic acid motif binding 

LD-motif interactions are prevalent interactions in and around focal adhesions first identified in 

paxillin (Alam et al., 2014; Brown et al., 1996). LD-motifs are named due to their consensus 

sequence (LDxLLxxL) (Brown et al., 1996). They bind to helical bundles through a helix addition 
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mechanism in which the LD-motif forms an amphipathic α-helix orientated by a salt bridge formed 

between the aspartate in position 2 to an adjacent helix in the binding site, the α-helix then packs 

tightly against the domain (Zacharchenko et al., 2016b; Hoellerer et al., 2003). 

 

Figure 2.8: LD motif binding. A) Atomic structure of paxillin LD2 (yellow) bound to FAK-FAT domain (green) (pdb: 2L6F) 
as an example of LD-motif binding by helix addition. B) View down the α-helix of LD motif showing consensus residues 
(cyan) and the orientating salt bridges that orientate the LD-motif binding.   

2.3.6 Talin rod interactions 

The function of talin as an integrin-associated adapted protein can be defined by the interactions 

with integrin, actin and vinculin; however, there is an ever-increasing number of additional ligands 

that contribute to talin being a mechanosensitive signalling hub (Goult et al., 2018). Talin has 

been shown to bind a series of proteins through a helix addition mechanism, whereby an α-helix 

from the ligand packs against the side of a helical bundle domain in the talin rod. A number of 

these ligands contain an ‘LD’ motif that enables this to occur (Alam et al., 2014). This mode of 

binding has been demonstrated in interactions with deleted in liver cancer 1 (DLC1), a RhoGAP 

and tumour suppressor (Zacharchenko et al., 2016b); Rap1-GTP-interacting adapter molecule 

(RIAM) (Goult et al., 2013b; Chang et al., 2014); and kidney ankyrin repeat containing (KANK) 
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protein, linking talin to the cortical microtubule stabilising complex (Bouchet et al., 2016). Talin 

has also been demonstrated to be linked with alpha-synemin, an intermediate filament protein 

expressed in skeletal muscle (Sun et al., 2008). Together with the KANK and actin interactions, this 

places talin as a coordinator of actin, microtubule and intermediate filaments altogether. 

Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that a direct interaction between the C-terminus of the 

talin rod and the FERM domain of moesin is required to recruit the sodium/hydrogen exchanger 

(NHE-1) to adhesion sites (Beaty et al., 2014). Directly linking talin to alterations in the local 

intracellular environment, this has the potential for greater regulation on adhesion dynamics. 

2.3.7 Talin head interactions 

The talin head harbours binding sites for multiple proteins, the most important of which is the 

integrin binding site located on the F3 domain (Anthis et al., 2009; Bouaouina et al., 2008; 

Calderwood et al., 1999; Wegener et al., 2007). In addition, essential contacts between basic 

residues in the talin head F1-F3 domains and Phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate (PIP2) are 

necessary for talin head orientation and membrane anchoring (Elliott et al., 2010; Goult et al., 

2010a; Legate et al., 2011; Raucher et al., 2000; Saltel et al., 2009). Moreover, the talin head has 

two binding sites for the membrane bound small GTPase Rap1, in F0 and F1, with essential roles 

in integrin activation (Gingras et al., 2019; Goult et al., 2010a; Han et al., 2006; Lagarrigue et al., 

2018; Bromberger et al., 2019). In addition to essential contacts with integrin, PIP2 and Rap1, the 

talin head has been linked with multiple other ligands. Specifically the talin F3 demonstrates 

extraordinary plasticity interacting with PIP kinase gamma (Pereda et al., 2005), layilin (Wegener 

et al., 2008), FAK (Lawson et al., 2012), RIAM (Yang et al., 2014) and G-protein subunit Gα13 

(Schiemer et al., 2016) all on the same binding site; in exactly what order and the effect they have 

on integrin binding is not fully understood. The head also contains one of three talin actin binding 

sites (ABS1) between F2 and F3; with a recently revealed role in capping actin filaments 

(Ciobanasu et al., 2018; Lee et al., 2004). 
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2.4 Kindlins 

Kindlins, like talin, are cell-matrix adhesion adapter proteins, with important functions in integrin 

activation and adhesion dynamics.  

2.4.1 Isoforms 

The kindlin family consists of three evolutionary conserved proteins, kindlin-1, -2 and -3, aptly 

named after a rare congenital disease - Kindler syndrome – which results from mutations in the 

kindin-1 gene (Jobard et al., 2003; Siegel et al., 2003). Kindlin-1 and -2 share a high sequence 

identity as they diverged from kindlin-3 during evolution (Siegel et al., 2003).  

Kindlin-1 is predominantly expressed in epithelial cells, including keratinocytes and intestinal 

epithelial cells. Conversely, kindlin-2 is ubiquitously expressed and kindlin-3 expression is 

restricted to the hematopoietic system (Meves et al., 2009; Ussar et al., 2006). This profound 

difference in tissue expression indicates kindlins acquired specific roles during evolution. 

2.4.2 Structure 

The kindlin family are all FERM-domain containing proteins. Compared to typical FERM domains 

that consist of three lobes, kindlins contain four lobes like talin (Goult et al., 2009b). Similarly to 

talin, kindlin F0 and F1 form ubiquitin-like folds with a loop present in F1, and F3 consists of an 

integrin binding PTB fold. However, unlike talin they are arranged in a typical cloverleaf-like 

structure (Li et al., 2017a). Moreover, they also differ from talins as the kindlin F2 domain 

contains an inserted pleckstrin homology domain (PH domain) consisting of around 131aa (Liu et 

al., 2011). The PH-domain is necessary for recruitment to the cell membrane through direct 

interactions with multiple phosphoinositides, especially phosphatidylinositol (3,4,5)-trisphosphate 

(PIP3) and phosphatidylinositol (4,5)-bisphosphate (PIP2) (Qu et al., 2011). It is possible that 

kindlins may form homo-dimers, albeit this was shown with a kindlin-2 missing the PH-domain 

and had very slow dynamics (Li et al., 2017a).  
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Figure 2.9: Structure of Kindlin. A) crystal structure of kindlin-2 dimer bound to integrin (5XQ0) (Li et al., 2017a) coloured 
by domain (F0 red, F1 yellow, F2 blue, F3 green); B) schematic diagram representing the domain structure of kindlins.  

2.4.3 Interactions within the adhesome 

Like talin, kindlins have an essential role in integrin activation and adhesion dynamics through 

multiple interactions. The most important of which is a direct interaction between the kindlin F3 

domain and the membrane distal NxxY motif of β-integrin tail that is necessary for integrin 

activation (Bledzka et al., 2012). Additionally,  Kindlin-2 has been demonstrated to directly 

interact with the integrin linked kinase (ILK) through the F2 domain (Fukuda et al., 2014). This 

interaction links kindlin-2 to the ILK-PINCH-parvin complex, and the actin cytoskeleton. Kindlin-2 is 

also involved in paxillin recruitment to sites of adhesions through an interaction with the paxillin-

LIM3 domain (Theodosiou et al., 2016). The kindlin interaction with paxillin has been linked with 

an interaction with the ARP2/3 complex, promoting FAK-mediated cell spreading, and RAC1-

mediated membrane protrusions (Böttcher et al., 2017). 
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2.4.4 Disease 

A significant hallmark of kindlins is their role in disease (Rognoni et al., 2016). The most apparent 

of which is Kindler syndrome, first described by Theresa Kindler in 1954. Kindler syndrome is a 

subtype of bullous skin disease that is characterised by skin blistering, hyperkeratosis, skin 

atrophy, photosensitivity and poikiloderma in sun-exposed areas (Kindler, 1954). The disease is 

caused from mutations in the FERMT-1 (kindlin-1) gene that leads to loss of expression of 

functional kindlin-1 in epithelial tissues (Kloeker et al., 2004; Jobard et al., 2003; Has et al., 2011). 

Additionally, kindlin-1 has been implemented in cancer, with FERMT-1 mRNA upregulated in most 

lung, breast and colon cancers. It appears to intervene in TGFβ signalling leading to constitutively 

active cell motility and invasion (Sin et al., 2011).  

Due to kindlin-2 ubiquitous expression, loss of the protein leads to peri-implantation lethality in 

mice (Dowling et al., 2008). However, dysregulation of kindlin-2 expression has been observed in 

multiple diseases such as tubular intestinal fibrosis of the kidney (Bielesz et al., 2010). Like kindlin-

1, upregulation of kindlin-2 has also been implemented in a series of cancers, increasing 

invasiveness, metastasis and poor disease outcome (Mahawithitwong et al., 2013; An et al., 2010; 

Talaat et al., 2011). 

Kindlin-3 is highly expressed in hematopoietic cells (Ussar et al., 2006). Kindlin-3 deficient mice die 

shortly after birth, suffering from severe haemorrhages, anaemia, leucocytosis and loss of 

hematopoietic stem cells (Moser et al., 2008; Ruppert et al., 2015). These symptoms are all 

hallmarks of leukocyte adhesion deficiency type III (LAD III), which is caused by the loss of kindlin-

3 expression (Kuijpers et al., 2009; Svensson et al., 2009; Mory et al., 2008). This disease is 

primarily caused by loss of integrin function.  

2.5 Integrin activation 

Integrin receptors act as bidirectional signalling molecules, having two conventional methods of 

activation. One is inside-out activation, by this mechanism the ectodomain of integrin adopts the 
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extended high affinity state for the ECM via signalling from cytoplasmic domain, most commonly 

associated with talin-mediated integrin activation (Ginsberg, 2014). The alternative mechanism is 

outside-in activation, whereby ECM ligand binding to the integrin extracellular head domain leads 

to a partial extension of the integrin ectodomain, separating the integrin tails and stimulating the 

adhesion machinery formation on the intracellular face (Mehrbod et al., 2013). In this thesis I will 

focus on inside-out integrin activation. 

2.5.1 Integrin activation states 

The current model suggests integrin goes through three affinity states in the conventional inside-

out activation process. In the lowest energy-state, integrins are in an inactive bent-closed 

conformation in-which the transmembrane domains closely associate and the cytoplasmic tails 

are clasped. In this conformation, integrins have low affinity for their ligand (Li and Springer, 

2018). The second state is the extended closed state. This is induced by talin and kindlin binding 

to the β-integrin tail; this disrupts the transmembrane association reorienting the integrin 

ectodomain into an extended conformation. Once in the extended closed, integrin shifts to the 

extended open conformation because of the slightly lower free energy state; in this state integrin 

has a ligand-binding affinity 5000-fold higher than the bent closed conformation or extended 

closed conformation (Li et al., 2017b; Li and Springer, 2018) (fig. 2.10). 
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Figure 2.10: Integrin activation states. Schematic describing the events of inside-out integrin activation. Talin and 
kindlin are recruited to the integrin tails via RAP1 and RIAM; talin and kindlin bind to the beta integrin tail separating the 
tails and leading to the extension of the integrin ectodomains into the extended closed conformation; talin binds links 
actin to integrin and the ECM, force transmission across this axis leads to integrin adapting the extended open 
conformation. Adapted from (Sun et al., 2019) 

2.5.2 Kindlin and talin mediated integrin activation 

Integrin activation has major consequences on cell shape, proliferation and motility, therefore this 

crucial step has to be tightly regulated. There is a complex system of proteins and signalling 

molecules which can regulate integrin activity, so called the ‘integrin adhesome’ (Horton et al., 

2015). However, at the core of this complex network is a simple interaction between the β-

integrin tail, talin and kindlin. Biochemical (Calderwood et al., 1999) and structural studies (Anthis 

et al., 2009; Wegener et al., 2008) have elucidated an interaction between talin F3 domain and 

the membrane proximal NPxY motif in β-integrin tails that is necessary for inside-out integrin 

activation (Ye et al., 2010). Later is was demonstrated that talin was not capable of activating 

integrin alone, requiring kindlin as a co-activator (Meves et al., 2009; Calderwood et al., 2013; 

Theodosiou et al., 2016). Kindlins like talin bind to the β-integrin tail through an interaction with 
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the kindlin F3 domain; however, they exclusively bind to the membrane distal NxxY motif (Li et al., 

2017a; Bledzka et al., 2012). 

 

Figure 2.11: Talin and kindlin activate integrin. Schematic demonstrating talin and kindlin F3 domains binding to the β-
integrin tail to activate integrin.  

As to how kindlin and talin cooperative binding activates integrin is up for much debate 

(Theodosiou et al., 2016; Bachir et al., 2014; Sun et al., 2019; Calderwood et al., 2013). Structural 

studies indicate talin binding to integrin disrupts the transmembrane helix association in the bent-

closed conformation. The β-TM is usually tilted and α-TM perpendicular to the membrane in the 

bent-closed conformation; binding of talin to the β-tail extends the TM helix and rotates the 

complex; this increases the tilt and separates the α- and β- TM regions, thereby opening the 

conformation (Anthis et al., 2009; Kalli et al., 2010, 2011; Lau et al., 2009) (fig. 2.12).  
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Figure 2.12: Disruption of the α/β integrin dimer by talin. Binding of talin F3 (yellow) to the β-tail (magenta/red) 
induces a twist and tilt that disrupts the α/β dimer, thereby separating the tails and leading to the activation state. 
Adapted from (Anthis et al., 2009).  

2.5.3 Talin recruitment in integrin activation 

An important regulatory step in integrin activation is the recruitment of talin from the cytosol to 

sites of integrin adhesions. Recruitment of talin could be through a number of mechanisms 

(Klapholz and Brown, 2017). One of the best studied pathways is talin recruitment through the 

Rap1 effector protein RIAM and other members of the MRL (Mig-10/RIAM/Lamellipodin) family of 

proteins (Lee et al., 2009). RIAM has two LD-motifs in the N-terminus which have been 

demonstrated to bind to the talin rod (Yang et al., 2014; Chang et al., 2014; Goult et al., 2013b). 

Rap1 is activated by protein kinase C, this leads to the recruitment of RIAM to the membrane via 

the Ras association (RA) domain (Lafuente et al., 2004). During recruitment to activated Rap1, 

RIAM acts as a scaffold pulling talin with it to the sites of adhesion. 

2.6 Vinculin 

Vinculin is an important adhesion complex scaffolding protein involved in cell-matrix and cell-cell 

junctions. Vinculin has essential roles in adhesion maturation (Humphries et al., 2007), 
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mechanosensing (Plotnikov et al., 2012; Yao et al., 2014a), regulation of actin dynamics 

(Thievessen et al., 2013) and cell proliferation (Subauste et al., 2004). 

2.6.1 Structure 

Vinculin is a 117 kDa protein consisting of a large globular head attached to a tail region. The head 

comprises of three tandem pairs of 4-helix bundles termed ‘vinculin/α-catenin repeats’ (Vd1-3) 

and an additional 4-helix bundle (Vd4). The vinculin head is attached via a proline-rich linker to 

the C-terminal tail region (Vt) that resembles a 5 helix bundle. The vinculin head forms a ‘pincer’-

like structure which holds the vinculin tail, maintaining vinculin in an autoinhibited state (Bakolitsa 

et al., 2004). The high affinity interaction between the vinculin head and tail domains obscures 

ligand binding sites on the proline-rich linker region as well as F-actin and PIP2 on the Vt (Ziegler 

et al., 2006). To relieve the autoinhibited conformation, vinculin activation requires simultaneous 

binding of both F-actin to the Vt and talin (or likewise) VBS to Vd1 (Chen et al., 2006).  

 

Figure 2.13.  Structure of vinculin. Crystal structure of vinculin in the autoinhibited conformation (pdb: 1TR2); coloured 
by domain as indicated in the schematic diagram (bottom). 
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2.6.2 Interactions within the adhesome 

Vinculin has many essential roles in both integrin and cadherin mediated adhesions, this 

multitude of roles is regulated through multiple distinct binding partners. Indeed, it has been 

demonstrated vinculin can interact with 19 binding partners (fig. 2.14) (Carisey and Ballestrem, 

2011).  

Vinculin is critical in mediating the link between the adhesion molecules integrin and cadherin and 

the actin cytoskeleton. This is achieved through force dependent interactions between the VBS 

found in the scaffolding proteins talin (Burridge et al. 1984), α-actinin (Bois et al., 2006a) and α/β-

catenin (Rangarajan and Izard, 2012), and Vd1. The scaffold protein bound vinculin then 

reinforces the interactions with the actin cytoskeleton by itself binding to actin through the Vt 

region (Huttelmaier et al., 1997; Janssen et al., 2006). 

Activated vinculin also regulates actin dynamics through interactions between the proline rich 

region and SH3 domains found on potent actin regulators, ARP2/3 complex - an actin nucleator 

with a unique ability to organise actin filaments into branched networks (DeMali et al., 2002), 

VASP – an actin polymerisation promotor (Reinhard et al., 1992), and members of the vinexin 

family – a family of actin regulators with roles in capping the actin cytoskeleton (Mandai et al., 

1999; Kawabe et al., 1999; Kioka et al., 1999).  

In addition to the roles already stipulated, vinculin has also been demonstrated to bind with 

paxillin, an important interaction for recruitment of the two proteins to FAs (Wood et al., 1994). 

Furthermore, vinculin appears to be involved in mRNA processing through an interaction with the 

splicing mediator raver1 (Hüttelmaier et al., 2001).  
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Figure 2.14: Interactions of vinculin. Schematic showing previously reported vinculin binders at adhesion sites, coloured 
by region of vinculin in which they bind, grey = Vd1; green = proline rich region; red = vinculin tail; blue = unknown.  

2.7 Additional core adhesome proteins 

2.7.1 Rap1 

Rap1 is a member of the Ras associated small GTPase superfamily consisting of two homologs 

Rap1a and Rap1b. Rap1 is best known for its function as an integrin activator (Boettner and Van 

Aelst, 2009). Currently, this process is thought to be regulated via its interactions with RIAM (Lee 

et al., 2009); however, it has also been demonstrated to weakly interact with the talin FERM 

domains F0 and F1 suggesting a possibility for coordination of talin at the cell membrane (Goult et 

al., 2010a; Zhu et al., 2017; Gingras et al., 2019; Bromberger et al., 2019) (see section 6.5). 
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2.7.2 Paxillin 

Paxillin is an important scaffolding protein in focal adhesions, recruiting both structural and 

signalling proteins. Paxillin is a 65 kDa protein consisting of five N-terminus LD motifs (LD1 to LD5) 

containing the consensus (LDxLLxxLL). The LD motifs have been identified as sites for FAK, talin 

and vinculin binding (Thomas et al., 1999; Vanarotti et al., 2016; Hoellerer et al., 2003; 

Zacharchenko et al., 2016b). Additionally paxillin contains four LIM-domains at the C-terminus 

that have an important role in protein:protein interactions anchoring paxillin at the cell 

membrane (Brown et al., 1996). Paxillin also contains a proline-rich sequence enabling binding of 

SH3-containing proteins and numerous serine and tyrosine residues for SH2 domain binding 

(Schaller, 2001). Together, paxillin is a large docking molecule tightly regulated by multiple 

phosphorylation sites (López-Colomé et al., 2017; Webb et al., 2005).  

 

2.7.3 Focal Adhesion Kinase 

FAK is a protein tyrosine kinase that plays an essential role in regulation of focal adhesions. FAK is 

a ubiquitously expressed and highly conserved protein vital for normal tissue development 

(Schaller, 2010). FAK is a 110 kDa protein consisting of an N-terminus FERM domain, a central 

catalytic tyrosine kinase domain and a C-terminus focal adhesion targeting domain (FAT). The 

FERM domain complexes with the catalytic domain to autoinhibit FAK kinase activity. The FAT 

domain is an LD-motif binding domain essential for FAK localisation and downstream signalling. 

2.8 Objectives of work 

Integrin-mediated adhesions are essential biological structures involved in tissue development, 

wound repair, cell shape and cell migration. These structures are formed of a complex web of 

proteins and signalling molecules that form a bidirectional signalling platform between the cell 

and its environment. The complex nature of integrin-mediated adhesions allows them to form 

diverse structures with multiple different roles. The formation and maturation of integrin-
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mediated adhesions occur through integrin receptor activation and force transmission. However, 

whilst our knowledge of the many mechanisms by which integrin activation and force 

transmission is quickly improving, there is still much to be learnt.  

In this thesis I will be focusing on interactions between the essential cell-matrix adhesion 

proteins: integrin, talin, kindlin, and vinculin. Using a combination of biochemical and structural 

techniques and in collaboration with other research groups, we sought to provide insight into the 

intricacies of known and novel mechanisms involved in the initial stages of adhesion formation.  

The aims of the thesis were as follows: 

1. To develop new biochemical assays to study the interactions that occur at integrin 

mediated adhesions, which are otherwise difficult/not possible to study. (i) The first 

method was a microscale thermophoresis (MST) assay that could provide quantitative 

information on interactions that were previously not measurable using more conventional 

biochemical assays, due to limitations on size and protein expression. 

(ii) Integrin-mediated adhesion complexes form at the cell membrane, to further 

understand the influence of the membrane on adhesion formation we wanted to develop 

a relatively accessible high throughput assay to investigate the role of lipid environment 

on protein-integrin cytoplasmic tail interactions. An important factor in this experiment 

design was to bypass the need for transmembrane domains to attach ligands to the 

membrane. To this purpose we developed a peptide-conjugated lipid co-sedimentation 

assay. 

2. Using the biochemical suite from Aim 1 we wanted to elucidate the mechanisms that may 

regulate the integrin activating ability of the talin head. First, we investigated talin 

autoinhibition as a primary way of inhibiting talin head activity by characterising a mutant 

which leads to constitutively active talin. Next, following determining the atomic structure 

of the talin-2 head we investigated how the conformational plasticity of the talin head 
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may regulate integrin adhesions, and avenues which may control the conformation. 

Finally, we investigated a direct interaction between kindlin and talin, to further 

understand how kindlin may assist/control talin-mediated integrin activation. 

3. In the 3rd aim we investigated the role of the α-integrin tail in talin-mediated integrin 

activation by following up on two reports from the mid-90s that identified a direct 

interaction between talin and the α-integrin tail (Knezevic et al., 1996; Pavalko and Otey, 

1994). Using a biochemical and structural approach we confirmed and characterised an 

interaction between talin and α-tail, which may provide a new insight into talin-mediated 

integrin activation.  

4. The final aim of my thesis was to improve our understanding of the interactions between 

talin and vinculin. We were first interested in understanding how the talin-vinculin 

interaction can determine nascent adhesion maturation, by investigating the possibility of 

a talin-vinculin pre-complex. Following this, we were keen to understand how pathogens 

can hijack the talin-vinculin interaction to aid infection, specifically investigating the 

Chlamydial virulence factor TarP.  
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Chapter 3:  Methods 

3.1 Materials 

3.1.1 Buffers 

Table 3.1: Buffer table  

Buffer Components 

Ni buffer A 500 mM NaCl, 20 mM Imidazole, 20 mM Tris pH 8 

Ni buffer B 500 mM NaCl, 1 M Imidazole, 20 mM Tris pH 8 

Q buffer A 50 mM NaCl, 20 mM Tris pH 8 

Q buffer B  1 M NaCl 20 mM Tris pH 8  

S buffer A 50 mM NaCl, 20 mM Phosphate buffer (NaH2PO4, Na2HPO4)  pH 6.5 

S buffer B 1M NaCl, 20 mM Phosphate buffer (NaH2PO4, Na2HPO4)  pH 6.5 

NMR Buffer 50 mM NaCl, 20 mM Phosphate buffer (NaH2PO4, Na2HPO4)  pH 

6.5,  

2 mM DTT 

PBS 137 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl, 8 mM Na2HPO4, and 2 mM KH2PO4 pH 

7.4 

NMR Solution A 12.5 g Na2HPO4 (88 mM)  , 7.5 g KH2PO4  (55 mM) Make to 1 L 

NMR Solution B  4.0 g D-glucose, 10.0 mL H2O, 10.0 mL BME Vitamins, 2.0 mL 

MgSO4 

(1 M), 0.1 mL CaCl2 (1 M), 1.0 mL Antibiotic (1000x), 1.0 g 15NH4Cl 

(for  1 L culture) 
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SDS running buffer 50 mM MOPS, 50 mM Tris, 0.1% SDS, 1 mM EDTA, pH 7.7 

5x Sample Buffer 0.625 M Tris, 40% Glycerol, 10% SDS, 10% β-mercaptoethanol, 

0.005% Bromophenol Blue 

Lipid buffer 20 mM HEPES pH 7.4, 0.2 mM EGTA 

MLV pull down buffer 20 mM Tris pH 7.4, 0.1 mM EDTA, 15 mM β-mercaptoethanol 

3.1.2 Plasmids 

Table 3.2: Plasmid table 

Protein Plasmid Vector Resistance Gene Species Domain/s Residues Source 

Talin1_R7R8 pET151TOPO ampicillin TLN1 mouse R7-R8 1357-1659 
Dr. Ben 
Goult 

Talin1_R11R12 pET151TOPO ampicillin TLN1 mouse R12-R13 2137-2294 
Dr. Ben 
Goult 

Talin1_R9R10 pET151TOPO ampicillin TLN1 mouse R9-R10 1655-1973 
Dr. Ben 
Goult 

Talin1_F2F3 pET151TOPO ampicillin TLN1 mouse F2-F3 196-405 
Dr. Ben 
Goult 

Talin1_head pET151TOPO ampicillin TLN1 mouse F0-F3 1-405 
Dr. Ben 
Goult 

Talin2_head pET151TOPO ampicillin TLN2 mouse F0-F3 1-403 GeneArt 

Talin1_F3 pET151TOPO ampicillin TLN1 mouse F3 308-400 
Dr. Ben 
Goult 

Talin1_F0-F2 pET151TOPO ampicillin TLN1 mouse F0-F2 1-309 
Dr. Ben 
Goult 

Talin1_F1 pET151TOPO ampicillin TLN1 mouse F1 86-202 
Dr. Ben 
Goult 

Talin1_F1_loop_ 
deletion pET151TOPO ampicillin TLN1 mouse F1 

86-202 (Δ139-
168) 

Dr. Ben 
Goult 
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Talin1_head_loop
_deletion pET151TOPO ampicillin TLN1 mouse F0-F3 

1-405 (Δ139-
168) 

Dr. Ben 
Goult 

Talin1_head_ 
phoshomimetic pET151TOPO ampicillin TLN1 mouse F0-F3 

1-405 (T144E, 
T150E) 

Dr. Ben 
Goult 

Talin1_F1_ 
phosphomimetic pET151TOPO ampicillin TLN1 mouse F1 

86-202 (T144E, 
T150E) 

Dr. Ben 
Goult 

Talin1_F0 pET151TOPO ampicillin TLN1 mouse F0 1-85 
Dr. Ben 
Goult 

FL_talin1 pEt21a ampicillin TLN1 mouse F0-DD 1-2541 
Dr. Ben 
Goult 

FL_talin1_ 
autoinhibiton pEt21a ampicillin TLN1 mouse F0-DD 

1-2542 
(E1770A) 

Dr. Ben 
Goult 

FL_kindlin1 pET151TOPO ampicillin 
FERMT
1 mouse F0-F3 1-677 

Dr. Ben 
Goult 

FL_kindlin1_ 
kindler pET151TOPO ampicillin 

FERMT
1 mouse F0-F3 

1-678 (Δ623-
625) 

Prof. 
Maddy 
Parsons 

Kindlin_F0F1 pET151TOPO ampicillin 
FERMT
1 mouse F0-F1 1-275 

Dr. Ben 
Goult 

Vinculin_Vd1 pET151TOPO ampicillin VCL mouse Vd1 1-258 
Dr. Ben 
Goult 

FAK_FAT pOPINB kanamycin PTK2 mouse FAT 902-1050 
Dr. Igor 
Barsukov 

Rap1b pTAC 
kanamycin 
+ ampicillin Rap1b mouse G-domain 1-166 

Dr. Igor 
Barsukov 

Talin_F2F3_β3 pET151TOPO Ampicillin  
TLN1/ 
ITGB3 

Mouse/c
hicken F2-F3 

196-405 +  
765-775 

Dr. Ben 
Goult 

 

3.1.3 Peptides  

Table 3.3: Peptide table 

Peptide Protein Gene Species Residues 

α2-tail_short Integrin  ITGA2 human C-1154-1173 

α2-tail Integrin  ITGA2 human C-1154-1181 

β1a-tail  Integrin  ITGB1 human C-752-798 
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TarP_VBS1 TarP TARP C. caviae  850-868-C 

TarP_VBS3 TarP TARP C. caviae  745-769-C 

TarP_LD TarP TARP C. caviae  655-680-C 

Pax_LD1 paxillin PXN mouse 3-22-C 

Pax_LD2 paxillin PXN mouse C-141-153 

Pax_LD4 paxillin PXN mouse C-262-274 

mTal1_VBS33  talin 1 TLN1 mouse C-1512-1546 

mTal1_VBS36  talin 1 TLN1 mouse C-1622-1656 

RIAM_TBS1 RIAM APBB1IP mouse  4-30-C 

KANK1_KN KANK1 KANK1 human 30-60-C 

EGFR_CD EGFR EGFR human C-668-711 

3.2 Recombinant Protein Expression  

3.2.1 Expression in E.coli 

All proteins were expressed in E.coli BL21(DE3) unless stated otherwise. Plasmids containing the 

recombinant protein gene of interest and ampicillin resistance, were transformed into chemically 

competent cells, then spread onto LB agar plates containing 100 µg/mL ampicillin for selection 

then incubated overnight at 37˚C. A single colony was picked and transferred to a 10 mL starter 

culture of LB broth containing 100 µg/mL ampicillin. The starter culture was incubated at 37˚C in a 

shaking incubator overnight. 4 mL of starter culture was added to a 1 l volume of LB broth 

supplemented with 100 µg/mL ampicillin and incubated at 37˚C in a shaking incubator. Cultures 

were grown to an OD600 of 0.5-0.8 then cooled to 18˚C and inoculated with 100 µg/mL IPTG to 

induce protein production, then incubated at 18˚C overnight unless stated otherwise. The cells 

were pelleted at 4200 rpm for 20 minutes, resuspended in Ni buffer A and frozen at -20˚C.  

3.2.2 Protein Purification 

Cell pellets were defrosted then lysed by sonication, using 6 cycles of 20 seconds on 40 seconds 

off at 20,000 kHz. The resulting lysates were centrifuged at 18,000 rpm for 20 minutes to separate 

the soluble fraction. The soluble fraction was subjected to further purification.  
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3.2.3 Ni-affinity purification using FPLC AKTA system 

Unless stated otherwise, all proteins used had a polyhistidine-tag attached to aid purification. 

These proteins were purified using a 5 mL HisTrap HP column (GE healthcare) connected to either 

an AKTAstart or AKTApure900 system. The column was equilibrated with Ni buffer A. The 

supernatant from cell lysate was loaded onto the primed column, then washed with Ni buffer A to 

remove non-specific binders. Proteins were eluted from the column by titrating an increasing 

gradient of imidazole. The flow through from the increasing imidazole gradient was collected in 

fractions. Chromatograms were produced by the AKTA system measuring the A280 allowing for 

analysis of the elution profile. Fractions were selected based on peaks at A280 then analysed 

using SDS-PAGE to confirm the correct sized protein has been purified. Selected fractions were 

pooled together then dialysed at 4˚C overnight into buffer of choice. 

3.2.4 Ni-affinity purification by batch method 

Kindlin and full length talin both give low yields of protein, making them difficult to observe at 

A280 on an AKTA system. Therefore they were purified on Ni-NTA beads using the batch method. 

Ni-NTA beads were primed in Ni buffer A then added to the supernatant from the cell lysate and 

incubated for 30 minutes at room temperature. The beads were then pelleted at 4000 rpm for 5 

minutes. The supernatant was carefully removed and the beads resuspended in 30 mL of Ni buffer 

A. This process was repeated 5 times to wash off non-specific binders. The beads were then 

collected in a gravity column and allowed to stack. The proteins were eluted from the beads by 

the addition of 5 mL of Ni buffer B, 1 mL at a time, and collected in 1 mL fractions. Fractions were 

analysed by SDS-PAGE, selected fractions were then buffer exchanged using a desalting column 

into PBS. 

3.2.5 TEV protease cleavage 

Protein constructs expressed from the PET-151 plasmids had the His-tag cleaved off by TEV 

(Tobacco Etch Virus) nuclear-inclusion-a endopeptidase, a cysteine protease that cleaves between 

the Q\S of the ENLYFQ\S recognition site) unless needed for labelling in MST. Cleavage was 
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carried out after Ni-affinity purification, by incubation of recombinant TEV with the purified 

protein during the dialysis step.  

3.2.6 Anion/Cation Exchange Chromatography 

Proteins were subjected to further purification by anion/cation exchange based upon their 

respective isoelectric point (pI), calculated from ProtParam (Gasteiger et al., 2005). Proteins with 

a pI <7 were dialysed into Q buffer A then loaded onto a 5 mL HiTrap Q HP (GE healthcare) anion 

exchange column using an AKTA system. Proteins with a  pI >7 were dialysed into S buffer A and 

loaded onto a 5mL HiTrap S HP (GE healthcare) cation exchange column using an AKTA system. 

The proteins were eluted with an increasing gradient of NaCl concentration and fractions 

collected. The elution was monitored using A280 and selected fractions were analysed by SDS-

PAGE. Samples were then buffer exchanged by either dialysis or desalting column into the desired 

buffer.  

 

3.2.7 Mouse Rap1 expression and purification from CK600K cells 

The Rap1 construct came in a pre-transformed glycerol stock donated from Dr Igor Barsukov. Due 

to being in a different vector and cell type to our usual proteins, the Rap1 expression required a 

different expression and purification strategy.  

Rap1 expression in CK600K cells 

A 10 mL starter culture was prepared from a stab of the glycerol stock, this was grown overnight 

at 37°C in LB media containing both ampicillin and kanamycin. Cultures were treated as described 

previously (section 3.2.1), however after induction the cultures were left at 30°C overnight.  

For 15N-minimal media preparations solution B was supplemented with 100 mg of leucine, 

threonine and thiamine.  

Rap1 purification 

The Rap1 construct has no purification tag attached, therefore it was not possible to purify by Ni-

NTA methods. Due to the acidic pI we first used anion exchange on a Q column to purify the 
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protein, as described previously (section 3.2.6). As the Q column was overloaded, the flow 

through was loaded again and run for an extra cycle. Following the Q column the fractions were 

analysed by SDS-page. Selected fractions were then run on a HiPrep 26/60 size exclusion 

chromatography column (GE Healthcare); 13 mL of the sample was loaded and run at a flow rate 

of 1.3 mL/min. Fractions of the corresponding peaks were analysed on SDS-PAGE and correct 

fractions collected.  

The selected bands from the gel were sent for mass spectrometry to confirm the right protein has 

been purified. The gel pieces were treated with DTT to reduce disulphides, treated with 

chloroacetamide to alkylate the cysteines and then subjected to overnight cleavage with trypsin. 

The peptides generated were extracted and analysed by MALDI-TOF mass spec to give a peptide 

mass fingerprint that was used to search the Swiss-Prot database (UniProt) using the MASCOT 

search engine.  The 15 most intense peptide masses were subject to further analysis by MS/MS 

and this data searched against the same database.  With proteins expressed in prokaryotes the 

MS/MS search result typically confirms the identification from the peptide mass fingerprint. 

 

3.2.8 Protein concentration estimation 

The concentration of purified proteins was estimated by measuring the relative A280 using a 

NanoPhotometer N60/N50 (Implen). The molecular weight and extinction coefficient were 

calculated using ProtParam (Gasteiger et al., 2005). Protein concentration was calculated in 

mg/mL according to Beer-Lamberts Law.  

3.2.9 SDS-PAGE gels 

Samples were prepared for SDS-PAGE by boiling with 5x sample buffer at 95˚C for 5 minutes. Gels 

were prepared in gel cassettes (Novex) with a 12% separating component and a 4% stacking 

component.  
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Table 3.3: SDS-PAGE gel content 

Separating Gel - 12% Stacking Gel - 4% 
40 % Acrylamide 7.5 mL 40 % Acrylamide 1.25 mL 

Separating Gel Buffer (1 M 
Tris pH 8.8) 

9.4 mL Stacking Gel Buffer 
(0.375 M Tris pH 6.8)  

4.2 mL 

10% SDS 250 µL 10% SDS 125 µL 

50% Sucrose 4 mL Water 6 mL 

Water 3.3 mL TEMED 5 µL 

TEMED 6.25 µL Ammonium 
Persulphate 

1 mL 

Ammonium Persulphate 625 µL 
  

 

3.3 Biochemical methods 

3.3.1 Circular Dichroism (CD) 

Circular Dichroism is the difference in the absorption of left-handed circularly-polarised light and 

right handed circularly-polarised light. The difference results from circularly-polarised light rays 

travelling through a medium at different velocities. This phenomenon occurs when a molecule 

contains one or more chiral chromophores (light-absorbing groups). It is used as a powerful tool 

for investigating the folded nature of a protein, providing information on the secondary structure 

of a protein due to the ordered alignments of the polypeptide backbone (Greenfield, 2007). 

Spectra were recorded using a JASCO J-715 spectropolarimeter equipped with a JASCO PTC-423S 

temperature control unit. Spectra were measured at 25˚C with the wavelength changing from 

260nm to 190nm. Denaturation profiles, followed the unfolding of α-helices at 208 nm, from 20-

80°C at 0.2°C intervals. 0.1 mg/mL of protein was dissolved in phosphate buffered saline (PBS). 

Measurements were made in a quartz cell of 0.1 cm path length. 
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3.3.2 Fluorescence Polarisation (FP) 

Fluorescence polarisation is a method used to determine the affinity of a binding interaction 

between two molecules. This method requires a smaller molecule (peptide <10 kDa) coupled to a 

fluorophore. This small molecule will tumble rapidly in solution, however when bound to a larger 

molecule (our target protein) the tumbling will slow down. Therefore when the fluorophore is 

excited with polarised light, naturally it will scatter the light in all directions, but when bound to 

the target protein the emitted light will depolarise more slowly, resulting in increased polarised 

light being detected. The change is polarised light can be plotted against the target protein 

concentration, enabling a dissociation constant to be calculated (Moerke, 2009).  

 

Figure 3.1: Fluorescence polarisation assay.  
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Fluorescently labelling peptides 

Synthetic peptides were designed with a cysteine on either the N-terminal or C-terminal, this 

allowed for coupling to Fluorescein-5-Maleimide via a stable thioether bond. Peptides were 

coupled to the fluorophore in a reaction consisting of: 300 µM peptide, 25 µL Fluorescein-5-

Maleimide, 5 mM TCEP, 0.05% v/v Triton X-100 and final volume made up to 1 mL using PBS to 

ensure the reaction is carried out at pH 7.4. The coupling reaction was left for 2 hours at room 

temperature, stirring in the dark. The reaction is stopped and the excess fluorescein is removed 

using a PD-10 desalting column (GE healthcare) to exchange the coupled peptide into PBS, 

separating it from the free fluorescein. 

Fluorescence polarisation assay 

 A 50 µL serial dilution of target protein is set up in PBS in the first 11 wells of a black 96 well plate 

(Nunc), with 50 µL of PBS in well 12 (considered the blank). To each well 50 µL of 200 nM 

fluorescent peptide solution was added and mixed by pipette. The plate was then inserted into 

the plate reader (BMG LABTECH, CLARIOstar) at 25˚C, which took the polarisation measurements, 

the run settings were optimised for fluorescein dye.  

Calculation of dissociation constant (Kd) 

The dissociation constant is defined as an equilibrium constant that measures the propensity of a 

complex to dissociate reversibly into smaller components. To determine the Kd of the interaction, 

the fluorescence polarisation data was entered into GraphPad Prism v7.00 software and data 

fitted to the non-linear binding equation ‘one site total binding’. Equation shown below:  

𝑌 =
𝐵𝑀𝐴𝑋 ∗ 𝑋 

𝐾𝐷 + 𝑋
+ 𝑁𝑆 ∗ 𝑋 + 𝐵𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 

Y = protein concentration 

X = ligand concentration 

NS = Slope of non-specific binding in Y units/X units  

Background = nonspecific binding with no ligand added.  
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3.3.3 Microscale Thermophoresis (MST) 

MST, like fluorescence polarisation, is used to measure the binding affinities between two 

molecules. However, unlike FP there are no restrictions on the size of the molecules. MST works 

on the basis of using fluorescent labelled molecules to track the small movements made in 

response to a microscopic temperature gradient, called thermophoresis. Any alteration in the 

local environment of the target fluorescent molecule (e.g. binding) will have an effect on the 

thermophoresis of the target molecule. Therefore, it is possible to plot the change in 

thermophoresis in response to change in ligand concentration to calculate a binding affinity. (See 

section 4.1 for more detail) 

Coupling of target proteins to NT-647 dye 

Recombinantly expressed proteins are coupled to equimolar amount of NT-647 dye (RED-tris-NTA 

NanoTemper) via their 6xHis-tag, in a one-step coupling reaction. The dye was mixed with the 

target protein in a coupling reaction at a 1:1 ratio at a concentration of 100 nM in PBS, then left at 

room temperature for 30 minutes. The solution was then centrifuged at 13,000 rpm for 10 

minutes at 4˚C to remove any aggregated protein.  

MST assay 

A serial dilution of the ligand was performed in 10 µL PBS. Next, 10 µL of 100 nM labelled-target-

protein was added to each well. There was a final volume of 20 µL in each well with a final target 

concentration of 50 nM. Prepared samples were filled into Monolith NT.115 capillaries 

(NanoTemper). Measurements were recorded on a Monolith NT.115 at 25°C, excited under red 

light, medium MST power and 40% excitation power. The data was analysed using MO.Affinity 

Analysis software and fitted using the Kd fit model. Dissociation constants and errors were 

calculated using the MO.Affinity Analysis software.  
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3.3.4 Analytical size exclusion chromatography – multi-angle light scattering (SEC-MALS) 

SEC-MALS provides information on the size of a molecule/molecular complex in solution. Using 

SEC-MALS under native conditions it is possible to visualise and estimate the size of the molecule. 

An accurate estimate of the molecules size is determined by combining the retention time of the 

SEC with the light scattering generated by the MALS (Wen et al., 1996). 

SEC-MALS assay 

100 µL of sample was injected onto a superdex-75 size exclusion chromatography column (GE 

healthcare) at a flow rate of 0.7 mL/min at room temperature in 50 mM Tris pH 7.5 150 mM NaCl, 

2 mM DTT. The elution was monitored by a Malvern Viscotek SEC-MALS-9 (Malvern 

Panalytical,Malvern, UK).  

SEC-MALS analysis 

Data was analysed using OmniSEC software (Malvern Panalytical). The analysis methods were 

calibrated to the retention time and MALS signal of a BSA monomer, according the 

manufacturer’s instructions. Estimates for the molar mass and percentage weight fraction of the 

proteins/complexes were determined by selection of the respective refractive index and MALS 

peaks according to the manufacturer’s instructions. 

3.3.5 Multi-lamellar vesicle co-sedimentation assay 

This assay enables assessment of a proteins interaction with a lipid membrane. By altering the 

lipid composition of the vesicles it is possible to assess the influence of different membrane 

compositions on a proteins ability to bind the membrane.  

Multi-lamellar vesicle (MLV) preparation 

L-α-phosphatidylserine (16:0-18:1 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phospho-L-serine, PS) and L-

α-Phosphatidylcholine (16:0-18:1 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine, PC) were 

weighed and dissolved in chloroform at 5 mg/mL. compositions of 100% PC, 20% PS, 50% PS and 

100% PS were made by mixing the appropriate ratios of chloroform dissolved lipids in a round 

bottom flask. The resulting mixture was dried on a rotary-evaporator, then left on a vacuum 
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pump for 2 hours to remove any leftover chloroform. The dried lipid film was resuspended in Lipid 

buffer at a concentration of 5 mg/mL. The lipids were then swollen at 50˚C for 3 hours.  

Protein preparation 

Recombinantly expressed proteins were diluted to 40 µM in MLV pull down buffer and 

centrifuged at 13,000 rpm for 20 minutes at 4˚C to remove aggregates.  

Multi-lamellar vesicle pull down assay 

Assays were prepared using 0.5 mg/mL of lipids and 12 µM protein in MLV pull down buffer with a 

final 200 µL volume. The reaction was left for 30 minutes at room temperature on a roller, then 

pelleted at 13,000 rpm for 20 minutes.  

The supernatant (SN) was taken off the top, 10 µL of 5x sample buffer was added to 40 µL of the 

SN; the pellet was resuspended in 120 µL of 2x sample buffer. The samples were boiled for 5 

minutes at 95˚C then 10 µL pellet to 20 µL SN were loaded and run on SDS-PAGE. The gels were 

stained in Coomassie Blue, then scanned.  

Band intensity was measured using ImageJ (Abràmoff et al., 2004). To calculate percentage bound 

we used the equation below:  

𝐵 =
𝑃

𝑆𝑁 + 𝑃
∗ 100 

B = percentage bound 

P = band intensity of pellet 

SN = band intensity of SN 

3.3.6 Peptide conjugated lipid co-sedimentation assay 

To investigate the effects of a lipid environment on protein binding we designed a method in 

which we attach our cysteine-modified peptides to vesicles. This method utilises a maleimide 

modified phospholipid 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N-[4-(p-

maleimidomethyl)cyclohexane-carboxamide] (PEMCC) (AVANTI). When proteins are bound to the 
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peptide-conjugated LUVs we would expect an increased amount of protein in the pellet fraction 

when compared to the controls. (More detail in section 4.2) 

Conjugated large unilamellar vesicle (LUV) preparation 

The LUVs consisted of 20% PS, 16% PEMCC and 64% PC. Vesicles were prepared the same way as 

the MLV preparation, however, after resuspension the lipids were subjected to 30 minutes in a 

sonicating water bath, to make the vesicles unilamellar. Following this they were subjected to 9 

freeze thaw cycles, in order to make LUVs that were uniform in size. Following the freeze thaw 

cycles the LUVs were left to swell at the lipid transition temperature of 50˚C for 30 minutes. The 

lipids were then centrifuged at 70,000 rpm for 30 minutes, the SN removed and pellet 

resuspended in the lipid buffer.  

The lipid suspension was divided into equal aliquots. Each aliquot of vesicles was coupled to the 

desired peptide in a reaction consisting of 200 µM peptide, 5 µL/mL TCEP, 5 mg/mL lipid in the 

lipid buffer. The mixture was left on a roller at 4˚C overnight. The reaction was stopped by 

pelleting the LUVs then resuspending them in fresh lipid buffer.    

Conjugated-LUV pull down assay 

Assays were prepared using a 0.325 mg/mL lipid concentration with 6 µM concentration of target 

protein (prepared the same way as MLV pull downs) in the lipid buffer, at a final volume of 200 

µL. The mixture was incubated at 25˚C for 30 mins on a roller. Following incubation the lipids 

were pelleted at 70,000 rpm. The samples were then prepared and analysed as described in the 

MLV pull down assay.  

3.4 Structural methods 

3.4.1 X-ray Crystallography 

Hanging drop vapour diffusion crystallisation 

Crystals were obtained by hanging drop vapour diffusion technique at either 21°C or 4°C. Protein 

and complex solutions were produced with various concentrations, ratios and buffers. These 
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solutions were screened using Hampton crystal screen 1 +2 (Hampton) and the JCSGplus crystal 

screen (Molecular Dimensions) in a 96 well plate. A Mosquito crystallography robot (TTP Labtech) 

was used to pipette 0.2 μl drops containing a 1:1 ratio of protein to well solution. The drops were 

suspended over 100 μl of well solution, sealed and incubated. Screens were checked every 24 

hours for a week, then once a week.  

If a successful screening condition was identified, either by small crystals or a promising looking 

precipitate, the condition was optimised to gain larger higher quality crystals. The conditions were 

varied slightly by adjusting the pH and precipitant concentration. 2 μl drops were prepared 

manually at a 1:1 ratio, then suspended over 500 μl of well solution, and checked as before. 

Successfully grown crystals were cryoprotected in the well solution supplemented with 20% v/v 

glycerol prior to vitrification in liquid nitrogen. Details about individual crystals are given in (table 

3.4). 
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Table 3.4: Crystallography conditions 

 

X-ray crystallography data collection and processing.  

Diffraction datasets were collected at 100 K on beamLine I03/104-1 at Diamond Light Source 

(Didcot, UK) using a Pilatus3 6M detector (Dectris, Baden, Switzerland). Crystallographic data was 

processed by autoPROC (Vonrhein et al., 2011), which incorporates XDS (Kabsch, 2010), AIMLESS 

(Evans and Murshudov, 2013) and TRUNCATE (Evans, 2011) for data integration, scaling and 

merging. All structures were solved by a molecular replacement search carried out with PHASER 

(McCoy et al., 2007). Manual model adjustment and refinement was performed with COOT 

(Emsley et al., 2010) and REFMAC (Murshudov et al., 2011) respectively. Models were validated 

with MOLPROBITY (Chen et al., 2010)  and interaction properties were determined by PISA 
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(Krissinel and Henrick, 2007). Figure preparation was done using PYMOL (Schrödinger LLC, 

Cambridge MA, USA). 

3.4.2 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) 

15N Protein preparation 

Picked colonies were grown overnight in a starter culture consisting of 10 mL Solution A and 270 

μl solution B at 37°C. 500 mL of 15N-minimal media (500 mL solution A, 13 mL solution B) were 

inoculated with 4 mL of starter culture. The cultures were incubated at 37˚C in a shaking 

incubator. Cultures were grown to an OD600 of 0.5-0.8 then cooled to 18˚C and inoculated with 

100 µg/mL IPTG to induce protein production, then incubated at 18˚C overnight as described in 

the section 3.2.1. Proteins were purified as described previously (section 3.2.2) and exchanged 

into NMR buffer.  

1D NMR experiments 

All NMR experiments were performed on a Bruker Avance III 600 MHz NMR spectrometer 

equipped with QCI-P CryoProbe at 298K. All samples were prepared with a concentration 

between 50-100 μM, supplemented with 5% v/v D2O, and transferred to a Shigemi tube (Sigma-

Aldrich), with a final sample volume of 450 μl.  

1D NMR experiments allowed us to check the quality of the NMR sample, by providing 

information on the concentration, signal/noise and water suppression. 

2D 1H - 15N HSQC experiments 

A 1H - 15N  heteronuclear single quantum correlation (HSQC) experiment was used for all 2D NMR 

experiments (Mori et al., 1995). In every protein residue, barring proline, there is an amide proton 

bonded to a nitrogen in a peptide bond. The HSQC experiments correlate these amide protons 

with the corresponding nitrogen atom to produce a peak in a 2D spectrum, providing a peak for 

every amino acid except for proline. These experiments are a powerful tool for investigating 

protein-ligand interactions as changes in the local environment of a residue can lead to the 
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corresponding peak shifting location; identification of peak shifts in a spectrum in response to 

titration of ligand is thus indicative of an interaction.  

2D Spectra were acquired using a HSQC pulse sequence at 600 MHz; the data was acquired with 

1024 points in the 1H dimension over a sweep width of 10,484 Hz and 124 increments in the 

indirect 15N dimension over a sweep width of 4600 Hz. 

Spectra Analysis 

Spectra were displayed and analysed using CCPNMR analysis version 2.5.2 (Skinner et al., 2015; 

Vranken et al., 2005). Previously assigned protein assignments could be read into CCPN from the 

Biological Magnetic Resonance Bank (BMRB), this allowed identification of each peak in the 

spectra (fig. 3.2). Assignment of the peaks enabled mapping of the peak shifts in response to 

ligand addition, providing a binding surface on the target protein.  

 
Figure 3.2: Example NMR peak assignment of talin F1. Map imported from BMRB entry 15616 
shown in analysis.  
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4. Method development to gain biochemical insight into 

interactions at integrin-mediated adhesions. 

Integrin-mediated adhesions are a complex network of proteins and signalling molecules, in which 

mechanical force and regulatory signals can be passed between the cell and the extracellular 

matrix (Horton et al., 2015). Understanding this vast network requires breaking down of the 

intricacies of each individual interaction. The most comprehensive way of investigating these 

interactions is through a combination of in vivo and biochemical techniques. Whilst there is a vast 

array of methods available for studying interactions biochemically, many of these methods have 

limitations on materials and equipment (Hayes et al., 2016). These limitations can lead to a loss of 

important biochemical insight into interactions. 

In this chapter we report on the development of two novel biochemical assays for investigating 

molecular interactions involved in integrin-mediated adhesions, which were otherwise difficult to 

study. The first is the use a microscale thermophoresis assay to overcome difficulties in protein 

expression and size (section 4.1). The second is a peptide conjugated lipid co-sedimentation assay 

as an accessible way of investigating membrane-mediated protein interactions (section 4.3).  

4.1 Investigating protein:protein interactions using microscale thermophoresis 

(MST) 

4.1.1 Difficulty expressing recombinant proteins 

A significant problem in biochemistry is working with difficult proteins where gaining high yields 

(>5mg/l) of purified proteins is not possible. A lot of time and effort can be exhausted to 

overcome these issues without any results. Using recombinant E.coli systems, this is a regular 

issue affecting large proteins, proteins with complex folds, aggregation prone regions and 

disordered loops (Rosano and Ceccarelli, 2014; Makrides, 1996). Whilst, a lot of these problems 

can be overcome by expressing recombinant proteins in baculovirus-infected insect cells and 
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mammalian cell lines, these systems require specialist equipment and cloning strategies a lot of 

labs do not have access to (Hacker and Balasubramanian, 2016; Unger and Peleg, 2012). 

Therefore, a lack of recombinant protein production has led to a loss of biochemical 

characterisation and validation within many systems in biology. Here we will talk about two 

example adhesion protein systems, full-length talin (FL-talin) and full-length kindlin-1.  

4.1.2 Recombinant expression of full length talin 

The core adhesion protein talin is a well characterised protein biochemically (Gough and Goult, 

2018). This is because the individual domains of talin have been optimised for recombinant 

expression; producing high yields of purified protein, on average >20mg/l, from recombinant 

E.coli systems. However, biochemical characterisation of the FL-talin system is considerably 

limited by protein expression. FL-talin forms an antiparallel dimer consisting of two 270 kDa 

monomers formed of 17 distinct domains (Goult et al., 2013b). In addition to its size, FL-talin 

contains multiple aggregation prone regions (unpublished data); a large disordered lipid-binding 

loop in the head domain (Goult et al., 2010a); a long 82 aa flexible linker region between the talin 

head and rod domain (Bate et al., 2012); and adopts multiple conformations (Goult et al., 2013a; 

Molony et al., 1987). Altogether, this culminates in FL-talin being a complex system to work with 

recombinantly. Indeed, we only achieve maximum yields of 10 mg/l (fig. 4.1).  
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Figure 4.1: Low yields of full-length talin. Full-length talin purification elution profile from 2 L culture observed on SDS-
PAGE stained with Coomassie blue, FL-talin bands are within labelled box.  

4.1.3 Recombinant expression of kindlin-1 

Kindlin-1, is a vital partner to talin in integrin activation and an important player all round in 

adhesions (Calderwood et al., 2013), mutations in which lead to the dermatological disorder 

kindler syndrome (KS) (Siegel et al., 2003). Kindlin-1 is a 77 kDa FERM domain protein, consisting 

of four domains (F0-F3) (Goult et al., 2009b). Kindlin F1 contains a 109 aa disordered loop and F2 

contains a 131 aa membrane binding PH domain (D’Souza et al., 2010; Li et al., 2017a; Goult et al., 

2009b). Until recently (Li et al., 2017a; Michael et al., 2019) little quantitative biochemistry was 

completed on the full-length wild-type kindlin-1. This is due to extremely low recombinant 

expression; we achieve maximum yields of 0.3 mg/l with a low purity (fig. 4.2). 
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Figure 4.2: Kindlin-1 has low yields of purified recombinant protein. Full-length kindlin-1 purification from 2 l culture 
observed on SDS-PAGE stained with Coomassie blue, kindlin-1 bands are within labelled box.  

4.1.2 MST experiment 

MST is a sensitive biophysical method that is used to measure binding affinities between 

biomolecules. MST measures the thermophoresis effect; the dispersion of molecules in response 

to a temperature gradient. The thermophoresis effect is strongly influenced by a variety of 

molecular properties including size, charge, hydration shell and conformation. The 

thermophoresis effect occurs when an increase in temperature (ΔΤ) in space depletes the 

solvated biomolecules in the region of elevated temperature, and can be quantified by the Soret 

coefficient ST: chot/ccold = exp(−STΔT) (Ludwig, 1856; Duhr and Braun, 2006). Thus, this technique is 

extremely sensitive to almost any change in molecular properties. Utilising this process, it is 

possible to detect binding by titrating your ligand against a fluorescently labelled target molecule. 

The diffusion of the target molecule can then be tracked in response to the temperature gradient; 
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if the ligand binds to the target molecule this will alter the rate of diffusion (Zillner et al., 2012) 

(fig. 4.3).  

 

Figure 4.3: MST. (A) MST setup of monolith NT.115: titrations are prepared and transferred into glass capillaries, which 
are then placed onto the stage in order, the stage is inserted into the MST machine; a temperature gradient is triggered 
by an infrared laser, then the thermophoresis effect is tracked by measuring fluorescence intensity at the point of 
heating. Adapted from (Jerabek-Willemsen et al., 2014). (B) Diagram of how MST functions to measure molecular 
interactions. MST traces (mustard) shows the tracing of the fluorescence intensity over time after a temperature 
gradient is induced. Blue and red lines represent the measurement window that is used to calculate the change in 
fluorescence intensity from the normal (ΔFnorm) through the dilution series. Illustrations of the molecular movements in 
response to the IR-laser show the various states the molecules are in within the system. 

In our lab we have previously used fluorescence polarisation and NMR assays to investigate 

molecular interactions (Bouchet et al., 2016; Whitewood et al., 2018); whilst both are powerful 
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and useful in their own right, they are both limited by the size of the target molecule (Jameson 

and Sawyer, 1995). In contrast, due to the sensitive nature of MST it can detect interactions of 

almost any size. This allows for the measurement of binding of large target proteins against all 

sizes of ligands, e.g. two large proteins (>20 kDa) interacting directly. Furthermore, MST has 

advantages over other more common binding techniques such as isothermal titration calorimetry 

(ITC) and surface plasmon resonance (SPR), by avoiding surface immobilization and significantly 

reducing the sample consumption (Wienken et al., 2010). 

4.1.3 Coupling to RED-tris-NTA dye 

To use the macromolecules as targets we require a way in which to fluorescently label them. 

When using peptides as the target, they are engineered to have a single terminal cysteine for 

covalent attachment to maleimide conjugate dyes. Unlike the engineered peptides, this 

maleimide approach is not suitable for labelling large proteins, as talin contains 38 cysteine 

residues. Moreover, kindlin-1 does not yield 100% purity, therefore the dye needs to be specific 

to the target protein as to reduce noise and false results. Most of the protein constructs we use 

contain a cleavable 6×His-tag for purification. Looking for a specific fluorescent label we identified 

NanoTemper RED-tris-NTA (NT647) dye as suitable candidate (fig. 4.4). NT647 binds specifically to 

a 6×His-tag with a high affinity of Kd = 2.7 nM through the tris-NTA group. The high specificity of 

the NT647 dye enables it to be used on whole cell cytosol, making it more than suitable for 

purified proteins with a few contaminants, such as kindlin-1. The NT647 dye is also extremely 

versatile in multiple buffers, giving a high signal-to-noise ratio (Bartoschik et al., 2018). Proteins of 

interest are coupled to the dye following the manufacturer’s instructions in a one-step coupling 

reaction (NanoTemper; Bartoschik et al., 2018).  
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Figure 4.4: RED-tris-NTA dye.  (top) Schematic of RED-tris-NTA (NT647) dye, (bottom) NT647 bound to polyhistidine tag 
via the NTA group; pentagons represent histidine residues.  adapted from (Bartoschik et al., 2018)  

4.1.4 Test 1: Talin autoinhibition interaction between F2F3 and R9R10 

The well characterised talin autoinhibition interaction between R9 in the rod domain and F3 in the 

talin head (Goult et al., 2013a, 2009a; Goksoy et al., 2008) provided an excellent model system to 

develop the new method. Both R9R10 and F2F3 constructs produce high yields of purified protein 

enabling us to be confident in the proteins we were working with. With R9R10 being 33 kDa and 

F2F3 being 24 kDa, the interaction between the two constructs is too large to measure using more 

conventional methods. In this experiment, His-tagged R9R10 was coupled to the NT647 dye with a 

final target concentration of 50 nM. F2F3 and R7R8 (control) were titrated against the labelled 

R9R10 (fig. 4.5). Analysis of the results revealed F2F3 bound to R9R10 with an affinity of Kd = 15.25 

µM and R7R8 gave a flat line indicating no binding. These results demonstrated the ability of the 
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technique to accurately measure specific interactions between two large protein constructs. 

 

Figure 4.5: Biochemical characterization of talin autoinhibition complex. Binding of 50 nm RED-tris-NTA labelled R9R10 
to F2F3 (red, n=3) and R7R8 (green n=1) measured using an MST assay. Data was analysed by nanotemper analysis 
software to a Kd fit model. Dissociation constants ± Kd confidence for the interactions are indicated in the legend. ND = 
not determined. 

4.1.5 Test 2: Full-length talin and KANK peptide 

The next important test was on a challenging system, FL-talin. We aimed to test the ability of the 

assay to measure binding between a very large protein as the target and a small peptide as the 

titrant. Measuring binding of a 4.5 kDa peptides against a 540 kDa protein is challenging, and was 

used to test the applicability of the assay to challenging systems. In this test we used the 

interaction between KANK and talin (Bouchet et al., 2016) as the model system. In this 

experiment the synthetic KANK peptide (4.5 kDa) and TarP LD peptide (control) were titrated 

against NT647-labelled FL-talin (270 kDa dimer). The KANK peptide bound to FL-talin with a 

binding constant of Kd = 13.1 µM, whilst the TarP LD showed no binding (fig. 4.6).  
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Figure 4.6: Biochemical characterization of the FL-talin-KANK interaction. Binding of 50 nm RED-tris-NTA labelled FL-
talin to TarP LD (red, n=1) and KANK-KN (green n=1) measured using an MST assay. Data was analysed by nanotemper 
analysis software to a Kd fit model. Dissociation constants ± Kd confidence for the interactions are indicated in the 
legend. ND = not determined. 

Curiously, the binding detected has a lower affinity than that previously measured directly 

between talin R7 and KANK (Bouchet et al., 2016). However, the Kd measurement has a very low 

significance as indicated from the error, so does not accurately reflect the affinity of the 

interaction. In solution, we are not fully confident in what conformation FL-talin is adopting, it is 

possible the low significance of the affinity measurement is because the KANK binding site on R7 

is partially inaccessible in the conformation that talin was adopting. It has previously been 

demonstrated KANK binding to R7 is associated with talin activation (Sun et al., 2016), if FL-talin is 

already unfolded in the active conformation, this may interfere with KANK interaction. To get a 

more accurate measurement of affinity for this interaction would require more repeats and a 

higher starting ligand concentration to fully saturate the system. However, despite the low 

significance of the binding affinity measurement, we were still able to observe a binding event 

which previously had been unquantifiable; demonstrating the potential of the MST assay to 

quantify binding events between small molecules as the titrant and macromolecules as the target.  
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4.1.6 Test 3: interaction between kindlin-1 and integrin 

Another important test for this assay was whether we could employ it to investigate kindlins. As 

mentioned earlier, kindlins express poorly. We were only able to purify kindlin-1 by batch 

method, as the small amount of pure protein we yielded could not be identified at A280 on the 

AKTA system. Whilst this provided a suitable amount of protein for the assay it was not of a high 

purity, thus we were relying on the specificity of the NT647 dye. Whilst little quantitative 

biochemistry has been done on kindlin-1, there is a well-characterised interaction between 

kindlins and the cytoplasmic tails of β-integrin (Rognoni et al., 2016; Bledzka et al., 2012; 

Calderwood et al., 2013; Harburger et al., 2009). Thus, to test the assay on this system, 

recombinant integrin β1a cytoplasmic tail peptide was titrated against His-tagged kindlin-1 

coupled to the NT647 dye. 

The first experiment on this system showed binding with a relatively high affinity with a Kd = 1.15 

µM. However, an initial quality control check done by the Monolith NT-115 machine is to measure 

the initial fluorescence intensity of each capillary as a difference in fluorescence intensity can 

significantly alter the result; upon the addition of the β1a peptide to kindlin there was significant 

ligand induced fluorescence (fig. 4.7 A). After trouble shooting, we established this was because 

our β1a peptide did not have the His-tag fully cleaved, causing the dye to disassociate from the 

target protein and bind to the titrated ligand, giving a false positive result. Having identified this 

as a potential source of error, the initial capillary-scan became a vital test for data quality control.  

Repeating the assay using a fully cleaved integrin β1a peptide markedly improved the experiment, 

with a consistent capillary scan showing no significant differences (+/- 10%) in initial fluorescence 

(fig. 4.7 B). Using cleaved integrin gave an affinity of Kd = 6.8 µM, which was in agreement with 

previous SPR measurements using kindlin-2 (Bledzka et al., 2012), demonstrating the MST assay 

can be used to investigate kindlin-1. Interestingly, the curve generated from the cleaved integrin 

showed the opposite effect on diffusion as most other interactions, demonstrating a negative 
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ΔFnorm, in which binding of the peptide to kindlin led to reduced diffusion in response to the 

temperature gradient, the opposite of the false positive (fig. 4.7 C). 

 

 Figure 4.7: Biochemical characterization of the kindlin-1:integrin β1a interaction. A) Capillary scan of uncleaved 
integrin β1a (752-798) titrated against 50 nM NT647-labelled kindlin-1, demonstrating ligand induced fluorescence. B) 
Capillary scan of cleaved integrin β1a (752-798) titrated against NT647-labelled kindlin-1, demonstrating even 
fluorescence distribution. C) Binding of 50 nM RED-tris-NTA labelled kindlin-1 to fully cleaved integrin β1a (red, n=1) and 
partially cleaved integrin β1a (green, n=1) measured using an MST assay. Data was analysed by nanotemper analysis 
software to a Kd fit model. Dissociation constants ± Kd confidence for the interactions are indicated in the legend. 
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4.2 Application of the MST assay: Kindlin-1 regulates epidermal growth factor 

receptor (EGFR) signalling  

The first application of the MST assay was to provide important biochemical validation to a 

collaborative project with the Parsons lab at Kings College London, investigating a direct 

interaction between kindlin-1 and the EGFR (Michael et al., 2019). 

Patients who suffer from Kindler syndrome (KS) have a significant reduction, or absence, of 

kindlin-1 in keratinocytes (Siegel et al., 2003). This has been linked to loss of integrin signalling, 

cell adhesion and migration in these cells (Has et al., 2011; Lai-Cheong et al., 2009). Apart from 

the role of kindlin-1 in adhesion (Rognoni et al., 2016), less is known about the non-adhesion 

functions of kindlin-1. To investigate these functions our collaborators in the Parsons lab used 

mass spectrometry analysis of keratinocytes from healthy vs KS patients. They identified a 

significant reduction in the levels of the EGFR in the KS keratinocytes. The EGFR is a 

transmembrane receptor for members of the epidermal growth factor family, upon activation the 

EGFR dimerises, stimulating intracellular signalling pathways important in cell migration, adhesion 

and proliferation (Wee and Wang, 2017). By rescuing KS keratinocytes with exogenous expression 

of kindlin-1 the Parsons lab restored EGFR levels, thereby attributing this phenotype directly to 

kindlin-1 expression.  

4.2.1 Biochemical characterisation of the novel interaction between kindlin-1 and the EGFR 

It has been previously demonstrated kindlin-2 directly interacts with the EGFR kinase domain 

(Guo et al., 2015), thus we hypothesised the KS effect on EGFR expression was through a direct 

interaction between kindlin-1 and the EGFR. Using cell lysate pulldowns, our collaborators 

mapped the interaction between the EGFR and kindlin-1 to the kindlin-1 F0F1 domain and the 

EGFR juxta membrane segment A (JMA). To further validate and quantify their observations we 

used our MST assay to assess the binding between kindlin-1 and a peptide of the EGFR-JMA. In 
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this assay a synthetic peptide of the EGFR-JMA was titrated against NT647-labelled kindlin-1, 

kindlin-1 F0F1, and talin R9R10 (control) (fig. 4.8). The FL-kindlin-1 bound to the EGFR with an 

affinity of Kd = 7.17 µM, demonstrating a robust interaction between the two proteins. 

Furthermore, kindlin-1 F0F1 domains bound with a comparable affinity of Kd = 10.98 µM, 

localising this interaction to a specific region of kindlin-1. This data was confirmed by our 

collaborators GST pull down experiments in solution, from which they were able to deduce the 

binding between the EGFR cytoplasmic tail and kindlin-1 and locate the interaction to the kindlin-

1 F1-loop (Michael et al., 2019). 

 

 

The EGFR-kindlin-1 interaction was shown to be important in EGF-dependent migration. 

Altogether, we showed this novel interaction was necessary to protect the EGFR from lysosomal 

degradation. Moreover, we demonstrated a role for kindlin-1 independent of adhesions, and 

found a new pathway in which it might be possible to target treatment of KS-patients (Michael et 

al., 2019).  

Figure 4.8: Biochemical characterisation of the kindlin-1:EGFR interaction. Binding of 50 nm EGFR membrane proximal 
region peptide to RED-tris-NTA labelled talin R9R10 (red, n=3), kindling-1 F0F1 (green, n=3) and FL-kindlin-1 (blue, n=3) 
measured using an MST assay. Data was analysed by nanotemper analysis software to a Kd fit model. Dissociation 
constants ± Kd confidence for the interactions are indicated in the legend 
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4.3 Peptide-conjugated lipid co-sedimentation assay 

4.3.1 Cell membrane mediation of protein:protein interactions   

Focal-adhesions form around the cytoplasmic-tail of the integrin receptor at the cell membrane, 

connecting the cell cytoskeleton to extra cellular matrix (Winograd-Katz et al., 2014). Integrin-

mediated adhesions are very diverse and highly regulated structures. One such way that integrin-

mediated adhesions are heavily regulated is through the lipid composition of the cell membrane, 

with a number of core protein interactions being mediated by the lipid environment (Son et al., 

2017; Liu et al., 2011; Bouaouina et al., 2008). An example of lipid regulation is in the core 

adhesion protein talin, required to activate integrins and link them to the actin cytoskeleton 

(Klapholz and Brown, 2017). The activity of talin is heavily mediated by the cell membrane as basic 

residues in the talin FERM directly interact with the net negative charge from 

phosphatidylinositol-4,5-biphosphate (PIP2) (Goult et al., 2010a; Kalli et al., 2010). The presence 

of PIP2 in the cell membrane is vital for integrin activation, as it orientates the talin FERM to bind 

to the β-integrin cytoplasmic tail (Bouaouina et al., 2008; Kalli et al., 2010; Goult et al., 2010a; 

Elliott et al., 2010). Biochemical assays demonstrate the binding affinity between the β-integrin 

cytoplasmic tail and talin F3 is relatively weak in aqueous environments (Tadokoro et al., 2003; 

Anthis et al., 2009), however at a membrane this affinity is increased 100-fold (Moore et al., 

2012). 

It is clear that accounting for the influence of lipids is important when investigating interactions 

that natively occur at the cell membrane. The lipid environment of biological membranes 

mediates many important protein interactions and biochemical reactions. To study these 

interactions there are multiple techniques available (Zhao and Lappalainen, 2012). However, 

many of these techniques require specialised equipment and have complex protocols, e.g. SPR 

and ITC assays (Besenicar et al., 2006; Ananthanarayanan et al., 2003), restricting usage. 

Furthermore, most of these methods require the complicated step of inserting proteins into 
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membranes using transmembrane domains (TMDs) (Bond and Sansom, 2006; De Franceschi et al., 

2019). Therefore, we sought to design a more accessible assay to investigate how the membrane 

influences interactions between talin and its ligands that is relatively quick, cheap and easy.  

4.3.2 Lipid co-sedimentation assays 

One of the more common and accessible assays to investigate interactions between proteins and 

lipids are co-sedimentation assays (coseds) (Zhao and Lappalainen, 2012; Anthis et al., 2009). Lipid 

co-sedimentation assays are based on the sedimentation of large-unilamellar-vesicles (LUVs) or 

multilamellar-vesicles (MLVs) and interacting proteins by high-speed centrifugation. These assays 

are quick, very accessible (most labs have access to a centrifuge) and by measuring relative band 

intensities using Image-J (Abràmoff et al., 2004) one can assess the relative strength of the 

interaction.  

4.3.3 Incorporating membrane proteins into lipid coseds. 

Next, we needed a way in which we could incorporate our ligands with the lipid vesicles to 

measure the effect of ligand binding on the cosed assays. Most conventional methods make use 

of transmembrane domains (fig. 4.9 A), however, these can be particularly difficult to purify and 

handle due their high hydrophobicity (De Franceschi et al., 2019). Therefore, instead of using 

transmembrane helices we were after a more versatile way of anchoring our ligands. Most the 

synthetic peptides we use have been modified with a cysteine on either the C/N-terminus for 

coupling to fluorescent labels through a maleimide bond; we sought to utilise this feature to 

anchor our peptides to lipid vesicles. To do this we prepared maleimide-functionalised vesicles 

using N-[4-(p-maleimidomethyl)cyclohexane-carboxamide] (PE-MCC) (AVANTI lipids), a lipid with 

maleimide modified head group that can form a covalent thiol bond with cysteine residues (fig. 

4.9 C)(Gureasko et al., 2010).  
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4.3.4 Experiment design 

For the final experiment design it was more economic to incorporate PE-MCC into LUVs instead of 

MLVs as it increases the surface area for maleimide head groups to conjugate the peptides. For 

ease and economy, we used phosphatidylserine (PS) to mimic the net charge of PIP2, as PS has 

been shown before to be a good PIP2 mimetic (Anthis et al., 2009). Together with the PE-MCC and 

phosphatidylcholine (PC) a 20% w/w PS concentration was used for initial experiments as this was 

effective at pulling down most of the talin head domains in the MLV assays (section 5.3; fig. 5.8) 

(Anthis et al., 2009). A 16% w/w concentration of PE-MCC was used for a 4:1 ratio of the desired 

target peptide concentration of 20 µM. Conjugated LUVs were incubated with the target protein 

for 30 minutes at room temperature as previously done using MLVs (Anthis et al., 2009). 

Following incubation the LUVs were pelleted at 70,000 rpm, a greater spin speed than previously 

used on MLVS was necessary as the LUVs are much smaller.  
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Figure 4.9 Design of peptide-conjugated large unilamellar vesicles. A) Illustration of LUVs featuring TMD attached 
ligands. B) Illustration of final design of peptide conjugated LUVs. C) Diagram of maleimide functionalised lipid PEMCC 
(taken from AVANTI). 
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4.3.5 Optimisation: peptide conjugation 

As the peptide-conjugated lipid cosed experiment is the first of its kind it was important to go 

through a series of method optimisation steps to ensure the experiment was functional and 

accurate. The LUVs were initially prepared using a standard protocol (section 3.3.6) (Akbarzadeh 

et al., 2013). Following the LUV preparation it was important to optimise the peptide coupling to 

the maleimide-active LUVs. For the experiment to be accurate, there needed to be a high peptide 

coupling efficiency together with a high purity of constituents in the assay. The peptides were 

coupled to the LUVs using similar conditions to those used to couple the peptides to maleimide 

conjugate dyes (section 3.3.2) as we were trying to induce the same disulphide bond formation. 

To measure the peptide coupling efficiency, the LUVs were pelleted by centrifugation then run on 

SDS-PAGE to visualise the peptides in the pellet and the supernatant (SN) fractions. Conjugation 

tests were carried out using three different peptides; integrin β1a-tail, integrin α2-tail, TarP VBS1 

and a blank, prepared under the same conditions (section 3.3.6).  

In the first attempt, the peptides were directly coupled to the lipid mixture following the LUV 

freeze thaw cycle. At this point we assumed all the lipids in the mixture formed LUVs. The 

peptides were added to the lipids in a coupling reaction. Following the coupling reaction the lipids 

were pelleted, all the SN was removed and the remaining pellet was resuspended in sample 

buffer. SDS-page analysis revealed only around 10% of the peptide was in the pellet (fig. 4.10 A).  

Investigating the low peptide coupling efficiency we discovered it was normal practice to leave a 

small proportion of liquid surrounding the pellet by carefully taking off the top and treating it as 

the ‘pellet’, as a large proportion of lipids are concentrated into this small amount of liquid 

instead of sedimenting on the centrifuge tube (Blin et al., 2008). To investigate whether the lipids 

were concentrating but not sedimenting, left-over SN from the first experiment was subject to an 

additional high speed centrifugation cycle, and the analysis process repeated, carefully taking off 

the top of the SN and leaving a residual 20 µL of solution around the pellet. Analysis of this 
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process revealed a significant increase in the amount of peptide in the pellet fraction (fig. 4.10 B). 

However, whilst leaving a residual 20 µL increased the yield of peptide in the pellet, there was still 

a large amount of peptide in the SN fraction.  

 

Figure 4.10:  First peptide LUV conjugation test SDS-PAGE analysis of first attempt of making LUVs conjugated to 
integrin β1a-tail (752-798), integrin α2-tail (1154-1181), TarP VBS1 (850-868) and no peptide (blank). A) Analysis after 
first spin cycle, P = pellet and SN = supernatant. B) Analysis of second spin of SN from (A) plus extra 20 µL at the bottom 
of tube treated as ‘pellet’.  

In an attempt to improve the efficiency of coupling the peptides to the LUVs we added an 

additional centrifuge cycle before the peptides were coupled to the lipids. This step was added to 

purify the vesicles from any contaminants, such as chloroform that may have remained from the 

vesicle formation steps. Following the coupling reaction the lipids were pelleted and analysed. 

Analysis revealed >50% of the peptide was in the pellet (fig. 4.11). Whilst the coupling efficiency 

was not the 100%, we expected the loss of peptide coupling resulted from the loss of lipids with 

‘contaminants’ or loss of availability of the PEMCC maleimide head group due to formation of 

MLVs as opposed to LUVs. Despite the losses we decided the resultant peptide-conjugated LUVs 

would be suitable to carry on our investigation. 
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Figure 4.11: Second peptide LUV conjugation test. SDS-PAGE analysis of optimised attempt of making LUVs conjugated 

to integrin β1a-tail (752-798), integrin α2-tail (1154-1181), TarP VBS1 (850-868) and no peptide (blank). A) SDS-PAGE 

analysis of peptides conjugated in pellet (P) and non-conjugated in supernatant (SN). B) Quantification of conjugation 

efficiency calculated as a percentage proportion of total peptide intensity on the gel, measured using ImageJ (n=1).  

4.3.5 Optimisation: Co-sedimentation assay setup 

Following preparation and purification of the peptide-conjugated LUVs, it was important to 

determine if they were suitable for measuring protein-peptide interactions at a membrane. To 

test the ability of the assay we used the well characterised interaction between talin F2F3 and the 

β-integrin tail as the model system (Calderwood et al., 1999). We hypothesised that every 

condition would pull down the protein, due to the basic membrane interacting residues on talin 
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F2F3 (Raucher et al., 2000), but we would expect to see a larger amount of protein in the pellet of 

the β1a condition. In this assay 6 µM of talin F2F3 was incubated for 30 mins at room 

temperature with 0.25 mg/mL lipids conjugated to integrin β1a-tail, TarP VBS1 and no peptide 

(blank); following incubation the lipids were pelleted and analysed by SDS-page. SDS-page analysis 

showed a more intense band in the pellet fraction of integrin β1a compared to the blank and TarP 

VBS1 (non-specific), suggesting the specific interaction between integrin β1a and F2F3 led to an 

increase in pelleted protein (fig. 4.12 A-B). The experiment was then repeated with an increased 

lipid concentration from 0.25 mg/mL to 5 mg/mL, in an attempt to exacerbate the effect of the 

specific interaction between F2F3 and integrin. The higher lipid concentration led to a greater 

proportion F2F3 in the pellet of all conditions with a larger proportion of F2F3 in β1a pellet 

condition than the other peptide conditions, consistent with the lower lipid concentration (fig. 

4.12 C-D). Both lipid concentrations demonstrated an increase in F2F3 in the pellet of the β1a 

condition, however to get the clearest difference we decided to do follow up experiments using a 

compromise lipid concentration of 0.325 mg/mL.  

 

Figure 4.12: Binding of F2F3 to lipid conjugated integrin. Analysis of 6 µm F2F3 binding to LUVs conjugated to integrin 
β1a-tail (752-798), TarP VBS1 (850-868) and no peptide (blank). A) SDS-PAGE showing pull down assay using a target 
LUV concentration of 0.25 mg/mL. B) quantification of percentage bound from (A) based on band intensity, measured 
using image J. C) SDS-PAGE showing pull down assay using a target LUV concentration of 0.5 mg/mL. D) quantification 
of percentage bound from (C) based on band intensity, measured using image J (n=1). Peptide in SN fraction indicated in 
red box.  
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The F2F3-integrin model-cosed assay appeared relatively successful, with the desired result of 

increased F2F3 in the integrin β1a condition; however, we were baffled by the presence of 

peptide in the SN band of the gel (fig. 4.12 C). After troubleshooting we hypothesised this was due 

to the 15 mM β-mercaptoethanol in the reaction buffer dissociating the maleimide bond. The β-

mercaptoethanol was in the reaction buffer to prevent non-specific disulphide bonds occurring 

between free maleimide head groups and the target protein. To investigate whether we could 

abrogate the peptide dissociation the F2F3-integrin cosed assay was repeated with 2 mM β-

mercaptoethanol, to maintain the reducing conditions without dissociating pre-formed maleimide 

bonds. Analysis of the resultant cosed assay demonstrated almost no peptide dissociation (fig. 

4.13). Following this final optimisation we had a method for a basic setup of peptide-conjugated 

lipid coseds for investigating membrane-mediated interactions (section 3.3.6).  

 

Figure 4.13: Binding of F2F3 to lipid conjugated integrin β1a optimisation. SDS-PAGE analysis of 6 µm F2F3 binding to 
LUVs conjugated to integrin β1a-tail (752-798), TarP VBS1 (850-868) and no peptide (blank) in the presence of 2mM β-
mercaptoethanol. Red box indicates the peptide bands.  

4.4 Discussion 

Biochemistry can provide vital information on molecular interactions within complex systems, 

such as integrin mediated adhesions. However, important details of an interaction can be missed 

due to the difficulty of using biochemistry on certain systems. Integrin-mediated adhesions are a 

complex web of protein interactions (Horton et al., 2015). To unravel the web requires important 
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biochemical characterisation which can prove to be difficult. Here I have reported the 

development of an MST assay and a peptide-conjugated lipid cosed assay that have increased the 

accessibility of previously difficult systems to work with. 

4.4.1 Using MST to provide quantitative data on protein-protein interactions. 

We have designed a versatile MST assay that enables us to characterise interactions on different 

scales. We demonstrated the assays ability to characterise interactions between two large protein 

constructs using the talin-autoinhibition complex as a model; this has the potential to add an 

extra dimension to studies of protein:protein interactions and allows quick qualitative and 

quantitative information on novel protein-protein interactions. Furthermore, we were able to 

measure the binding between the very large FL-talin (540 kDa) as the target and the small KANK-

KN peptide (5 kDa), demonstrating there is little restriction in size of the target molecule and its 

ligands, allowing use on all different sizes of proteins. Using MST to investigate interactions on 

different scales also enables the assessment of interactions in whole protein systems, taking into 

account the conformational state and steric hindrance as contributing factors for an interaction. 

Additionally, we have demonstrated we can employ the MST assay to bypass difficulties of 

recombinant systems. We were able to biochemically characterise kindlin-1, an important 

adhesion protein complicated by a series of loops, which expresses <0.3 mg/l recombinantly. We 

were able to provide important quantitative data on the interaction between kindlin-1 and β-

integrin, a well-studied interaction that has previously been difficult to quantify. Furthermore, we 

employed MST to provide key biochemical validation on the novel interaction between kindlin-1 

and the EGFR, an interaction with high importance in keratinocyte proliferation (Michael et al., 

2019). 

The high sensitivity of MST makes it an ideal system for investigating difficult protein systems such 

as FL-talin and kindlin-1. As there is no size limit for target or the titrant protein, it is now possible 

to use the low expressing large proteins as the target molecule. Treating the difficult proteins as 
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the target molecule enables us to use them at low concentrations of around 50 nM; using the 

proteins at such a low concentration means the very low yields of recombinant protein we 

acquire is more than enough for multiple experiments. This feature of MST is advantageous over 

FP experiments in which the target has to be a small peptide and then the much larger proteins 

need an average titrant concentration of >100 µM for most experiments.  

 

4.4.2 Peptide-conjugated lipid coseds as an adaptable method for investigating the 

influence of membranes on molecular interactions 

In addition to the MST assay, we have been developing a novel peptide-conjugated lipid co-

sedimentation assay. Integrin-mediated adhesions form across the cell membrane, therefore, the 

membrane composition heavily influences interactions in and around these structures. Indeed, 

this has been demonstrated to be vital in talin-mediated integrin activation (Moore et al., 2012; 

Bouaouina et al., 2008). Therefore, we sought to develop an assay to investigate the membranes 

influence on interactions that occur at the membrane, which is accessible, relatively cheap and 

easy to carry out. Using the maleimide active lipid PE-MCC we have developed a method to 

covalently attach peptides to LUVs. Employing the peptide conjugated LUVs in a standard co-

sedimentation assay, we have demonstrated how it is possible to assess the influence of the 

membrane on ligand binding, using the interaction between integrin β1a and talin F2F3 as an 

example. Through multiple optimisation steps, we have weaned out complications in making the 

peptide-conjugated LUVs to produce a systematic method for their preparation.  

The lipid composition of a cell membrane, and the large number of interactions that can occur at 

the membrane has a great diversity, we have therefore developed an assay which is highly 

adaptable. The obvious benefit of the assay is the ease with which the target peptides can be 

changed. This allows a relatively high throughput way of assessing the membranes influence on 

multiple interactions. Furthermore, an important use of this assay is to assess the effect of 
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different lipid environments on interactions; by changing the lipid composition of the vesicles, it is 

possible to investigate the influence of charge and presence of particular lipids. Membrane 

composition is an important driver of integrin-mediated adhesions (Thapa et al., 2012; Thapa and 

Anderson, 2012); using peptide-conjugated lipid coseds to understand how difference lipid 

compositions influence interactions could provide vital information on the formation and 

breakdown of adhesions. 

Taking into consideration both assays we have developed, it is possible to combine the MST and 

peptide-conjugated LUVs together to gain a quantitative understanding of interactions at the 

membrane. MST has previously been used for investigating the influence of LUVs on binding 

interactions (Van Bogaart et al., 2012). By conjugating the LUVs with fluorescently labelled 

peptides it would be possible to treat the peptide-conjugated LUVs as the target and titrate the 

proteins of interest against them to calculate accurate binding affinities. 

4.4.3 Use of the newly developed assays 

In summary, we have designed and demonstrated the values of two novel biochemical assays. 

Together these assays are providing vital new data for my projects, which was previously 

difficult/impossible to obtain. Indeed, throughout my PhD MST has enabled me to characterise a 

talin autoinhibition mutant in the FL-talin system, a novel interaction between the talin head and 

kindlin, and assess the effect of a talin R8 stability mutation on vinculin binding (Chapters 5 and 

7). Additionally, the peptide-conjugated lipid coseds have assisted with the characterisation of 

novel interaction between talin and α-integrin tail (Chapter 6). These new assays are also 

contributing valuable data to other projects within our lab having been added to our biochemical 

suite of assays that is enabling us to provide novel biochemical characterisation within the 

adhesion field.  
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Chapter 5:  Regulation of the talin FERM domain 

The N-terminal FERM domain of talin (talin head) is of vital importance for integrin control, due to 

the integrin activating interaction between talin F3 PTB region and the NPxY motif of the β-

integrin cytoplasmic tail (Calderwood et al., 1999). The talin FERM domain consists of four 

domains (F0-F3) arranged in an atypical linear conformation (Elliott et al., 2010). Each individual 

domain of the talin head has a unique function providing tight regulation on the talin head and its 

interacting molecules (Gough and Goult, 2018). This regulation of the talin head provides another 

layer of control of talin-mediated integrin activation. In this chapter we utilise biochemical and 

structural techniques to investigate molecular interactions and conformational states of the talin 

FERM to provide intricate detail on regulatory events that may occur to the talin FERM domain.  

5.1  Biochemical characterisation of talin autoinhibition mutant E1770A 

In collaboration with the Tanentzapf lab from the University of British Columbia we aimed to 

investigate ubiquitously increased adhesion in vivo by disrupting talin autoinhibition. To do this 

we designed and tested a talin autoinhibition mutant (E1770A) that abrogates autoinhibition 

without effecting other important functions of talin. The effects of the E1770A mutation were 

studied using a mouse model. Details of the study can be found in (Haage et al., 2018).  

5.1.1 Introduction  

The talin FERM domain is critical for inside-out integrin activation (Calderwood et al., 1999). This 

occurs through a direct interaction between talin F3 and the NPxY motif on the β-integrin 

cytoplasmic tail (Ginsberg, 2014; Calderwood, 2004). Talin then connects integrin to the rest of 

the adhesome through various protein:protein interactions along the rod and head domains 

(Gough and Goult, 2018). Talin activity, like many other adhesion proteins, is regulated by 
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autoinhibition. This autoinhibition state occurs through an intramolecular interaction between 

the FERM domain and the rod domain R9 (Goult et al., 2009a). Previous cell culture experiments 

have used targeted mutations to block this interaction, leading to an increase in integrin activity. 

(Goksoy et al., 2008; Kopp et al., 2010). Furthermore, in vivo studies using fly models with talin 

autoinhibition mutants (Ellis et al., 2014), revealed a gain-of-function phenotype, with 

morphogenetic defects occurring from too much, as opposed to too little, adhesion. Together 

these studies demonstrate abrogating talin autoinhibition provides an excellent method to 

increase cell-ECM adhesion.  

5.1.2 E1770A mutant design  

Structural investigations revealed autoinhibited talin has an overall compact doughnut-shaped 

conformation (Goult et al., 2013a), in which many intramolecular interactions stabilise the 

conformation. Critical to the closed conformation is a direct interaction between the integrin 

binding site on F3 and the rod domain R9. The F3:R9 autoinhibition interaction is mutually 

exclusive to the F3:integrin interaction (Goult et al., 2009a). Multiple point mutations in R9 and F3 

have been identified that can block the interaction between the two domains in vitro (Goult et al., 

2009a). One of the major intramolecular interactions identified is a salt bridge formed between a 

conserved glutamate residue on R9 (E1770) with lysine 318 (K318) on F3 (fig. 5.1); by mutating 

E1770 to an alanine (E1770A) we aimed to disrupt this salt-bridge relieving talin autoinhibition. 

Whilst the E1770A mutation has been demonstrated to directly disrupt the interaction between 

the individual R9 and F3 domains (Goult et al., 2009a), it hasn’t been biochemically characterised 

in the context of full-length talin. To ensure viability for in vivo studies we wanted to confirm the 

mutation was first viable in the full-length protein.  
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Figure 5.1: Talin autoinhibition. (A) Structural Model of the autoinhibited talin dimer. The grey envelope represents the 
autoinhibited dimer as visualised by Electron Microscopy. The two monomers are shown in green and purple. The two 
autoinhibitory intra-molecular interactions between F3 and R9 are shown. Inset: The structure of the F3:R9 complex 
(pdb: 4F7G) with the key buried salt bridge between R9 E1770 and F3 K318 highlighted. adapted from (Haage et al., 
2018) 

5.1.3 Recombinant expression of the E1770A full-length talin mutant and analysis 

Due to the size (270 kDa) and complexity of full-length talin it was important to optimise the 

expression and purification conditions. To minimise proteolytic degradation we used a short 

induction protocol to express the FL-talin constructs, in this case 3 hours at 37˚C following the 

addition of IPTG. To purify the proteins we used a batch purification method (section 3.2.4) that 

we found to be a more effective approach than FPLC purification for FL-talin constructs as it 

provided a higher yield of purified protein. The resulting ‘purified’ protein was analysed by SDS-

PAGE (fig. 5.2a). SDS-PAGE revealed both the WT and E1770A FL-talin constructs were expressed 

and purified. The purified protein was then further analysed and purified by size exclusion 

chromatography. The chromatograms revealed both proteins had a similar retention time 

confirming they were full length and homogenous (fig. 5.2b). Unfortunately, the SEC-column used 

(HiLoad Superdex 200pg) was not able to clearly separate the folded and unfolded conformations 

so there was no observable difference in conformational state between the WT and mutant using 

this method. 
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Figure 5.2: Expression of E1770A mutant A) Coomassie-stained SDS-PAGE gel of purified recombinant wild-type and 
E1770A Tln1. B) Gel filtration (Superdex 200) elution profiles of purified recombinant wild-type (red) and E1770A Tln1 
(green). 

5.1.4 Investigating the propensity of the E1770A mutant to bind integrin 

The E1770A mutant was designed to make a constitutively active talin. Active talin has a high 

propensity to activate integrin as the integrin binding site on talin F3 becomes exposed (Goksoy et 

al., 2008; Goult et al., 2009a).  To ensure the E1770A mutant adopted the active conformation it 

was important to investigate the ability of the mutant to bind to integrin. Using the MST assay we 

have developed (section 4.1), it was now possible to gain quantitative measurement of integrin 

binding to the FL-talin constructs. In this assay recombinant integrin β1a cytoplasmic tail (752-

798) was titrated against 50 nM NT647-labelled FL-talin WT and E1770A. We observed that under 

the same conditions both the WT and E1770A bound to integrin (fig. 5.3A). E1770A bound to 

integrin with a slightly higher affinity (Kd = 10.96 µM) than the WT (Kd = 14.8 µM); suggesting the 

mutant had a greater propensity to bind to integrin, although the difference in affinity were only 

subtle and could be due to changes in protein concentration. Initial experiments were done in PBS 

buffer with 150 mM salt; this salt concentration has been demonstrated to unfold talin from its 

autoinhibited form before (Molony et al., 1987; Goult et al., 2009a), making it difficult to observe 
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differences between folded and unfolded talin as it is likely the majority of talin molecules in both 

the WT and mutant samples were in the open conformation. In an attempt to maintain WT talin 

in the autoinhibited state we repeated the experiment using a 50 mM salt concentration. Despite 

the lower salt concentration, both proteins bound to integrin with similar affinities, E1770A 

mutant bound with an affinity of Kd = 21.39 µM and the WT bound with an affinity of Kd = 14.4 µM 

(fig. 5.3B); the similar affinities we observed suggests that both proteins were still in the open 

conformation as in the higher salt conditions previously. Moreover, the low salt conditions led to 

increased aggregation in both the WT and mutant, making it difficult to attain an accurate result. 

Together, our results demonstrate the mutant is still able to bind to integrin at a similar affinity to 

the WT. However, we were unable to determine a difference in integrin binding ability between 

the mutant and the WT as we were limited by the sensitivity of the FL-talin system in vitro. 

Despite us not being able to observe a significant difference in vitro between the mutant and WT 

FL-talin constructs, mice containing the E1770A mutation were then generated for in vivo studies 

and demonstrated a significantly different phenotype. 
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Figure 5.3: Integrin binding to E1770A. MST binding curves showing integrin β1a binding to 50 nm NT647-labelled FL-
talin WT (red) and E1770A (green) in (A) 150 mM salt (n=3) and in (B) 50 mM salt phosphate buffer (n=1). Data was 
analysed by nanotemper analysis software to a Kd fit model. Dissociation constants Kd +/- confidence are indicated in the 
legend (ND = not determined) 

5.1.5 Conclusions from the mouse study 

Mice containing the mutation were viable, although analysis of the mouse embryonic fibroblasts 

(MEFs) revealed multiple defects associated with increased FA maturation and stability, in 

addition to increased integrin activation. Moreover, the MEFS containing the mutation had 

stronger adhesion to substrate, cell spreading and migration defects, and abnormal morphology. 
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These defects led to wound healing delays in the mice, revealed from in vivo wound healing 

assays. Lastly, the mutant containing MEFs had reduced traction force generation and 

dysfunctional actin dynamics (fig. 5.4). 

 

Figure 5.4: Summary of E1770A in vivo findings. Taken from (Haage et al., 2018) 

Together, these results demonstrate the importance of the layers of regulatory mechanisms 

involved in integrin activation by talin. They exhibit the importance of talin autoinhibition as a 

function to control integrin regulation via the talin FERM domain. However, there were no major 

morphological defects from the mutation. It could have been presumed that a constitutively 

active talin IBS1 leads to constitutively active integrin which would lead to major defects 

throughout the mouse; indeed, the same E1770A mutation and other talin autoinhibition mutants 

led to defects in dorsal closure in flies and disruption of mechanical forces (Ellis et al., 2014; 
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Goodwin et al., 2016). The lack of adverse defects from the constitutively active talin 

demonstrates there are more regulatory mechanisms involved in integrin activation than just talin 

autoinhibition. By using mutations that effect single regulatory steps we have the means to 

unravel the complex nature of integrin activation.  

5.2 Talin FERM domain is regulated through a rotational axis 

In this section we report on the structural characterisation of the talin-2 FERM domain. The 

atomic structure of the talin-2 head revealed a novel ‘twisted conformation’ as opposed the 

previously solved linear structure of talin-1 head (Elliott et al., 2010). We provide evidence that 

both talin isoforms can adopt the twisted and linear conformations; suggesting that the difference 

in the two structures is due to conformational plasticity of the talin head, which may be a form of 

regulation on the ability of talin to activate integrin. 

5.2.1 Crystal structure of talin-2 FERM reveals novel conformation 

The atomic structure of the talin-1 head demonstrated all four lobes of the FERM domain adopted 

an atypical linear conformation (Elliott et al., 2010),  much different to other FERM domains which 

typically form a more cloverleaf like shape. The F2 and F3 domains of talin contain a series of 

basic residues that enables the region to interact with the negatively charged, PIP2 enriched 

membrane (Calderwood et al., 2002). Additionally, talin F1 contains a large disordered loop that 

forms a basic helix upon interaction with the negatively charged membrane (Goult et al., 2010a). 

This open structure of the talin FERM allows simultaneous binding of integrin to F3 and the basic 

surfaces on F1-F3 to the PIP2 enriched membrane. The talin-1 structure is the only linear FERM 

domain to be solved so far. The talin-1 head and talin-2 head have high sequence similarity, with 

only subtle differences in the sequence of the two (fig. 5.7). Thus, we hypothesised that the talin-

2 FERM domain would adopt a similar conformation, helping us to further structurally understand 

linear FERM domains. To test this hypothesis, crystal trials were set up to gain an atomic structure 

of the talin-2 FERM domain. Suitably sized crystals were grown (conditions in table 3.3) and 
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picked for data collection. The crystal diffracted to 2.26 Å in the hexagonal space group P65, 

containing one molecule of the protein within the asymmetric unit. The structure was solved by 

molecular replacement using the talin-1 head structure (PDB 3IVF) (fig. 5.5; table 5.1).  
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Figure 5.5: Crystal structure of the talin-2 head. (A) Crystal structure of talin-2 head Cartoon representation within 
transparent surface (grey); coloured by domain: F0 (red), F1 (orange), F2 (yellow) F3 (green). (B) crystal structure of 
talin-1 head (3IVF), coloured as in A. (C) Alignment of talin-2 structure (cyan) with talin-1 structure (coloured by 
domain); (D) reverse view of alignment (C).  
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Table 5.1: Statistics from crystal structure of the talin 2 head. Data collected from a single crystal. Α Values in 
parentheses are for highest‐resolution shell. β Values in parentheses indicate percentile scores as determined by 
Molprobity. 

Data collection   

Synchrotron and BeamLine Diamond Light sourcce; I03 

Space group P65 

Molecule/a.s.u 1 

Cell dimensions   

a, b, c (Å) 58.420, 58.420, 161.921 

α, β, γ (°) 90, 90, 120 

Resolution (Å) 2.39 – 48.29 

CC(1/2) 0.997 (0.999) 

Completeness (%) 95.9 (99.7) 

Refinement   

Resolution (Å) 2.39 

No. reflections 11245 

Rwork/Rfree 0.18/0.27 

No. atoms   

Protein 2924 

Water 56 

B‐factors (Å2)   

Protein 59.55 

Water 55.58 

R.m.s. deviations   

Bond lengths (Å) 0.014 

Bond angles (°) 1.87 

Ramachandran plot   

Favoured/allowed/outlier (%) 95.48/ 4.24/ 0.28 

Rotamer outliers (%) 10.22 

Molprobity scores   

Protein geometry 2.84 

Clash score all atoms 15.75 

PDB accession no.  Pending submission 
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Strikingly, the final structure revealed a novel alternative ‘twisted’ conformation. In this 

conformation the ubiquitin like domains F0 and F1 are inverted 180˚ relative to F2-F3 when 

compared to the talin-1 head structure. However, the talin-2 head still adopts a more linear 

conformation than the standard cloverleaf-like FERM domain structure. The structure shows good 

agreement between each individual domain to equivalent talin-1 domains, with both F2F3 and 

F0F1, aligning almost perfectly between the two isoforms, supporting the idea the FERM domains 

exist as double domain modules. Despite the talin-2 construct crystallised contained the F1-loop, 

the loop was not visible in the density, suggesting it is still flexible in this conformation and does 

not form the membrane binding helix. However, it is apparent from the start and finish of the 

loop that it is located on the complete opposite side of the talin head to that of talin-1. 

Interestingly, the main difference between the talin-1 and talin-2 head structures is the large 

linker region between F1 and F2. In talin-1 the linker forms a β-hairpin leading to a separation 

distance between the two domains of around 28 Å, whereas in talin-2 the linker is more loop like 

and the F1 and F2 domains brought into a much closer proximity of around 7 Å of each other. The 

structure demonstrates the talin-2 F1-F2 linker does not form the β-hairpin like that in the talin-1 

structure (fig. 5.6 A); instead the C-terminus of the linker forms hydrogen bonds with the F1 

domain, such as between asparagine-125 and aspartic acid-206, holding the F1 domain in close 

proximity to F2 (fig. 5.6 B). This linker rearrangement in the talin-2 structure leads to a rotation of 

F0-F1 180˚ on the Z-axis and 90˚ on the XY axis relative to that of the talin-1 structure (fig. 5.6C). It 

is this rotation that gives the structure the ‘twisted’ appearance.  
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Figure 5.6: The F1-F2 linker controls the conformational state of the talin head. A) Zoom in on the F1-F2 linker from 
talin-1 head (PDB: 3IVF) showing the F1-F2 linker (purple) forming a beta-hairpin (red box). B) Zoom in on talin-2 head 
structure, showing hydrogen bonds (red box) form between residues on the C-terminus of the F1-F2 linker and the F1 
domain (orange). (C) Schematic diagram demonstrating the rotation of the talin head domains due to the linker 
rearrangement.  
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5.2.2 The F1-F2 rotational axis alludes to conformational regulation of the talin head 

As previously stated, both talin-1 and talin-2 heads have a high sequence similarity of 92.3% (fig. 

5.7A). Moreover, the F1-F2 linker region is completely conserved between both talin isoforms. 

This suggests that both isoforms can adopt the ‘twisted’ and linear conformation. Indeed, the 

small angle x-ray scattering data from (Elliott et al., 2010) demonstrates talin-1 has already been 

observed in a compact conformation, consistent with the twisted conformation (fig 5.7B). 

Together, this alludes to a novel form of conformational regulation on the talin head, present in 

both isoforms. The conformational state of the talin head may dictate its ligand binding properties 

much like that observed previously in the talin rod domain R3, switching ligand binding between 

RIAM in the folded and vinculin binding in the unfolded conformation (Goult et al., 2013b). What 

regulates the rotational conformation is not fully understood although it most likely comes from 

external stimuli. 
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Figure 5.7: Talin-1 can also adapt the ‘twisted’ conformation. (A) Pairwise sequence alignment of mouse talin-1 (1-400) 
aligned to mouse talin-2 (1-400) generated using EMBOSS Needle (Madeira et al., 2019). F0 (red), F1 (orange), F1-F2 
linker (purple) F2 (yellow) F3 (green) (B) SAXS data taken from (Elliot et al., 2010) demonstrating talin 1 in a compact’ 
conformation similar to the ‘twisted’ conformation. GASBOR shape envelope (transparent gray surface) superimposed 
with the BUNCH model (yellow). The two orientations shown are related by a 90° rotation around the horizontal axis. 
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5.2.3 Involvement of the F1-loop in conformational regulation 

It has previously been demonstrated the F1-loop can form an α-helix that binds to the cell 

membrane, an interaction critical for talin-mediated integrin activation (Goult et al., 2010a). The 

F1-loop is positioned in opposite directions in both structures, suggesting it may have a critical 

role in the conformational state of the talin head. In the ‘twisted’ conformation the loop is facing 

the opposite direction to that of the positively charged PIP2 binding surface located on F2-F3, 

suggesting the ‘twisted’ conformation would prevent the F1 loop from engaging the membrane, 

thereby disrupting talin-mediated integrin activation. The F1-loop has previously been 

demonstrated to contain two phosphorylation sites T144 and T150 (Ratnikov et al., 2005). 

Phosphorylation of the loop would lead to a negatively charged loop which could repel from a 

negatively charged membrane or destabilise the helix that binds to the membrane. Indeed, 

previous studies have demonstrated a phosphomimetic mutant, in which the T144 and T150 

residues are substituted with negatively charged glutamate residues, blocks the interaction 

between F1 and the membrane (Goult et al., 2010a).  

5.3 Investigating the effects of lipid composition on the talin head membrane 

binding 

The presence of PIP2 in the cell membrane is crucial for talin-mediated integrin activation, 

providing a net negative charge to which the talin head is oriented (Moore et al., 2012; Bouaouina 

et al., 2008). Furthermore, talin translocation to the membrane and focal adhesion assembly are 

regulated by the PIP- kinase type1γ maintaining membrane PIP2 enrichment (Ling et al., 2002; 

Thapa et al., 2012; Di Paolo et al., 2002).  As aforementioned, the talin head interacts with a PIP2 

enriched membrane through the F1-F3 domains, it is possible that a varying level of net negative 

charge at the membrane can effect these interactions, which may in-turn influence the 

conformational state of the talin head. To assess the influence of membrane charge on the talin 
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head domains we used a multilamellar-vesicle (MLV) co-sedimentation experiment similar to that 

described in (Anthis et al., 2009). 

In this assay, talin constructs F0-F3, F2-F3 and F0-F2 were pre-incubated with MLVs composed 

with a combination of the neutral charged POPC and the negatively charged POPS: 0% PS, 20% PS, 

50% PS and 100% PS. (Anthis et al., 2009) previously demonstrated PS can be used to replicate the 

negative charge carried by PIP2. Thereby, increasing PS concentration mimics an increase in 

membrane PIP2 enrichment. Following incubation with the talin constructs the MLVs were 

pelleted, along with any protein bound to the MLVs. The pelleted fraction was compared to the 

supernatant (SN) fraction using SDS-PAGE and results processed using ImageJ as described in 

section 3.3.5 (fig. 5.8A). As expected, there was very little protein from any of the constructs 

bound to the 0% PS MLVs as there was no net negative charge for the talin head to interact with. 

Both F2F3 and F0-F3 demonstrated a similar trend; increased lipid binding from 0-20% PS and 

then a further increase from 20-50% PS; following the rise there was then a slight drop from 50-

100% PS, suggesting the constructs do not bind as tightly to a heavily charged membrane; 

alternatively, the 100% PS MLVs were altered in some way without the presence of PC that 

disrupted the ability of talin to bind. Interestingly, F0-F2 bound tightest to 20% PS MLVs and 

demonstrated almost no binding to 100% PS. The significant drop in F0-F2 lipid binding from 50% 

PS to 100% PS suggests the lipid binding surfaces on F2 and the F1-loop are disrupted by the 

heavily charged membrane.  

These lipid binding results suggest each lipid binding domain in the talin head responds to the 

membrane charge individually, a property that might facilitate different conformations of the talin 

head. At a low charge, represented by 20% PS, F1 and F2 bind to the membrane with the 

strongest affinity; as polarisation increases to the equivalent of 50% PS, all domains bind to the 

membrane with a high affinity; as polarisation increases further to the equivalent of 50% to 100% 

PS there appears to be loss of F1 and F2 binding, however F3 may remain bound (fig. 5.8C). It is 
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possible the loss of F1-F2 membrane binding is due to the increase in negative charge 

destabilising or repelling the helix of the F1-loop, possibly leading to conformational change.  

Figure 5.8: Effect of membrane polarisation on talin conformation. (A) Coomassie-blue stained SDS-PAGE analysis of 
MLV co-sedimentation assay of 12 µM  talin F0-F3, F0-F2 and F2F3 binding to 0%, 20%, 50% and 100% PS MLVs. [P] = 
pellet fraction, [SN] = supernatant. (B) Quantitative analysis of co-sedimentation assay using ImageJ; F0-F3 (red), F2-F3 
(green) and F0-F2 (blue); error bars represent SEM (n=3). (C) schematic diagram describing polarisation effect on talin 
head conformation theory. At 0% PS the head does not bind to the membrane; at 20% PS F1-loop and F2 fully bind to the 
membrane; at 50% all lipid binding surfaces in the talin head are fully bound to the membrane; at 100% PS membrane 
repels F1-loop and/or F2 but F3 remains bound.    
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5.4  Novel interaction between kindlin and the talin FERM domain 

5.4.1 Introduction 

Kindlin, like talin, is a FERM domain containing protein, consisting of four lobes (F0-F3) (Goult et 

al., 2009b). Additionally, kindlin binds to the β-integrin cytoplasmic tail, like talin via the PTB like 

fold in the F3 domain (Montanez et al., 2008). However, kindlin binds to the membrane distal 

NxxY motif as opposed to the membrane proximal NPxY that talin binds to (Fukuda et al., 2014; Li 

et al., 2017a), enabling both talin and kindlin to bind to integrin simultaneously (Bledzka et al., 

2012; Theodosiou et al., 2016). This coordinated binding event has proved vital for integrin 

activation (Calderwood et al., 2013). Remarkably, whilst the role of talin binding in activating 

integrin is relatively well understood (Anthis et al., 2009; Kalli et al., 2010, 2011; Lau et al., 2009), 

the necessity of kindlin binding is yet to be fully elucidated (Sun et al., 2019; Rognoni et al., 2016).  

The coordinated integrin binding event that occurs between talin and kindlin places the two 

proteins into close proximity of each other; indeed, there are only eight residues separating the 

membrane proximal NPxY motif and the membrane distal NxxY motif. We hypothesised that for 

talin and kindlin to be in such a close proximity it is likely that the two proteins interact. As 

previously discussed in section 4.2, using MST we now have a biochemical assay that we can use 

to probe kindlin interactions. Through this assay we aim to gain biochemical insight into a novel 

interaction between talin and kindlin.   

5.4.2 The talin FERM domain binds to kindlin-1 

To confirm there was a direct interaction between the talin head and kindlin-1 we used an MST 

assay, in which recombinant talin-1 FERM (1-400) was titrated against NT647-labelled kindlin-1. 

The talin head bound with a relatively tight affinity, Kd = 8.65 µM (fig 5.9).  
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Figure 5.9: Talin-1 head binds kindlin-1. Binding of 50 nm NT 647-labelled kindlin-1 to talin head (green, n=3) and talin 
R7R8 (non-specific) (red, n=1). Data was analysed by nanotemper analysis software to a Kd fit model. Dissociation 
constants +/- Kd confidence are indicated in the legend (ND = not determined).  

After confirming there was a direct interaction between talin and kindlin-1, we wanted to 

establish contact areas in the interaction. To do this we needed to test the separate domains of 

the two proteins. Separating talin into individual domains proved much easier than separating 

kindlin domains, as the kindlin-1 F2F3 construct was not obtainable from recombinant expression 

and purification. Therefore, we sought to establish the talin binding sites involved first. In this 

experiment talin F1 and F2F3 were titrated against NT647-labelled kindlin-1. Interestingly, we 

found both talin F1, and F2F3 constructs bound to kindlin-1 (fig. 5.10). Talin F1 had a binding 

affinity of Kd = 13.83 µM and F2F3 an affinity of Kd = 4.06 µM; similar to that of the whole head Kd 

= 6.09 µM. This data suggests that multiple domains are involved in the interaction between the 

two proteins, as opposed to the interaction being specific to one single domain. Identification of 

multiple domains being involved in the interaction between talin and kindlin raises the possibility 
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of the interaction being conformation specific. However, it is also possible that the talin-kindlin 

interaction may be domain specific, enabling a stoichiometry of 1:2; in this case our one site total 

Kd fit model of kindlin binding to the whole talin head does not measure the affinities of the each 

binding site independently but rather the affinity of the two interactions together.  

 

Figure 5.10: Multiple talin domains bind to kindlin. Binding of 50 nm NT647- labelled kindlin-1 to talin head (green), 
talin F2F3 (red) and talin F1 (blue). Data was analysed by nanotemper analysis software to a Kd fit model. Dissociation 
constants +/- Kd confidence are indicated in the legend (n=3).  

5.4.3 The talin F1-loop is involved in kindlin binding  

After demonstrating that talin F1 binds to kindlin, we wanted to investigate whether the F1-loop 

was involved in direct binding. As aforementioned, the F1-loop is vital for integrin activation 

(Goult et al., 2010a), we also hypothesised the F1-loop is involved in coordinating the 

conformation state of the talin head at the cell membrane. We were interested to determine 

whether the F1-loop was also involved in the talin-kindlin interaction. To investigate the role of 

the F1-loop on the interaction we used a talin head construct with the F1-loop deleted (Δ139-

168). Using the MST assay, talin head (Δ139-168) was titrated against NT647-labelled kindlin-1. 

The mutant bound with a Kd of 27.3 µM, four times weaker than the WT which bound with a Kd of 
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6.69 µM (fig. 5.11A). To confirm the lower affinity was as a result of a direct interaction between 

the F1-loop and kindlin and not due to adverse effects of deleting the loop, such as a 

conformational switch, we repeated the experiment using the individual F1 domain with the loop 

deletion (Δ139-168). The F1 mutant bound with a Kd of 35.93 µM, three times weaker than the 

WT that bound with a Kd of 12.99 µM (fig. 5.11B).  

 

Figure 5.11: Talin F1-loop binds to kindlin. Binding of 50 nm NT647-labelled kindlin-1 to (A) talin head (green), talin 
head (Δ139-168)(yellow), (B) talin F1 (red) and F1 (Δ139-168)(blue). Data was analysed by nanotemper analysis 
software to a Kd fit model. Dissociation constants +/- Kd confidence are indicated in the legend (n=1). 
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The loop-deletion results suggest there is a direct interaction between the talin F1-loop and 

kindlin-1. Whether this interaction holds the talin F1-loop away from the membrane or stabilises 

the F1-loop at the membrane, requires further investigation. If kindlin holds the F1-loop away 

from the membrane the complex may function as a negative regulator of talin mediated integrin 

activation, as the loop binding to the membrane is necessary for integrin activation (Goult et al., 

2010a). However, if kindlin is in fact stabilising the F1-loop at the membrane, the talin-kindlin 

complex may behave as an integrin activating complex. It is also possible, kindlin may have a role 

in both these scenarios and regulates the talin head conformation.  

5.4.4 Phosphorylation of the F1-loop affects kindlin binding 

We have demonstrated talin and kindlin interact across multiple domains and the interaction 

involves the F1-loop. Next we wanted to consider how this interaction is regulated. Taking into 

consideration the phosphorylation sites on the F1-loop (Ratnikov et al., 2005), we hypothesised 

phosphorylation may have a role in the interaction. To investigate this we used a phosphomimetic 

talin head construct and F1 construct, where the threonine-144 and threonine-150 

phosphorylation sites were mutated to glutamate residues (T144E/T150E), providing the residues 

with a net negative charge representative of phosphorylation (Goult et al., 2010a). In this 

experiment talin head (T144E/T150E) and talin F1 (T144E/T150E) were titrated against NT647-

labelled kindlin-1. The phosphomimetic talin head bound with a weak affinity Kd = 55.6 µM, 

almost ten times weaker than the WT Kd = 6.69 µM (fig. 5.12A). Furthermore, the F1 

(T144E/T150E) mutant also bound kindlin with a weaker affinity, Kd = 22.69 µM, than the WT F1, 

Kd = 12.99 µM (fig. 5.12B). These results suggest that talin head phosphorylation prevents kindlin 

binding. If this is the case then phosphorylation of the F1-loop could be a way of negatively 

regulating the kindlin-talin interaction.  
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Figure 5.12: Phosphorylation of talin reduces kindlin binding. Binding of 50 nm NT647-labelled kindlin-1 to (A) talin 
head (green), talin head (T144E/T150E)(mustard), (B) talin F1 (red) and F1 (T144E/T150E)(blue). Data was analysed by 
nanotemper analysis software to a Kd fit model. Dissociation constants +/- Kd confidence are indicated in the legend 
(n=1).  

 

5.4.5 Kindler syndrome mutant has reduced affinity to integrin and talin 

Kindler syndrome is bullous skin disease arising from mutations in the FERM1 (kindlin-1 gene). 

These mutations usually lead to premature termination of translation (Jobard et al., 2003). 
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However, courtesy of Professor Maddie Parsons from King College London, we have a kindlin-1 

mutant derived from a patient who suffered all the symptoms of Kindler syndrome, but has 

normal kindlin-1 protein expression levels. The mutation is a 9 bp deletion culminating in the loss 

of three residues located in the kindlin F3 domain (Δ3aa), adjacent to the integrin binding site (fig. 

5.13A). One could postulate this mutation could affect the folding of the domain. Thus we 

hypothesised the mutation would reduce integrin binding. Using MST to investigate this, integrin 

β1a cytoplasmic tail (752-798) was titrated against NT647-labelled kindlin-1 WT and kindlin-1 

(Δ3aa). The WT bound with a Kd = 19.56 µM, the (Δ3aa) mutant also bound, although with a 

weaker affinity, Kd =76.09 µM (fig. 5.13B). Whilst integrin bound to the mutant kindlin weaker 

than the WT, we were surprised to measure any binding as our prediction was that the integrin 

binding site in kindlin F3 might be misfolded due to the location and nature of the mutation. 
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Figure 5.13: Kindler mutant binding integrin. (A) Crystal structure of kindlin-2 bound to integrin β1 (5XQ0); integrin 
peptide in magenta; location of three amino acid deletion from kindler mutant indicated by arrow. (B) Binding of 50 nm 
NT647-labelled kindlin-1 WT (green) and kindlin-1 (Δ3aa) to integrin β1a (752-798). Data was analysed by nanotemper 
analysis software to a Kd fit model. Dissociation constants +/- Kd confidence are indicated in the legend (n=3). 
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Interestingly, the interaction between the kindler mutant and integrin was only four times weaker 

than the WT suggesting the mutant still has the capacity to bind integrin in vivo. This led us to 

question how else the kindler mutant might be leading the Kindler syndrome symptoms. We 

decided to test the kindler mutant against talin to see if the mutation influenced the interaction. 

Using an MST assay, talin head was titrated against NT647-labelled WT and kindlin-1 (Δ3aa). The 

WT bound with Kd = 6.69; strikingly the Δ3aa mutant bound over ten times weaker, Kd = 79.44. 

The effect of the kindler mutant on talin binding was greater than on integrin binding, suggesting 

that the effect of the mutation in patients might be due to the interaction with talin rather than, 

or in conjunction with, integrin. Moreover, the mutant provides us with a talin binding location; it 

confirms talin binds to kindlin F3. Whether or not the talin-kindlin interaction is mutually exclusive 

to integrin binding remains to be determined.   

 

Figure 5.14: Kindler mutant reduces talin binding. Binding of 50 nm NT647-labelled kindlin-1 WT (green) and kindlin-1 
(Δ3aa) to talin-1 head. Data was analysed by nanotemper analysis software to a Kd fit model. Dissociation constants +/- 
Kd confidence are indicated in the legend (n=3).  
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5.5 Discussion 

It is evident there is more complex regulation of integrin activation than the basic model of 

‘active’ talin (elongated as opposed to autoinhibited) binding to the β-integrin tail separating the 

integrin α- and β-transmembrane cytoplasmic domains leading to the open high affinity 

conformational state of the integrin ectodomains (Iwamoto and Calderwood, 2015). This was 

demonstrated through our work with the E1770A autoinhibition mutant. Here we observed 

overactive talin leading to a gain of function phenotype of increased adhesion. However, the mice 

containing the mutation did not exhibit any dramatic morphological defects, one might expect 

with constitutively active integrin (Winograd-Katz et al., 2014). Whilst it is clear talin has a major 

function in integrin activation (Klapholz and Brown, 2017), how talin is regulated in doing so 

needs to be further elucidated. Using a combination of structural and biochemical techniques we 

have looked specifically at mechanisms that may influence the integrin binding ability of the talin 

head.  

Through this chapter I have reported multiple ways in which the talin head may be regulated. The 

first is talin autoinhibition, whereby important integrin binding sites in the talin head are masked 

through an interaction with the tail. The second is through conformational regulation, whereby 

the F1-F2 linker acts as a rotational axis, with which talin can adopt either a linear conformation 

or a ‘twisted’ conformation potentially affecting the ligand binding properties of the talin head. 

The third is through membrane composition, we suggest each talin head lipid binding domain is 

finely tuned to the overall charge and composition of the membrane, with the talin head requiring 

an optimum lipid composition to be in a preferential conformation for integrin activation. The 

final mechanism is through a direct interaction with kindlin, a vital integrin co-activator. Whilst I 

have reported the mechanisms of regulation separately it is possible they are all interlinked with 

one another, contributing to a tightly controlled talin FERM domain.  
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5.5.1 Conformational regulation of the talin head 

Conformational control of talin is not a new idea, it has been evident for some time that the 

complex structure of talin provides layers of autoinhibition (Gough and Goult, 2018), however 

apart from the autoinhibited globular form (Goult et al., 2013a), much of the focus has been on 

the conformational plasticity of the rod domain (Yao et al., 2016; Yan et al., 2015; Goult et al., 

2018). Here we report the atomic structure of the talin 2 FERM domain, revealing a novel 

‘twisted’ conformation. A similar compact conformation has previously been observed in talin-1 

SAXS data (Elliott et al., 2010). Comparison of the atomic structures of the linear (PDB: 3IVf) and 

twisted (talin-2 head structure) conformations, has identified the F1-F2 linker as a rotational axis 

that enables the talin FERM to adopt at least two conformational states. In the linear 

conformation the F0F1 domains face in the same direction as F2F3 and in the ‘twisted’ the F0F1 

domains face the opposite direction to F2F3. We suggest the ‘twisted’ conformation is less able to 

activate integrin, and might represent a lower activity conformation. This is because the F1-loop is 

directed in the opposite direction, towards the cytoplasm, relative to the lipid binding residues on 

F2F3, thereby preventing the F1-loop from binding to the cell membrane, an interaction that has 

proved vital for integrin activation (Goult et al., 2010a; Gingras et al., 2019) (fig. 5.15). How the 

rotational axis is controlled remains to be determined, however we have provided insight into 

how membrane composition may finely tune the conformational state by influencing the lipid 

binding domains individually. Using a lipid co-sedimentation assay we have demonstrated F1F2 

lipid binding surfaces appear to have a higher affinity for relatively low charged membranes and 

are repelled from a highly charged membrane. In contrast, our data suggests talin F3 lipid binding 

surfaces is not repelled by the more negatively charged lipid membrane.  
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Figure 5.15: Conformational regulation of the talin head. Schematic diagram showing talin in linear (top) and twisted 
(bottom) conformations and demonstrating our proposed effect on integrin activation.  

Further investigations into the conformational control of the talin head are needed to confirm the 

function of the different conformations and how they are controlled. To do this we would need a 

way in which to lock the FERM domain in either the linear or twisted conformations which would 

enable us to test the conformational effect on integrin binding/activation, lipid binding and 

additional talin head binders, such as Rap1 (Zhu et al., 2017). Moreover, it would be desirable to 

find a marker that can determine the conformation state of the head in vivo and in vitro, enabling 

us to derive what controls the conformational state of the talin head and confirm the membrane 

composition theory. 

5.5.2 Understanding the talin:kindlin interaction 

Simultaneous binding of kindlin and talin to integrin is believed to be necessary for integrin 

activation, however the need for kindlin is not fully understood in this interaction (Rognoni et al., 

2016). Here we have demonstrated there is a relatively strong interaction between the talin-1 

head and kindlin-1. It is likely this interaction is not isoform specific due to the high conservation 
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between the different isoforms of talin and kindlin (Monkley et al., 2001; Siegel et al., 2003). We 

investigated the effect of a kindlin-1 mutant (Δ3aa) acquired from a Kindler syndrome patient 

with normal kindlin-1 expression levels. We observed significantly reduced affinity between talin 

and the kindler mutant, eluding to the functional importance of the talin-kindlin interaction.  

When determining the binding site of the talin-kindlin interaction we demonstrated kindlin binds 

to multiple domains of the talin head, including F1-F3. Exactly how kindlin and talin interact, and 

in what conformation we do not know, and it is something that will need further investigating. 

However, we have deduced the importance of the talin F1-loop for the complex; by deleting it we 

significantly reduce binding of kindlin to both the whole talin head and the F1 domain. How 

kindlin binds to the F1-loop may allude to the function of the complex; if kindlin holds the talin F1-

loop away from the membrane then the talin head would be unable to activate integrin, alluding 

to the talin-kindlin complex negatively regulating integrin activation. Conversely, kindlin may 

stabilise the talin F1-loop at the cell membrane providing a means of talin mediated integrin 

activation. To further elucidate the function of the talin-kindlin complex we used the Kindler 

mutant (Δ3aa); the location of the mutation is on the kindlin F3 domain adjacent to the integrin 

binding site. The significantly reduced binding affinity of the mutant to talin, hints at the talin 

binding site being located on kindlin F3. This has the potential to put the integrin binding sites of 

talin and kindlin in close proximity, providing a high affinity binding site for the β-integrin 

cytoplasmic tale. Alternatively, talin binding to kindlin F3 may block the integrin binding site 

preventing integrin activation.  

To further understand the regulation of the talin-kindlin complex we tested phosphomimetic talin 

constructs against kindlin; strikingly, phosphorylation significantly reduced the talin-kindlin 

binding affinity. Whether or not this is due to conformational changes induced by 

phosphorylation is unclear; however, phosphorylation of the F1-loop could be a way in which the 

complex is negatively regulated.  
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Through our work it is clear the talin:kindlin interaction has an important role in the regulation of 

integrin activation; either as a negative or positive regulator. Further investigations into this 

interaction could improve our understanding of the role of kindlin in integrin activation (Sun et al., 

2019) and integrin clustering (Ye et al., 2013). Whilst the MST assay has provided us with vital 

information on the talin-kindlin complex we otherwise would have had difficulty to acquire, we 

are only able to speculate on the mechanisms involved with the information we have so far. To 

validate our data and further our understanding of the function of this interaction we would need 

an atomic structure of the complex. Unfortunately, we have been limited by kindlin-1 expression. 

It might be useful to adopt a recombinant protein expression system like that used in (Li et al., 

2017a), to increase protein yield. With an atomic structure of the complex one can deduce the 

conformation of kindlin bound talin and the binding sites involved in the interactions; enabling us 

to design mutants that disrupt the interaction and can be used in further in vivo studies.  
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Chapter 6: Investigating the role of the α-integrin subunit in talin-

mediated integrin activation 

6.1 Introduction 

6.1.1 Talin mediated integrin activation 

Integrin activation can be defined as the change from the low affinity folded conformation of the 

integrin ectodomain to the high affinity extended conformation (Ye et al., 2011). This 

conformational change can occur as a result of intracellular signalling, termed ‘inside-out’ 

signalling. When integrin is in the inactive conformation the cytoplasmic domains of the α- and β- 

subunits are held together through electrostatic interactions (Hughes et al., 1996) and thereby 

holding the TM-regions together. In the active conformation the integrin cytoplasmic domains 

and TM-domains become separated (Partridge et al., 2005). Talin has been demonstrated to 

activate integrin by inducing this conformational change through a direct interaction with the 

membrane proximal NPxY motif of the β-integrin cytoplasmic tail (Calderwood, 2004; Anthis et al., 

2009; Wegener et al., 2007). The exact mechanism as to how talin causes the spreading of the 

integrin TM- and cytoplasmic domains is not fully understood, however there are a few theories 

(Ye et al., 2011). The first of which is by talin binding causing a motion, such as tilting or lateral 

movement, leading to the disruption of the α and β subunit interactions (Kalli et al., 2010). A 

different hypothesis suggests the interaction of talin with the NPxY motif disrupts an important 

salt-bridge between Asn995 and Arg723 that holds the α and β tails together; through breaking 

this interaction the integrin conformation favours the active state (Anthis et al., 2009). Another 

hypothesis is the talin head binding to the β-tail leads to steric hindrance between the α-tail and 

talin head thereby separating the two integrin tails (Wegener et al., 2007). It is quite possible talin 
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mediated-integrin activation occurs through a combination of these theories; indeed, there is 

evidence for each of them. What is clear, is the exact nature of talin-mediated integrin activation 

is yet to be fully elucidated.   

6.1.2  The current understanding of the α-subunit cytoplasmic domain in integrin 

regulation 

The integrin α-subunit cytoplasmic domains consists of a completely conserved membrane 

proximal GFFKR motif, with a highly variable region distal of the GFFKR motif (Li et al., 2014). The 

GFFKR motif of the α-tail has been established as a crucial component in integrin inactivation. 

Association of the GFFKR motif with the β-tail membrane proximal motif holds the integrin-tails in 

the resting state and dissociation results in integrin activation (Kim et al., 2003). The ‘FF’ region of 

the motif has been demonstrated to provide important hydrophobic contacts between the α- and 

β- membrane proximal α-helices (Vinogradova et al., 2002; Weljie et al., 2002). In fact, deletion or 

mutation of this motif leads to constitutively active integrin (Hughes et al., 1996). The role of the 

region distal to the GFFKR motif has remained elusive, although with the high variability between 

isoforms it is easy to imagine the region has isoform specific roles. However, the distal region has 

been demonstrated to be crucial for talin-mediated integrin activation in αIIbβ3, by providing 

steric hindrance with the talin head (Li et al., 2014).  

There is some evidence that the α-tail may be involved in a direct interaction with talin. Indeed, 

direct interactions between talin and the cytoplasmic tails of αIIb, α4 and α5 have been previously 

reported (Pavalko and Otey, 1994; Knezevic et al., 1996). Moreover, a closer look at some of the 

studies over the years reveal clues of an interaction between talin and the α-tail. A recent study 

using palmitoylated peptides corresponding to various parts of the αIIb-tail, demonstrated the 

peptides inhibited platelet aggregation by inhibiting talin-mediated integrin activation 

(Gkourogianni et al., 2014); the authors suggested this was due to the peptides inhibiting talin 

binding to αIIbβ3 by competing talin off the β-membrane proximal region; however, it is possible 
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the peptide was actively binding to talin thereby inhibiting an interaction between talin and α-tail. 

Moreover, α-tail binding proteins, such as sharpin (Rantala et al., 2011) and CIBP (calcium and 

integrin binding protein) (Naik et al., 1997), have been demonstrated to block the talin-integrin 

interaction (Yuan et al., 2006). α-tail binding proteins blocking the talin-integrin interaction may 

be due to steric hindrance preventing talin binding to the β-tail, alternatively these proteins are 

actively competing with talin to bind to the α-tail.  

6.1.3  Aim: investigate talin binding to the α-subunit of integrin 

The talin interaction with the β-tail is critical for inside-out activation. For this reason much 

impetus has been put into studying this interaction. However, direct interactions between talin 

and the α-tail have previously been reported but not followed up (Pavalko and Otey, 1994; 

Knezevic et al., 1996). An interaction between talin and both integrin subunits may provide a 

further theory as to how talin induces the conformational activation of integrin. In this chapter we 

sought to test whether the α-tail directly binds to talin, providing a new role for the α-tail in talin 

mediated integrin activation.  

 

6.2  The talin head binds to the α-tail 

A direct interaction between the α-cytoplasmic domain and talin was observed in 1996 but never 

followed up (Knezevic et al., 1996), therefore to investigate whether the talin head interacts with 

α-integrin a fluorescence polarisation assay was used to assess the relative binding. This assay 

provides fast quantitative data on interactions between proteins and fluorescently labelled 

peptides (see section 3.3.2). In this assay talin-1 head was titrated against fluorescein labelled α2-

tail peptide. We observed a significant increase in polarisation when the talin head was titrated 

against the α2-tail compared to the titration against the control peptide (paxillin LD1), indicative 

of a binding event as previously observed (Pavalko and Otey, 1994; Knezevic et al., 1996). 

However, over the talin head concentration range used in the titration the system was not fully 
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saturated, demonstrating a relatively low affinity, we were therefore unable to derive an accurate 

binding affinity for the interaction (fig. 6.1). Whilst the talin:α-tail interaction has a relatively low 

affinity, low affinities are also observed in talin β-integrin interactions without the presence of the 

membrane to orientate the talin head (Bouaouina et al., 2008; Moore et al., 2012).  

 

Figure 6.2: The talin head binds the α2-tail. Binding of talin F0-F3 to fluorescein labelled α2-tail (1154-1181), and 
paxillin LD1 (3-22) peptides measured using a fluorescence polarisation assay. Dissociation constants were not 
determined over the concentration range used (n=1).  

 

6.3  Investigating talin F3 binding to α-integrin 

6.3.1  NMR data reveals talin F3 binds to the α-tail  

After establishing the talin head binds to the α-tail we were interested in identifying the specific 

binding site between the two proteins as this may provide insight on the function of the 

interaction. It is now well established talin F3 binds to the β-tail (Calderwood et al., 2002; Anthis 
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et al., 2009), for this to occur talin F3 must come into close proximity of the α-tail that is bound to 

the β-tail. This led to the hypothesis that the α-tail was binding to talin F3. As the fluorescence 

polarisation detected weak binding to the whole head we wanted to use a more sensitive 

technique for weaker interactions; therefore, a HSQC NMR experiment was used to investigate 

the α-tail:talin F3 interaction. NMR is powerful method for investigating protein:protein 

interactions, as it is able to measure minute changes to the localised environment of each 

individual amino acid, providing crucial information on an interaction (section 3.4.2). A HSQC 

spectrum of 15N-labelled talin F3 was collected with and without the addition of a 1:8 ratio of α2-

tail peptide. The addition of the α-tail peptide to F3 caused multiple peaks to shift indicative of a 

direct interaction between talin F3 and the α-tail (fig. 6.2). 
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Figure 6.2: Talin F3 binds the α2-tail. NMR HSQC spectra of 15N-labelled F3 (black) with the addition of a 1:8 ratio of α2-
tail peptide (1154-1173) (green); box represents zoomed in area.  
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6.3.2  NMR peak shift mapping reveals the α-tail binds to a similar site as the β-tail on F3. 

To map the binding surface of the α2-tail on F3, the peak shifts identified from the α-tail:F3 

interaction were compared to a pre-assigned HSQC spectrum of talin F3 (unpublished), this 

enabled identification of the specific amino acids involved in the interaction. The interacting 

amino acids were then mapped onto the atomic structure of talin F3 (PDB: 3G9W) (Anthis et al., 

2009) (fig. 6.3A). Strikingly, the NMR chemical shift mapping revealed the α2-tail peptide interacts 

on a similar surface on F3 to the β-tail. Interestingly, when we mapped the shifts onto our own 

talin F2F3-β3 chimera structure (section 6.3.3) we noticed the beta-sheet surface that is involved 

in the binding contains a hydrophobic pocket, in which Trp-735 and a Phe-737 from the β3-tail 

bury into – this hydrophobic interaction appears to be an artefact of our chimera system, as Phe-

737 is an artefact residue from the vector used; moreover, the β3-talin (PDB: 1MK7) and β1d-talin 

(PDB: 3G9W) structures that do not contain the artefact residue also do not show the 

hydrophobic interaction. However, we speculated that this hydrophobic surface may 

accommodate the two phenylalanine residues of the GFFKR (fig. 6.3B). Strikingly, modelling of the 

α-tail GFFKR into the hydrophobic pocket on the atomic structure of F3 orientates the peptide 

along the mapped surface with the possibility of a salt bridge forming between the lysine of the 

GFFKR motif and Asn-372 on the F3 face (fig. 6.3C,D). The proximity of the integrin tail binding 

sites in F3 proposes two theories. The first, talin may be holding the α- and β-tails together in an 

inactive state. If talin is holding the two tails together, they would be in much closer proximity 

than previously seen in the autoinhibited state (Lau et al., 2009). Alternatively, the interactions 

between the individual tails and talin F3 may be mutually exclusive, which begs to question the 

purpose of an interaction between the α-tail and talin F3.  
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Figure 6.3: α-integrin binds to a similar place on F3 as the β-tail. A) structural mapping of NMR peak shifts from α2-tail 
binding to talin F3 (red), onto β1D (purple) bound F3 structure (pdb: 3G9W). B) Our structure of β3-talin F2F3 chimera 
(6.3.3), showing β3 (purple) residues Trp-735 and Phe-737 buried into hydrophobic surface on F3. Surface coloured by 
hydrophobicity (hydrophilic = white, hydrophobic = red).C) α-tail (yellow; pdb: 2lke) modelled onto peak shifts (red) and 
D) hydrophobicity surface, ‘FFK’’ residues shown as sticks buried into hydrophobic pocket and in the direction of talin 
Asn-372.  

6.3.3 X-ray crystallography 

To further elucidate if both integrin tails bind to talin F3 we aimed to gain an atomic structure of 

the talin F3:β-tail:α-tail complex. To achieve this we grew crystals of a talin F2F3-β3 chimera, 

similar to that used in (Garcıá-Alvarez et al., 2003), in which a integrin β3-tail peptide is added to 

the N-terminus of an F2F3 construct, with the aim of bringing the integrin peptide and F3 binding 

site into close proximity. Initially, we tried to co-crystallise the chimera with a 1:8 ratio of the α-

tail peptide; these attempts proved unsuccessful as we were unable to grow the crystals. 
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Following this we tried a soaking technique in which the peptide is soaked through solvent 

channels of a preformed crystal. The chimera crystals were successfully screened and optimised in 

a condition consisting of: 0.2 M MgCl2, 0.1 M Bis-Tris pH 5.5 and 25% w/v PEG-3350. The fully 

grown crystals were then transferred into mother liquor containing 3.6 mM of α2-tail peptide 

(1154-1173), in which they were soaked for 24 hours prior to harvesting and vitrification. Multiple 

crystals were chosen for data collection from two different conditions, all of which diffracted well. 

The highest resolution data of 1.5 Å was chosen for data processing. The structure was solved by 

molecular replacement based off the F2F3-β1d chimera 3G9W (Anthis et al., 2009). Processing of 

the crystal structure revealed the α-tail was not present in the structure. However, there were 

subtle differences between our structure and the previous β3-chimeric structure, 1MK7, 

demonstrating some limited flexibility of the talin F2 and F3 domains much like that seen in 

Chapter 5. 
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Figure 6.4: Crystal structure of talin F2F3 β3 chimera. A) Our high resolution crystal structure of F2F3 β3 chimera 
showing dimerization of the chimera through β-tail interaction, coloured by chain. B) Alignment of our structure (cyan) 
vs. 3G9W (green); subtle differences can be seen in the orientation of the F3 domain 
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6.3.4 Peptide-conjugated lipid co-sedimentation assay suggests talin F3 interaction with 

the α-tail is membrane dependent 

In the fluorescence polarisation assay we detected a very weak interaction for the talin head:α2-

tail interaction. Moreover, despite the 8-fold excess of the α-tail peptide we added to F3 in the 

HSQC NMR experiment, the peak shifts were relatively small which may be due to the weak 

interaction. As aforementioned, the F3:β-tail interaction also has a low affinity in the absence of a 

membrane; as for integrin tail binding to occur, the talin head needs to be correctly orientated 

through interactions with the PIP2 enriched membrane (Bouaouina et al., 2008; Elliott et al., 

2010; Goult et al., 2010a; Saltel et al., 2009; Moore et al., 2012). We therefore hypothesised that 

the F3:α-tail interaction is also modulated by the membrane. To test this hypothesis we made use 

of the peptide-conjugated lipid cosed assay we developed (section 4.3). In this assay the LUVs, 

consisting of 20% PS to provide a negative charge representative of PIP2, were conjugated to 

integrin β1a-tail peptide, α2-tail peptide or a VBS peptide as a control. The LUVs were incubated 

with talin F2F3 and R7R8 as a control, then pelleted and analysed by SDS-PAGE. Analysis of the 

pellets revealed both the β-tail and α-tail enhanced the amount of talin F2F3 pulled down into the 

pellet compared to the control and blank conditions (fig. 6.5). Interestingly, the α-tail conjugated 

LUVs pulled down a similar amount of F2F3 as the β-tail LUVs; suggesting both peptides bind in a 

membrane dependent manner to talin F2F3 with a similar affinity. However, despite optimisation 

it was apparent we were getting dissociation of the peptide from the LUVs during the experiment, 

as is visible in the SDS-PAGE analysis. With greater optimisation of the assay conditions we may 

get a more significant result.  
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Figure 6.5: Talin F2F3 binds the α-tail in a membrane dependent manner. (top) SDS-PAGE analysis of integrin α2-tail 
(1154-1181), integrin β1a-tail (752-798), talin VBS1 (607-636) peptide conjugated and blank (no peptide) LUV pull 
downs of 6 µM talin F2F3 and R7R8, P = pellet fraction, SN = supernatant fraction. (bottom) Triplicate analysis of the pull 
downs measured as percentage of total protein in pellet fraction (percentage bound); error bars represent SEM (n=3).  

6.4  Investigating talin F1 binding to α-integrin 

Whilst there are multiple credible theories on how the two integrin tails are separated (Ye et al., 

2011), the exact mechanism is yet to be fully elucidated. Throughout my thesis I have emphasised 

the importance of the orientation of the talin head at the cell membrane in integrin activation, 

with a particular focus on the talin F1 loop interacting with the membrane (Goult et al., 2010a). It 

is not clear as to why the talin head orientation is important for integrin activation. In particular 
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the importance of the F0 and F1 domains orientation, which are separated from F2 and F3 

through a large linker (section 5.2), is not understood. Indeed, we and others have demonstrated 

that talin F2-F3 is capable of binding to the β-tail without the presence of F0-F1 (Calderwood et 

al., 2002; Anthis et al., 2009; Wegener et al., 2007). Despite no clear role in integrin activation 

being established for talin F0-F1, it is apparent these domains are not redundant in the process 

(Bouaouina et al., 2008). Therefore, understanding the role of F0-F1 in integrin activation may 

provide insight into the exact mechanism of talin-mediated integrin activation.  

After establishing an interaction between the talin head and the α-integrin cytoplasmic tail, we 

were keen to deduce whether this interaction may play a part in integrin activation through 

separation of α- and β-tails (Wegener et al., 2007). Moreover, we wanted to explore how F0F1 

were involved in separating of the tails. 

6.4.1 NMR investigation into talin F1 interacting with the α-tail 

To investigate whether the talin head has a second α-integrin binding site besides that on F3, an 

NMR HSQC experiment was used to investigate whether F1 might bind to integrin peptides. The 

same approach was employed as previously used to investigate talin F3 α-integrin binding. In this 

experiment a 2D HSQC spectrum of 15N-labelled talin F1 alone and with a 1:8 ratio of α2-tail 

peptide were collected. Initial addition of the α-tail peptide to the labelled F1 led to slight 

precipitation of the peptide, as analysis of the 1D spectra revealed a final 1:5 ratio of alpha 

integrin (fig. 6.6A). The amount of F1 looked similar with and without the peptide. Despite the 

slight loss of the peptide, there was still a 5 fold excess of peptide, and multiple small shifts across 

the HSQC spectra were observed indicative of an interaction between talin F1 and the α-tail (fig. 

6.6). 
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Figure 6.6: Talin F1 binds the integrin α-tail. A) 1D 1H-spectra of talin F1 alone (blue) and with the α-tail peptide (1154-
1181) added, demonstrating a ~5 fold excess of the α-tail peptide. B) 2D HSQC spectra of 15N-labelled talin F1 alone 
(black) and with a 5 fold addition of the α-tail peptide (red). C) Zoomed in region of HSQC spectra in B from within the 
black box. 
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The alpha tail contains a highly conserved “GFFKR” motif and so we next sought to test whether 

this motif might be involved in the interaction with talin. To investigate the involvement of the 

GFFKR motif the HSQC NMR experiment was repeated this time with the addition of an α2-tail 

GFFKR deletion mutant (ΔGFFKR) at an 8:1 ratio. The addition of the peptide did not cause any 

obvious peak shifts, indicative of the mutant peptide not binding to F1 (fig. 6.7). The GFFKR motif 

is conserved in all alpha-integrin tails so this data suggests the α2-tail is binding to talin F1 in a 

GFFKR-dependent manner and therefore maybe a ubiquitous across all α-integrin isoforms. It is 

possible that the GFFKR is a conserved talin-binding site. 
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Figure 6.7: The GFFKR motif is necessary for α-tail binding to talin F1. A) HSQC spectra of 15N-labelled talin F1 alone 
(black) and with the α-tail (ΔGFFKR) peptide (green). B) Comparison of HSQC spectra of F1 with the WT-α-tail (1154-
1181) (red) and the ΔGFFKR-peptide (green). C) Zoomed in region of HSQC spectra in B from within the black box. 
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6.4.2 Peak shift mapping of the α-tail binding to F1  

Comparison of the peak shifts from the interaction between the α-tail and talin F1 to a pre-

assigned HSQC spectrum of F1 (BMRB Entry 15616) enabled identification of the residues involved 

in the interaction. The identified residues were then mapped onto the atomic structure of F1 

(PDB: 2KC2). At first look the map suggested multiple regions of F1 were involved in the binding. 

However, upon closer inspection a lot of the shifts were in or around four of five histidine 

residues found in F1 (fig. 6.8). Histidine residues are very sensitive to changes in pH as the 

histidine side change has a pKa around 6; our HSQC NMR experiments are buffered to pH 6.5. 

Despite our best efforts to regulate the pH in these experiments it is likely some of the shifts 

observed are due subtle changes in pH after the addition of the peptide.  

Interestingly, the peak shift mapping did raise the possibility of talin F1 being a pH-sensitive 

domain of the talin head.  Talin has previously been described as a pH-sensitive protein, with pH 

affecting actin binding to the talin rod and adhesion dynamics (Srivastava et al., 2008; Goldmann 

et al., 2001). Moreover, talin also directly interacts with moesin-NHE-1 (sodium hydrogen 

exchanger 1) complex, an interaction that leads to a local increase in cytoplasmic pH within 

invadopodia (Beaty et al., 2014). Numerous peak shifts were mapped to an area around His-124 

and His-176; it is possible with a local change in cytoplasmic pH, His-124 and His-176 could lead to 

conformational/surface charge changes within talin F1 that accommodate binding of different 

ligands, including the α-tail and Rap1 (Gingras et al., 2019).  

Due to this pH sensitivity of the F1 domain it is difficult to separate the shifts that are due to pH 

change and/or alpha tail binding as we cannot determine what effects the pH is having on the 

structure of the domain. Therefore, it is important to repeat the experiment in a tightly pH-

controlled system. This could be achieved by dialysing prepared samples together, ensuring a 

consistent pH across all samples.   
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Figure 6.8: Talin F1 is a pH sensitive domain. A) Atomic structure of talin head (3IVF) (grey) with the addition of F1 
structure (2KC2; cyan), peak shifts coloured red; shifted histidines coloured green and shown as sticks. B) Atomic model 
showing just the shifts in talin F1 (2KC2). C) pH sensitive pocket in talin F1 due the presence of His-176 and His-124 
(labelled).  

6.5 The alpha binding site sits between talin and Rap1 

Rap1 is a Ras associated GTPase, with an essential function as an integrin activator (Boettner and 

Van Aelst, 2009; Stefanini et al., 2018). Currently, the reason why Rap1 is essential in talin-

mediated integrin activation has not been fully elucidated. There are established roles for Rap1 as 

a talin recruiter through the Rap1 effector protein RIAM (Lee et al., 2009; Yang et al., 2014; 

Boettner and Van Aelst, 2009; Zhu et al., 2017). However, despite Rap1 being vital for platelet 
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integrin activation and function, RIAM is not necessary (Lagarrigue et al., 2018; Stefanini et al., 

2018). Rap1 has also been demonstrated to bind to talin F0 coordinating the talin head at the cell 

membrane (Goult et al., 2010a; Zhu et al., 2017; Camp et al., 2018). However, as with RIAM, the 

F0:Rap1 interaction hasn’t proved vital for integrin activity as mutants which disrupt the 

interaction did not greatly affect integrin activation (Bromberger et al., 2018), or have severe 

defects in mice (Lagarrigue et al., 2018). Interestingly, it has recently been demonstrated there is 

a very weak interaction between talin F1 and Rap1b (Gingras et al., 2019); mutants that disrupt 

this interaction prevent talin-mediated integrin activation. 

6.5.1 Molecular modelling suggests a tripartite interaction between F1, Rap1 and the α-tail 

We were keen to deduce whether the Rap1-F1 interaction is involved in the α-tail binding site on 

talin F1. To do this we initially made a molecular model of Rap1 binding to talin F1 using PyMOL. 

As both talin F0 and F1 form ubiquitin like folds (Goult et al., 2010a), it was possible to make an 

alignment between the previously solved talin F0:Rap1b structure (PDB: 6BA6) and talin F1 

domain. The interacting residues between F1 and Rap1 identified from (Gingras et al., 2019) were 

used to validate the model (fig. 6.9 A). Onto the model we mapped the F1:α-tail NMR peak shifts; 

this revealed a cleft between Rap1, talin F1 and F2 into which the alpha tail could bind (fig. 6.9 B). 

In the cleft there are multiple hydrophobic pockets and charged residues in both talin and Rap1 

which could accommodate the GFFKR motif of the α-tail, forming a high affinity tripartite 

interaction (fig. 6.9 C).  

The essential Rap1:F1 interaction has a very low affinity (Gingras et al., 2019); the talin F1:α-tail 

interaction also appears to have a very low affinity. Moreover, modelling of the Rap1-F1 

interaction revealed a cleft in the α-tail might sit between the two proteins. Therefore we 

hypothesised that Rap1 and talin F1 form a tripartite interaction with the α-tail; in forming the 

tripartite complex each component could then form higher affinity complex as there will be a 

greater interacting surface.  
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Figure 6.9: Model of tripartite interaction between Rap1, talin and the α-tail. Atomic structure of the talin head (grey; 
3IVF) with Rap1 (cyan; 6BA6) modelled onto talin F1. A) Cartoon format showing Rap1 modelled onto F1 with key talin 
residues for the interaction shown as red sticks. B) Surface representation of Rap1 bound talin head with talin:α-tail 
peak shifts coloured green and the α-tail (yellow; 2LKE) modelled into groove between Rap1 and talin. C) Surface 
representation of Rap1 bound talin coloured by hydrophobicity (hydrophilic = white, hydrophobic = red), with the α-tail 
modelled in showing the FFKR residues as sticks.  

6.5.2 NMR investigation into Rap1b interacting with the α-tail  

To test our hypothesis of a tripartite interaction between talin, Rap1 and the α-tail, we used a 

HSQC NMR experiment, like those used previously on talin F3 and F1. In this experiment a 2D 
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spectrum of 15N-labelled Rap1b was measured with and without the addition of a 1:8 ratio of the 

FL-α-tail peptide. The addition of the α-tail peptide caused multiple small peak shifts in the 

spectrum; these shifts are indicative of an interaction (fig. 6.10), like that observed between 

Rap1b and talin F1 (Gingras et al., 2019) and between talin F1 and the α-tail. Moreover, there are 

no histidine residues in the Rap1b (1-166) construct used, so we can rule out pH-induced peak 

shifts like those observed by the addition of α-tail peptide to talin F1. This data suggests there is a 

novel interaction directly between Rap1b and the α-tail. Moreover, it supports our theory of a 

tripartite interaction between Rap1, talin and the α-tail, which may strengthen the interaction 

between each protein. 
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Figure 6.10: Rap1 binds to the α-tail. 2D HSQC spectra of 15N- labelled Rap1 alone (black) and with the addition of a 1:8 
ratio of the α-tail peptide (magenta). (bottom) Zoomed in region of HSQC spectra from within the black box. 

 

6.6 Discussion 

Talin has a well-established and fundamental role as an integrin activator through an interaction 

between talin F3 and the β-cytoplasmic tail (Calderwood et al., 1999, 2002). Since the discovery of 

this interaction much focus has been put onto the talin:β-tail interaction, whilst the α-tail has 

been mostly overlooked. Indeed, there have been previously reported interactions between talin 

and the α-tail that hadn’t been followed up (Knezevic et al., 1996; Pavalko and Otey, 1994). Here 

we follow up on those initial studies confirming a direct interaction between the talin head and 
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the α-tail. Moreover, we report on two novel α-tail binding sites in talin on FERM domains F1 and 

F3, and a novel interaction between Rap1 and the α-tail. Together, these results suggest there is 

an important new role for the α-tail in talin-mediated integrin activation and control. Additionally, 

these results suggest talin has a more complex function in coordinating the activation state of 

integrin than previously thought.   

6.6.1 Talin as an integrin ‘inactivator’ 

Talin has many established roles within integrin adhesions (Klapholz and Brown, 2017), one of the 

most established of which is as an integrin activator (Calderwood, 2004; Sun et al., 2019). Here we 

report a novel interaction between the α-integrin cytoplasmic tail and talin F3; the same talin 

domain that interacts with the β-integrin cytoplasmic tail, as was previously observed (Knezevic et 

al., 1996). Moreover, NMR mapping reveals both integrin subunit tails bind in a similar region 

upon talin F3. These results raise the possibility that talin F3 can coordinate both the α- and β- 

tails in close proximity to each other. The close proximity of the two tails causes integrin to 

remain in a bent closed low affinity state/inactive state (Wegener et al., 2007; Li et al., 2017b). If 

talin is holding the two tails in close proximity to one another it raises the possibility of a new role 

for talin holding integrin inactive. In this scenario talin might bind to inactive integrin and be 

poised to activate integrin upon a certain stimuli (fig. 6.11). 
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Figure 6.11: Could Talin hold integrin in an inactive conformation. Schematic diagram showing the talin head holding 
both integrin tails together on the F3 domain, thereby holding integrin in an inactive conformation.  

Alternatively, binding of the α- and β-tails to talin F3 could be a mutually exclusive event with 

unknown function. It may be possible that upon talin-mediated integrin activation the released α-

tail binds to a free talin molecule, leading to the reinforcement of the integrin:talin:actin complex 

(fig. 6.12). However, this would not be in agreement with stoichiometry measurements of 2:1 

integrin receptors to talin molecules that have been previously observed (Calderwood et al., 

1999; Bachir et al., 2014).  
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Figure 6.12: Talin could reinforce active integrin via the F3 domain. Schematic showing second model of talin F3 
binding to the α-tail exclusive to the β-tail which would allow reinforcement of active integrin.   

6.6.2 Talin as an integrin ‘inactivator’ further work 

To fully elucidate whether the interactions between the α- and β-tails and talin F3 are mutually 

exclusive requires further work. I would suggest to make use of a HSQC NMR experiment of 15N-

labelled F3 in which a comparison in peaks is made through the addition of a β-tail peptide, an α-

tail peptide and then the two peptides together; if the addition of the two peptides leads to peaks 

shifting differently to the two individual tail spectra, then it suggests the two integrin subunits can 

bind at the same time. To understand the function of the interaction between talin F3 and the α-

tail it would be useful to design a mutant that can disrupt the interaction. Designing a mutant for 

this interaction would prove particularly difficult due to proximity of the β-integrin binding site on 

F3 and the multiple functions of the GFFKR motif found on the α-tail in holding integrin inactive. 

However, if it were possible to obtain a crystal structure of the α-tail bound to talin F3, then it 

would enable design of a very specific talin mutant that may disrupt the interaction.  
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6.6.3 Talin-Rap1-mediated integrin activation 

Integrin activation requires the separation of the α- and β- integrin cytoplasmic tails. Since the 

discovery of talin F3 binding to the β-tail (Calderwood et al., 1999) the interaction has defined the 

separation of the two integrin subunits (Wegener et al., 2007; Anthis et al., 2009). However, 

despite multiple theories there is not a decided mechanism by which the two tails are separated 

(Ye et al., 2011). Here we have evidence of a novel interaction between talin F1, Rap1b and the 

α2-tail. We believe these interactions may form a tripartite interaction between talin, Rap1 and α-

tail. Modelling of the tripartite interaction suggests there is a cleft between talin and F1-bound 

Rap1 which we speculate may create a high affinity site for the α-tail. Based on these results we 

propose a new theory for separation of the integrin tails, in which Rap1 binding to talin F1 forms a 

high affinity binding site for the α-tail holding it separated from the F3 bound β-tail (fig. 6.13). This 

theory is backed up by the recent discovery of an interaction between talin F1 and Rap1 being 

essential for talin mediated integrin activation (Gingras et al., 2019). Moreover, the necessity of 

the Rap1-F1 interaction and the F1 loop binding to the cell membrane for integrin activation 

(Goult et al., 2010a; Gingras et al., 2019) is difficult to contextualise, due to the large linker 

between F1 and F2. The large linker may prevent mechanical signals from ligand binding crossing 

between the F0F1 and F2F3 modules. Thus, an interaction on F0F1 would be unlikely to directly 

impact the integrin binding/activating capacity of talin F3. If the tail separation theory were to 

prove correct it would provide a rationale for the essential role of the Rap1-F1 interaction and 

conformational regulation of the F1 domain in integrin activation. 
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Figure 6.13: Model for Talin-Rap1-mediated integrin activation. Schematic diagram showing the talin head and holding 
the two integrin tails separated through a tripartite interaction involving talin F1, Rap1 and α-tail and the β-tail:F3 
interaction, thereby activating integrin.  

6.6.4 Talin-Rap1-mediated integrin activation further work 

In this chapter, we have reported evidence of novel interactions between talin F1, Rap1 and the 

α2-tail, allowing us to propose a new theory for talin-mediated integrin activation. However, 

there has been a limitation to the F1:α-tail data, due to the pH-sensitivity of the F1 domain. 

Despite our best efforts to regulate the pH of the F1 experiments it is not possible to conclusively 

attribute peak shifts to alpha binding and not to pH effects. These changes in pH are very small 

but NMR titrations are particularly sensitive to them as the titratiom of histidines occurs within a 

fraction of a pH unit of our buffer. To account for the pH sensitivity in the future, the NMR 

experiments should be repeated after all prepared samples of the titration are dialysed into the 

same buffer, this would rule out the pH effect and allow identification of interacting residues. 

Moreover, an MST assay, like that described in section 4.1, could be used to reinforce the findings 

of the NMR experiments and provide a binding affinity for the interaction. 

To further investigate the talin:Rap1:α-tail tripartite model it would be interesting to investigate 

the binding of the α-tail to talin F2 as our model puts the talin domain and the α-tail in close 

proximity. Furthermore, if the tripartite theory is correct we would expect to observe increased 
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affinity between all three components; to test this you could use an NMR experiment in which all 

three components are involved, if there is an increase in affinity there would be an enhancement 

of the peak shifts observed compared to the two component experiments we have previously 

done. Further, the enhanced affinity of the tripartite interaction may facilitate the crystallisation 

of the complex; an atomic model of the complex would further our understanding of the 

interaction and enable accurate mutant design for in vivo studies.  

6.6.5 Talin mediates integrin activation through both integrin subunits 

Throughout my thesis so far it is clear there are multiple complex mechanisms regulating talin-

mediated integrin activation. Whilst I have reported these mechanisms separately, they are 

almost certainly interlinked, providing important context to each other. By coordinating the 

individual mechanisms I have described, here I propose a model that encompasses all of the 

mechanisms involved in talin-mediated integrin activation. 1) The talin head holds both integrin 

tails on F3 when in the ‘twisted’ conformation holding integrin inactive. 2 i) Upon a certain stimuli 

the talin head is altered into the linear conformation with the F1 loop bound to the membrane. 2 

ii) In the transition from twisted to linear conformation the α-tail is released from talin F3. 3) The 

linear conformation is stabilised by kindlin binding to the talin head. 4) The membrane bound 

talin F1 recruits Rap1 and the α-tail simultaneously; the tripartite interaction then holds the α-tail 

separated from the β-tail thereby activating integrin (fig. 6.14).  
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Figure 6.14: Talin mediated integrin activation. Schematic describing the steps in proposed integrin activation theory.  
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Chapter 7: Biochemical characterisation of novel interactions of 

talin and vinculin.  

7.1 Introduction 

7.1.1 Talin and Vinculin at adhesions 

Talin and vinculin provide a critical mechanical link between integrins and the actin cytoskeleton. 

Talin is a large scaffolding protein consisting of an integrin binding head region attached to a large 

actin binding mechanosensitive rod, made up of 13 helical bundle domains, four 4-helix (R2, R3, 

R4 and R8) and nine 5-helix (R1, R5, R6, R7, R9-R13), and a single helix forming a C-terminal 

dimerization domain (Goult et al., 2013b). Locked inside the talin rod helical bundles are at least 

11 cryptic vinculin binding sites (VBS) (Gingras et al., 2005; Papagrigoriou et al., 2004) (fig. 7.1 A). 

As actomyosin machinery increases the tension across the integrin-talin-actin complex, the rod 

bundles unfold incrementally in the force transduction pathway between forces of 5 to 25 pN 

(Yao et al., 2016, 2014a). Once the cryptic VBS are exposed they can recruit and bind vinculin (del 

Rio et al., 2009). Binding of exposed VBS to Vd1 in coordination with actin binding of the Vt 

activates autoinhibited vinculin (Chen et al., 2006). The simultaneous binding of vinculin to talin 

and actin reinforces the engagement of talin with the actomyosin machinery allowing greater 

force transduction (Humphries et al., 2007; Thievessen et al., 2013; Goult et al., 2013b; Atherton 

et al., 2015).  

7.1.2 Talin vinculin binding sites 

Talin contains 11 VBS inside the talin rod. Each VBS is a single amphipathic α-helix which are 

locked inside 4/5 helix bundles with a consensus sequence of LxxAAxxVAxxVxxLIxxA (Gingras et 

al., 2005; Papagrigoriou et al., 2004). To expose the cryptic VBS force is required to overcome the 

hydrophobic core that holds the bundle together, thereby unfolding the domains (fig. 7.1 B) 

(Goult et al., 2013b). Each talin helical bundle in the force transduction pathway unfolds in a step-
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wise manner in response to increasing force, with R3 unfolding first under the lowest force   ̴5 pN 

(Yao et al., 2014a, 2016). 

 

Figure 7.3: Vinculin binding to talin. A) structure of full length talin showing the VBS (purple) locked inside helical 
bundles. B) Schematic showing the unfolding of a four helix domain under force exposing the VBS (purple) and binding of 
Vd1 (cyan). C) schematic showing vinculin (green) reinforcing the talin binding to actin. 
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7.1.2 Aims 

The talin-vinculin interaction is a crucial axis within adhesions for translating the mechanical 

forces exerted on adhesions into downstream signalling pathways (Goult et al., 2018; Carisey and 

Ballestrem, 2011). Through understanding the intricacies of this interaction we aim to elucidate 

the mechanisms by which the talin-vinculin axis determines the fate of a cell in response to 

mechanical signals. In this chapter we investigate how the talin-vinculin axis dictates nascent 

adhesion maturation through an interaction with a force-independent talin VBS found in talin R8 

(section 7.2). Additionally, we elucidate how the talin-vinculin axis can be hijacked by pathogenic 

virulence factors, specifically the chlamydial virulence factor TarP, to aid host cell entry (section 

7.3).  

7.2 Force-independent VBS in talin R8 determines nascent adhesion maturation 

7.2.1 Talin and vinculin dependent nascent adhesion maturation 

Nascent adhesions (NAs) are small adhesion structures that form in the cell lamellipodium. NAs 

are rapidly turned over at the protruding edge of the cell during the early maturation stages 

(Parsons et al., 2010). However, some NAs mature into larger focal complexes (>0.5µM in length) 

and focal adhesions (>2µM in length)(Gardel et al., 2010). For NAs to mature a series of events 

must occur regarding the stoichiometry of core adhesion proteins before and after force onset. In 

particular, the recruitment of talin and vinculin play a critical role due the mechanical sensitivity 

of the interaction (Bachir et al., 2014). The cryptic nature of vinculin binding sites within talin 

correlates with a force-assisted adhesion maturation model (Vogel and Sheetz, 2006), whereby 

activated talin engages integrin and captures the actin retrograde flow; under force the talin rod 

domains then unfold in response to different forces exposing the cryptic VBS (Yao et al., 2014a); 

vinculin binding to the exposed VBS stabilises the integrin-talin-actin complex; vinculin 

engagement also enables cross linking to multiple actin filaments; as force increases more vinculin 
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is recruited and more cross linking occurs enabling focal complexes and adhesions to eventually 

form (Yan et al., 2015; Atherton et al., 2015; Yao et al., 2016; Case et al., 2015) (fig. 7.2). 

  

Figure 7.4: Force dependent model adhesion maturation. <5 pN activated talin engages integrin.  5̴ pN the talin rod 
catches the actin retrograde flow; the forces lead to talin R3 unfolding exposing VBS; vinculin binds and reinforces talin 
and actin. >5 pN more rod domains unfold revealing more VBS leading to cross-linking of adhesion complexes. >25pN 
the talin rod helices unfold and lose vinculin binding. Adapted from (Yao et al., 2014a)   

7.2.2 Force independent talin-vinculin pre-complex in nascent adhesion assembly 

Most nascent adhesions are rapidly turned over at the protruding edge of the lamellipodium but 

some of these adhesions mature into the much larger FCs and FAs (Parsons et al., 2010; Gardel et 

al., 2010). For NAs to mature into the larger FCs and FAs they undergo many decision processes 

regarding their fate and morphology. However, compared to FAs of which size, composition and 

signalling has been relatively well studied (Horton et al., 2015; Winograd-Katz et al., 2014), very 

little is known about the formation, mechano-regulation and maturation of NAs. Recent 

technological advances in traction force microscopy (Gutierrez et al., 2011) have enabled the 

determination of force transmission as a vital factor for NA stabilisation and maturation (Han et 

al., 2015). However, the factors that determine whether a NA begins to bear forces enabling 

maturation, are still unknown. It has been hypothesised that the stoichiometry of the earliest 

components recruited to NAs could play an important role in NA fate (Digman et al., 2009; Zaidel-

Bar et al., 2004). In particular, the recruitment of talin, vinculin and paxillin could have a critical 

role due to their mechanosensitive nature (Carisey et al., 2013; Kumar et al., 2016; Humphries et 

al., 2007). 
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To investigate the effects of stoichiometry on force transmission and NA maturation, our 

collaborators from the Danuser lab combined high-resolution traction force microscopy with 

single-particle-tracking of fluorescently labelled molecules and fluorescence fluctuation time-

series analysis. This enabled them to track the recruitment of the core adhesion proteins: talin, 

vinculin and paxillin in relation to traction force onset; then by applying machine learning 

approaches to the data set, they were able to separate NAs into nine different subsets based on 

their size, force transmission and lifetime. 

A particular focus was put on two subclasses: non-maturing NAs (G1) and maturing NAs (G2). 

Nascent adhesions classified into G2 formed at the protruding edge of the lamellipodium but slide 

rearward relative to the substrate and mature to form larger FCs and FAs, with a high 

fluorescence intensity; they also had the longest lifetime of all the subtypes. G1 adhesions also 

formed at the protruding edge, however they stay relatively stationary, have weak fluorescence 

intensity and a short lifetime. In the non-maturing NAs talin and vinculin were recruited 

sequentially before the onset of force transmission; and paxillin recruitment coincided with force 

transmission. Whereas, in maturing NAs all three component’s recruitment coincided with the 

onset of force transmission. The contrast in stoichiometry between the two subtypes of NAs 

suggests the speed in which the adhesion forms determines its ability to mature. Our 

collaborators hypothesised this speed of assembly was determined by talin forming a pre-

complex with vinculin in the absence of force, as has previously been suggested (Bachir et al., 

2014), prior to force transmission. 

7.2.3 Talin R8 contains a threonine belt 

It is well established the talin R3 domain is the first domain to unfold following force transduction 

(Yao et al., 2014a). Structural studies of the R3 domain revealed it was destabilised due to the 

presence of a ‘threonine belt’ consisting of four threonine residues protruding into the 

hydrophobic core of the domain (Goult et al., 2013b). The R3 domain has been stabilised by 
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mutating the suspect threonine residues into hydrophobic residues in an ‘IVVI mutant’. The IVVI 

mutant prevented R3 from unfolding and significantly reduced the activity of the two VBS found 

inside the domain (Yao et al., 2014b; Elosegui-Artola et al., 2016; Goult et al., 2013b) (fig. 7.3).  

 

Figure 7.5: talin R3 contains a threonine belt. Atomic structure of R3, with VBS11, and VBS12 coloured red; zoomed in 
on threonine residues T809, T833, T867 and T901 destabilising the hydrophobic core. Adapted from (Goult et al., 2013b) 

As aforementioned, the talin-vinculin interaction is usually force dependent. However, the 

formation of a talin-vinculin pre-complex suggests talin contains a VBS that is exposed 

spontaneously in the absence of force. The spontaneous exposure of a talin VBS suggests there is 

another destabilised talin domain like R3 that is outside the force transmission pathway.  

It is believed the talin R8 domain is situated outside the force transmission pathway due to the 

protection provided by the adjacent R7 domain (Gingras et al., 2010; Yao et al., 2016); however, 

on its own R8 unfolds at   ̴5 pN, a similar force to R3 (Yao et al., 2016), suggesting the domain is 

also destabilised. Moreover, it has been demonstrated that the VBS (helix-33) within R8 is readily 

able to bind vinculin without force (Gingras et al., 2010). Through investigating the atomic 

structure of the R8 domain (pdb: 2X0C), we have identified the R8 domain is indeed destabilised 

through a threonine belt, consisting of T1502, T1542 and T1562 (fig. 7.4).  
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Figure 7.6: Talin R8 contains a threonine belt. A) domain structure of talin showing talin R8 adjacent to R7 outside the 
force transmission pathway (adapted from (Goult et al., 2013b). B) Atomic structure of R8 (pdb: 2X0C) showing VBS33 
(red) and the threonine belt – residues T1502, T1542 and T1562 (cyan) – destabilising the hydrophobic core.  

7.2.4 Stabilising R8 using a ‘VVV’ mutant 

To stabilise the R8 domain we used similar approach to that used to stabilise R3 using the IVVI 

mutant (Goult et al., 2013b). In this case we designed an R8 ‘VVV’ mutant in which the threonine 

residues identified in the threonine belt (T1502, T1542 and T1562) were mutated to valine 

residues. In theory, the hydrophobic valine residues should stabilise the hydrophobic core that 

holds the R8 domain together. 

7.2.5 R7R8vvv mutant stabilises the R8 domain 

To investigate the biochemical properties of the ‘VVV’ mutation we used a talin R7R8 construct 

containing the ‘VVV’ mutation (R7R8vvv). Initially it was important to confirm the mutation 

stabilised the hydrophobic core of the R8 domain. To test the stability of the R7R8vvv mutant, 

circular dichroism (CD) was used to measure the unfolding characteristics of the mutant in 
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comparison to the wild-type R7R8 construct (R7R8wt) (fig. 7.5). In the R7R8wt the two domains 

unfolded cooperatively with a single unfolding step, at a melting temperature of (Tm) of 55°C as 

has been previously observed (Gingras et al., 2010). In contrast, the R7R8vvv mutant resulted in 

the two domains unfolding independently, with R7 unfolding at a similar temperature to the 

R7R8wt (Tm = 56°C) and the stabilised R8 domain increased from a melting temperature of 55°C to 

82°C. The two unfolding steps demonstrate that as opposed to the R7R8wt, in the R7R8vvv 

mutant R7 and R8 behave independently with regard to thermal stability, demonstrating the 

‘VVV’ mutation has stabilised the R8 domain. 

 

Figure 7.7: The ‘VVV’ mutation stabilises the R8 domain. Denaturation profiles for wildtype R7R8wt (red) and R7R8vvv 
(black) measured by monitoring the change in circular dichroism at 208 nm with increasing temperature. R7R8wt has a 
melting temperature of 55°C, whereas R7R8vvv unfolds in two steps, one (R7) with a melting temperature of 56°C and 
R8 unfolding at 82°C. 

7.2.6 R7R8vvv mutation has no major effect on LD-motif containing ligand binding 

The R8 domain not only contains a VBS but also has an important role in talin signalling, as it 

serves as an LD-motif binding domain. The domain has been demonstrated to bind both DLC1 and 

RIAM (Goult et al., 2013b; Zacharchenko et al., 2016a). Whilst the VVV mutations are located in 

the core of the domain, it was important to test that the mutations were not altering the R8 

surface, in particular the LD-motif binding site. To test whether the R7R8vvv mutation has an 
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effect on the LD-motif binding properties of R8, we used a fluorescence polarisation assay to 

measure the binding affinities between fluorescein labelled RIAM TBS1 and DLC1 peptides and 

the R7R8vvv compared to the R7R8wt. The R7R8wt bound to DLC1 with a Kd = 15.24 µM, the 

R7R8vvv mutant bound with a comparable affinity of Kd = 13.85 µM (fig. 7.6). Additionally, R7R8wt 

and R7R8vvv bound to RIAM with comparable affinities of Kd = 5.94 µM and Kd = 3.62 µM 

respectively. Together these results demonstrate the mutation does not dramatically affect the 

LD-binding ability of the domain. 

 

Figure 7.8: The VVV mutation has no dramatic effect on LD-motif binding ability of R8. Binding of Fluorescein-labelled 
DLC1 peptide (465-489) (A) and RIAM TBS1 peptide (4-30) (B) to talin R7R8wt (red) and R7R8vvv (black), was measured 
using a Fluorescence polarization assay. Dissociation constants for the interactions are indicated in the legend +/- SEM 
(n=3).  
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7.2.7 The VVV mutation reduces the propensity of the R8 domain to bind vinculin  

It has previously been demonstrated that VBS33 in R8 can spontaneously bind to vinculin in the 

absence of force, or raise in temperature (Gingras et al., 2010). By stabilising the R8 domain with 

the VVV mutation, we hypothesised the mutation would reduce the availability of VBS33 to bind 

to vinculin, thereby reduce the overall ability of the domain to bind vinculin. To test this 

hypothesis we used an analytical size exclusion chromatography (SEC) assay to look at complex 

formation. In this assay R7R8wt and R7R8vvv were pre-incubated with an equimolar amount of 

vinculin Vd1 at room temperature, the resulting mixture was then run on SEC-column. The 

resulting analysis of the chromatograms revealed that 71.4 % of R7R8wt complexed with Vd1, in 

contrast only 42.4% of R7R8vvv complexed with Vd1. The lower proportion of R7R8vvv-Vd1 

complex compared to the R7R8wt-Vd1 suggests the VVV mutation reduces the ability of R8 VBS33 

to bind to vinculin (fig. 7.7). 

 

Figure 7.9: Size exclusion chromatography demonstrates the VVV mutation reduces the ability of R8 to bind to 
vinculin. Chromatograms showing binding of Talin R7R8 to VD1. WT R7R8 (red) and R7R8vvv (black) binding to Vd1. 
Complex peaks and unbound peaks are indicated. 
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To further quantitate the effect of the VVV mutation on vinculin binding we used an MST assay, 

titrating the talin proteins against RED-tris-NTA labelled Vd1. R7R8wt bound to Vd1 with a 

relatively high affinity of 2.07 µM, whereas under the same conditions, we were not able to 

detect any binding of the R7R8vvv mutant to Vd1 (fig. 7.8). Together with the SEC data, these 

results confirmed the stabilising effect of the VVV mutation also reduces the ability of the R8 

domain to bind vinculin. 

 

Figure 7.10: MST demonstrates the VVV mutation reduces the ability of R8 to bind to vinculin. MST analysis of wild 
type talin R7R8 (red) and R7R8vvv (black) interaction with the vinculin head (Vd1). Experiments were done in triplicate 
and analysed using the Kd fit model on NanoTemper analysis software. Dissociation constants +/- Kd confidence for the 
interactions are indicated in the legend (n=3). ND not determined. 

7.2.8 Biochemical conclusions 

In conclusion, we believe VBS33 situated in the R8 domain is responsible for the formation of 

talin-vinculin pre-complexes due to the domain being outside the force transmission pathway, 

having a low stability (Yao et al., 2016) and having the ability to spontaneously bind to vinculin 

(Gingras et al., 2010). We have identified a ‘threonine belt’ within R8, like that previously 

identified in R3 (Goult et al., 2013b), that destabilises the R8 domain, enabling increased 

availability to VBS33. By mutating the suspect threonine residues of the belt into valines in a VVV 

mutation we increased the thermo-stability of R8. The stabilising mutation reduced the 
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availability of VBS33 thereby reducing the ability of R8 to bind to vinculin in the absence of force, 

whilst not affecting the LD-motif binding site on the surface of the domain. Together, this 

confirms the VVV mutation is a useful tool for investigating the effect of inhibiting talin-vinculin 

pre-complex formation on adhesion maturation in vivo.  

7.2.9 R7R8vvv mutation impairs nascent adhesion maturation 

To investigate whether talin-vinculin pre-complex formation promotes adhesion maturation our 

collaborators in the Danuser lab prepared cells expressing talin with the VVV mutation in R8, and 

utilised their NA tracking and classification system to observe the effects of the mutation. 

Markedly, the cells expressing the talin mutant contained many more NAs, but less and smaller 

FCs and FAs compared to the wildtype cells. Moreover, in the mutant cells a lower fraction of the 

NAs and FCs grew to FAs compared to the wildtype. These results suggest the VVV mutation is 

leading to enhanced NA formation. However, the mutation significantly impairs NA maturation. 

Strikingly, both maturing and non-maturing NAs had a significantly lower traction force 

development rate in the R7R8vvv mutant cells than the wildtype cells. A lower rate in traction 

force development alludes to a slow rate of adhesion formation. As previously observed, the slow 

rate of adhesion development correlates with the sequential adhesion complex formation 

observed in G1 NAs, as opposed the pre-complex formation observed in G2; this suggests the VVV 

mutation is indeed inhibiting the pre-complex formation. Together, these results demonstrate 

talin-vinculin pre-complex is essential for NAs to mature through the development of traction 

force across the adhesion complex. 

7.2 Discussion: Force-independent VBS in talin R8 determines nascent adhesion 

maturation 

7.3.1 Conclusions 

The Danuser lab demonstrated that a sub-class of maturing NAs required fast assembly of the 

talin-vinculin complex, upon force transduction. It has previously been suggested this was due to 
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the formation of talin-vinculin pre-complex (Bachir et al., 2014). Together with our collaborators, 

to further investigate pre-complex formation we sought to design a talin mutant that would 

inhibit there formation. We identified VBS33 in the R8 domain as the most likely candidate for 

pre-complex formation, due to being outside the force transduction pathway (Yao et al., 2016) 

and being readily available to bind to vinculin in the absence of force (Gingras et al., 2010). We 

identified the R8 domain was destabilised by a ‘threonine belt’ within its core and so stabilised 

the domain by designing a VVV mutant like that used on R3 previously (Goult et al., 2013b). We 

demonstrated in vitro that the VVV mutation indeed stabilised the domain and thereby reduced 

the propensity of R8 to bind to vinculin. Our collaborators then investigated the effects of the VVV 

mutation in vivo. There was a reduced rate of traction force development, suggesting the R8vvv 

mutation was disrupting pre-complex formation. Strikingly, the mutant led to a significant 

reduction in NA maturation, and an increase in non-maturing NAs. This data confirmed that talin 

R8 mediated pre-complex formation is necessary for NA maturation. 

7.3.2 Fine tuning of talin rod domain plasticity mediates adhesions 

The talin rod consists of series of mechanosensitive domains containing multiple VBS, LD-motif 

binding sites, actin binding sites and many possible unknown sites (Gough and Goult, 2018). These 

sites provide a platform in which the complex adhesome (Horton et al., 2015) can assemble, 

dictating the fate and diversity of the adhesions (Goult et al., 2018). This unique ability of talin is 

due to the rod domains being able to adopt different states under different stimuli, due the fine 

tuning of the domain’s molecular makeup. The most apparent example of this domain plasticity is 

in talin R3; R3 forms part of a high affinity LD-motif binding site for the interaction with the RAP1 

adapter protein RIAM, an interaction necessary for talin recruitment to adhesion sites (Goult et 

al., 2013b; Chang et al., 2014). However, upon the onset of traction force talin R3 is the first rod 

domain in the force transduction pathway to unfold, exposing two VBS but breaking the 

interaction with RIAM (Goult et al., 2013b; Yan et al., 2015; Yao et al., 2014a). Upon force 
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transduction RIAM is no longer necessary for talin recruitment, however vinculin is necessary to 

reinforce the talin-actomysosin interaction (Atherton et al., 2015).  

Here we report a force-independent interaction between the R8 domain and vinculin, necessary 

for pre-complex formation and NA maturation. R8 has been finely tuned for this role through the 

presence of a threonine belt destabilising the hydrophobic core of the domain. Interestingly, the 

R8 domain also demonstrates extraordinary plasticity; in the folded conformation, R8 provides a 

high affinity binding site for LD-motifs such as those in DLC1 and RIAM (Zacharchenko et al., 

2016a; Chang et al., 2014); moreover, R8 forms a major part of ABS2 (Hemmings et al., 1996; 

Atherton et al., 2015; Kumar et al., 2016; Lee et al., 2004); and when unfolded R8 binds to vinculin 

(fig. 7.9). The exact order of these interactions and how they are mediated is yet to be elucidated. 

It could be speculated the LD-motif protein DLC1, a tumour suppressor protein (Zacharchenko et 

al., 2016a; Liu et al., 2017), may stabilise the R8 domain, preventing pre-complex formation and 

adhesion maturation, thereby reducing invasiveness and motility. However, unlike R3, our results 

demonstrate the R8 plasticity is not regulated through mechanosensing as R8 is outside the force 

transduction pathway, it is clear further investigation is necessary to understand the regulation of 

these interactions. 
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Figure 7.11: Ligand plasticity of the R8 domain. Model of talin R7-R8 (grey; VBS33 coloured purple) bound to Vd1 (A; 
Cyan), F-actin (B; yellow) and DLC1 (C; red).  

7.3.3 The roll of the talin-vinculin pre-complex in NA maturation  

We report the talin-vinculin pre-complex is necessary for NA maturation by enabling a greater 

rate of traction force development, exactly how the pre-complex does this is not known. We 

speculate that the pre-complex formation of talin R8 enables a faster rate of force development 

by linking talin to additional actin filaments. With another link to the actomyosin machinery there 

will be greater force exerted on talin, necessary to unfold talin R3, then R1 and R2 exposing 

further VBS (Atherton et al., 2015; Yao et al., 2016). Furthermore, vinculin binding to R8 could 

disrupt ABS2, leading to primary actin binding on ABS3, at the C-terminus of talin. Binding to ABS3 
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instead of ABS2 would extend the force transduction pathway, down the whole talin rod and 

enabling greater talin mechanosignalling (Goult et al., 2018; Yao et al., 2014a, 2016). 

Details of this study can be found in:  Han, S.J., K.M. Dean, A.J. Whitewood, A. Bachir, E. Guttierrez, 

A. Groisman, A.R. Horwitz, B.T. Goult, and G. Danuser. 2019. Formation of talin-vinculin pre-

complexes dictates maturation of nascent adhesions by accelerated force transmission and 

vinculin recruitment. bioRxiv. 735183. doi:10.1101/735183. 

7.4 Chlamydial virulence factor TarP mimics talin to disrupt the talin-vinculin 

complex.  

7.4.1 Pathogens target intracellular adhesion proteins for cell entry 

Focal adhesions are highly conserved attachment points that have become a common recognition 

site for numerous infectious agents (Reis and Horn, 2010; Grove and Marsh, 2011) with some 

bacteria specifically targeting intracellular adhesion proteins for cell entry. It has previously been 

demonstrated that the Shigella flexneri effector protein IpaA (Izard et al., 2006) and the Rickettsia 

cell surface antigen Sca4 interact with vinculin (Park et al., 2011a). Atomic structures of Sca4 and 

IpaA bound Vd1 reveal both these virulence factors mimic talin VBS by forming amphipathic α-

helices that bind Vd1. It has been suggested that by mimicking talin VBS these pathogenic 

virulence factors can activate vinculin, through a binding mechanism that displaces the vinculin 

tail from Vd1 (Izard et al., 2006; Park et al., 2011b; Lee et al., 2013a). 

7.4.2 Chlamydial virulence factor TarP 

Chlamydiae are obligate intracellular pathogens that infect and cause disease in humans and 

animals. Chlamydia trachomatis is the cause of the most prevalent bacterial sexually transmitted 

disease in the world (Rowley et al., 2016). Chlamydia cell invasion has been shown to require the 

effector protein ‘translocated actin recruitment protein’ (TarP), a type-III secreted protein that 

recruits and remodels the actin cytoskeleton (Carabeo et al., 2002; Clifton et al., 2004). This 
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remodelling is thought to aid a phagocytosis-like internalisation of the chlamydial elementary 

bodies (Carabeo et al., 2002).  Every chlamydial species expresses an orthologue of TarP, whilst 

there is variation in the domain multiplicity; most variants contain actin binding sites (Jiwani et al., 

2013) and a proline rich oligomerisation domain (Clifton et al., 2004). 

7.4.3 TarP reported to contain both a VBS and LD-motif 

Much like Sca4 and IpaA (Park et al., 2011b; Izard et al., 2006) TarP has been reported to contain a 

vinculin binding region (Thwaites et al., 2015). Whilst there are varying number of VBS amongst 

species, most species contained at least one VBS, with C. cavaie reported to contain three VBS, 

with VBS1 reported at the time being the most important for the actin recruiting effects of TarP 

(Thwaites et al., 2015).  

Leucine-Aspartic acid motifs (LD-motifs) are well-recognised protein:protein interaction motifs 

(Alam et al., 2014), first identified in the FA protein paxillin, and shown to be required for paxillin 

to interact with Focal Adhesion Kinase (FAK) (Thomas et al., 1999). The FAK-paxillin interaction 

was subsequently mapped to the Focal Adhesion Targeting (FAT) domain of FAK (Hoellerer et al., 

2003). In addition to the TarP VBS, it was reported previously that TarP contains an LD-motif 

(residues 655-680; TarP LD) with sequence homology to paxillin LD2 (Thwaites et al., 2014), and 

that this LD-motif interacts with the FAK-FAT domain and plays a role in actin recruitment 

(Schaller, 2010). 

7.4.4 Sequence analysis of TarP LD motif 

Using Clustal Omega (Sievers and Higgins, 2014) we generated a multiple sequence alignment of 

the TarP LD-motif with the LD domains in KANK1 (Bouchet et al., 2016), RIAM (Goult et al., 

2013b), DLC1 (Zacharchenko et al., 2016a) and the paxillin LD1 and LD2 motifs (Brown et al., 1996) 

(fig. 7.10). The sequence alignment revealed the TarP LD has a high sequence homology to known 

FAK-FAT and talin R8 ligands, suggesting the TarP LD would bind to FAK and/or talin R8.  
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Figure 7.12: TarP LD-motif alignment. Multiple sequence alignment of known LD‐motifs and TarP, generated using 
Clustal Omega (Sievers and Higgins, 2014); the consensus binding residues are highlighted in blue. 

7.4.5 TarP LD does not bind to FAK-FAT or talin R7R8 

To investigate the binding of the TarP LD to FAK-FAT a fluorescence polarisation assay was used. 

In this assay FAK-FAT was titrated against fluorescein-labelled TarP LD and Paxillin LD2 peptides. 

As expected, paxillin LD2 bound well to the FAK-FAT domain, Kd = 9.01, in line with previous 

reports (Hoellerer et al., 2003). However, there was no increase in polarisation with the TarP LD-

motif, suggesting that any interaction between TarP and FAK is too weak to be detected by the FP 

assay (fig. 7.11). 

 

Figure 7.13: FP shows TarP LD motif does not bind to FAK-FAT. Binding of fluorescein‐labelled TarP LD (655–680)C and 
Paxillin LD2 (141–153)C peptides to FAK‐FAT, measured using a fluorescence polarisation assay. Dissociation constants ± 
SE (μm) for the interactions are indicated in the legend (n=3). ND, not determined. 

ND 
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To confirm there was no weak interaction we may have missed with the FP experiment, we used 

2D HSQC NMR experiments in which spectra were collected of 15N-labelled FAK-FAT with and 

without the addition of a 3-fold excess of TarP LD and paxillin LD2 peptides. Analysis of the 

spectra revealed the addition of the paxillin LD2 peptide resulted in multiple large peak shifts 

indicative of a strong interaction (fig 7.12 A). In stark contrast, the addition of TarP LD peptide led 

to very few small peak shifts (fig. 7.12 B). The lack of large shifts suggests the peptide might 

interact, however, it does so very weakly. This weak interaction clarifies why we were unable to 

observe binding in our FP experiments.  
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Figure 7.14: NMR demonstrates the TarP LD does not bind FAK-FAT. 1H,15N‐HSQC spectra of 130 μm 15N‐labelled FAK‐
FAT in the absence (black) or presence of paxillin LD2 (141–153) peptide (A; red) or TarP LD (655–680) (B; green) at a 
ratio of 1 : 3. 
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It was possible that the TarP LD may be a specific binder of talin instead of the FAK-FAT as other 

LD motifs, such as those in KANK, are specific for talin (Bouchet et al., 2016). To investigate this, 

we repeated the FP experiment using talin R7R8. However, when compared to RIAM – a known 

talin R8 ligand (Goult et al., 2013b) – which showed a relatively strong interaction with a binding 

affinity of Kd 5.03 μM, the TarP LD again had no observable increase in polarisation and therefore 

demonstrated no obvious binding (fig. 7.13 A). To confirm there was no interaction between the 

talin rod and the TarP LD motif, we used the FP experiment on the rest of the rod domains, using 

R4-R8, R9-R12 and R13-DD. Again, we saw no observable increase in polarisation (fig. 7.13 B), 

therefore we concluded that the TarP LD does not bind to talin, at least not strong enough to be 

detectable by the FP assay. 
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Figure 7.15: TarP LD does not bind to talin. A) Binding of fluorescein‐labelled TarP LD (655–680)C and Paxillin LD2 (141–
153)C peptides to talin R7R8, measured using a fluorescence polarisation assay. Dissociation constants ± SE (μm) for the 
interactions are indicated in the legend (n=3). ND, not determined. B) binding of fluorescein-labelled TarP LD to talin R4-
R8 (blue), R9-R12 (orange) and R13-DD (grey); there was no observable increase in polarisation in any talin construct so 
no binding constant could be determined (n=1).  

7.4.6 Sequence analysis of TarP VBS region.  

It was demonstrated previously that the interaction between TarP and vinculin is critical for 

Chlamydial infection (Thwaites et al., 2015). All Chlamydia species have been shown to contain at 

least one VBS, with C. caviae, our species of study, containing three. It was reported that only 

TarP VBS1 was vital for the role of TarP (Thwaites et al., 2015), we therefore selected this site as 

the main focus of our initial investigation. Using Clustal Omega (Sievers and Higgins, 2014) we 
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generated a multiple sequence alignment of the TarP VBS1, VBS2 and VBS3 with talin VBS36, 

VBS33, VBS1, VBS2  and those of Shigella IpaA and Rickettsia Sca4 (fig. 7.14). The alignment 

confirmed all three TarP VBS contained the VBS consensus motif LxxAAxxVAxxVxxLIxxA (Gingras et 

al., 2005) as reported previously (Thwaites et al., 2015).  

 

Figure 7.16: Sequence alignment of TarP VBS. Multiple sequence alignment of vinculin binding sites, aligned using 
Clustal Omega (Sievers and Higgins, 2014). The consensus residues are highlighted in green. 

7.4.7 TarP VBS1 binds to vinculin with a high affinity 

To investigate whether TarP VBS1 binds to Vd1 we used a fluorescence polarisation assay. In this 

assay Vd1 was titrated against fluorescein-labelled TarP VBS1 peptide. The TarP VBS1 peptide 

bound to Vd1 with a relatively high affinity, Kd = 1.28 µM. To investigate how this compared to 

various talin VBS we repeated the FP assay using the talin VBS located on helices 33 and 36 

(VBS33 and VBS36). These bound with comparable affinities to the TarP VBS of Kd = 0.34µM and 

1.03µM respectively (fig. 7.15). This data combined with the sequence homology suggests the 

TarP VBS binds in a similar manner to the talin VBS.  
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Figure 7.17: Comparison of the Vd1:TarP and Vd1:talin interactions. Binding of fluorescein labelled talin VBS33, VBS36, 
TarP VBS (850–868)C and LD (655–680)C peptides to Vd1, measured using a fluorescence polarisation assay. 
Dissociation constants ± SE (μm) for the interactions are indicated in the legend (n=3). ND, not determined. 

7.4.8 TarP VBS are constitutively active 

Interestingly, the TarP VBS were predicted by DISOPRED3 (Jones and Cozzetto, 2015) to be found 

within a disordered region of the protein (fig. 7.16), they are therefore likely to be constitutively 

active. This is in stark contrast to those of talin which are buried inside the hydrophobic core of 

the talin rod domain bundles. With the exception of VBS33 situated in talin R8 (section 7.2), talin 

VBS activation requires mechanical force transduction across talin to expose the VBS. Therefore, 

whilst talin VBS have comparable affinity in their active form to TarP VBS1, the overall affinity for 

Vd1 would be considerably lower once the energy needed to unfold the domains is taken into 

account (Wang et al., 2019). Thus, with the talin:vinculin interaction being almost exclusively 

force dependent, in the absence of force TarP has the potential to outcompete folded talin to 

bind vinculin. 
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Figure 7.18: TarP VBS are constitutively active. Schematic of TarP, indicating locations of VBS1 (green), VBS2 (orange), 
VBS3 (yellow), Actin binding site ABS (red) and LD‐motif (blue) at the C‐terminal. The disorder prediction trace generated 
using DISOPRED3 (Jones and Cozzetto, 2015) is shown. 

7.4.9 Crystal Structure reveals TarP VBS1 mimics talin VBS 

Due to the high sequence similarity TarP has to the talin VBS and the similar affinities they both 

have to Vd1, we hypothesised that TarP VBS1 would have a similar binding mechanism as the talin 

VBS. Previous VBS structures reveal a helix addition mechanism by which VBS bind to Vd1. They 

all bind into a hydrophobic groove sited between helices 1 and 2 on Vd1 (Izard et al., 2006; 

Papagrigoriou et al., 2004; Izard et al., 2004). To investigate whether the binding mechanism is 

the same between TarP we sought to gain an atomic structure using x-ray crystallography. 

Hanging drop vapour diffusion crystal trials were setup using a Vd1: TarP ratio of 1:1 in a Hampton 

crystal screen (HAMPTON), to screen multiple conditions with a high propensity for crystal 

formation. Following 24 hours of incubation at room temperature a suitably large crystal was 

identified in one of the wells (specific conditions are detailed in table 3.3), and was selected for 

data collection. The crystal diffracted to a resolution of 2.9 Å in the orthorhombic space group 

P21212, containing one molecule of the complex within the asymmetric unit. The structure was 

solved by molecular replacement (fig. 7.17; statistics in table 7.1).  
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Figure 7.19: Crystal structure of TarP in complex with Vd1. (A) Cartoon representation of the complex of Vd1 (grey) 
bound to TarP VBS (green); the consensus VBS residues are shown in red. (B) TarP VBS (green) docks into a hydrophobic 
groove on Vd1. Vd1 is represented as surface coloured by hydrophobicity: hydrophobic = red, hydrophilic = white. (C) 
TarP VBS peptide (green) aligned with talin VBS46 peptide (purple, PDB:1RKC) with Vd1‐interacting sidechains from both 
VBS shown as sticks and TarP residues (top bold) and corresponding vbs46 residues are shown. (D) VBS binding causes 
conformational change in the Vd1 domain. Comparison of apo Vd1 (cyan, PDB:1TR2) and TarP bound Vd1 (grey). The 
TarP peptide is shown as a ribbon (green). 

Table 7.1: X‐ray data collection and refinement statistics for TarP‐Vd1 complex. Data collected from a single crystal. Α 
Values in parentheses are for highest‐resolution shell. β Values in parentheses indicate percentile scores as determined 
by Molprobity.  

Data collection 

Synchrotron and BeamLine Diamond Light Source; I03 

Space group P21212 

Molecule/a.s.u 1 

Cell dimensions 

a, b, c (Å) 51.80, 66.87, 95.83 

α, β, γ (°) 90, 90, 90 

Resolution (Å) 95.83–2.9 (2.96–2.9)a 

R merge 0.156 (0.806) 

https://febs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/1873-3468.13074
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I/σI 8.1 (2.5) 

CC(1/2) 0.994 (0.903) 

Completeness (%) 99.8 (99.9) 

Redundancy 6.1 (6.3) 

Refinement 

Resolution (Å) 2.9 

No. reflections 7455 (519) 

Rwork/Rfree 0.28/0.34 

No. atoms 

Protein 2082 

Water 3 

B‐factors (Å
2
) 

Protein/Peptide 94.24/95.73 

Water 84.04 

R.m.s. deviations 

Bond lengths (Å) 0.010 

Bond angles (°) 1.430 

Ramachandran plot 

Favoured/allowed/outlier (%) 93/6/1 

Rotamer 

Favoured/poor (%) 59.2/21.01 

Molprobity scores 

Protein geometry 3.42 (37th)b 

Clash score all atoms 29 (81st)b 

PDB accession no. 6FQ4
 

 

The final structure showed good agreement with other Vd1 VBS complexes from talin (Izard et al., 

2004; Papagrigoriou et al., 2004), Sca-4 (Lee et al., 2013b) and IpaA (Park et al., 2011c). The TarP 

VBS1 forms an α-helix that embeds into the hydrophobic groove formed between α-helices 1 and 

2 of the Vd1 N-terminal 4-helix bundle, forming a structure that resembles a five-helix bundle (fig. 

7.17 B). Analysis of the complex interface by PISA indicated that 54.1% of the VBS surface area, 

including the consensus residues, are buried in the complex interface (fig. 7.17 A). Additionally, 

https://febs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/1873-3468.13074
https://febs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/1873-3468.13074
https://www.rcsb.org/structure/6FQ4
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three hydrogen bonds were identified: TarP Arg-855 to Vd1 Ser-11, TarP Thr-858 to Vd1 Ile-12, 

and TarP Ser-862 to Vd1 Gln-19, stabilising the complex by holding the α-helix of TarP in the 

correct orientation. Alignment of this structure with other VBS structures indicate these hydrogen 

bonds are a well conserved feature of the interaction. Upon complex formation, TarP significantly 

alters the positions of Vd1 helices 1 and 2, widening the groove between the two and exposing 

the hydrophobic core (fig. 7.17 D), mimicking the way talin activates vinculin, causing the release 

of the vinculin tail (Bois et al., 2006b; Izard et al., 2004). With sidechains almost identical in length 

and character to talin VBS, TarP VBS1 is able to pack tightly into the Vd1 hydrophobic groove 

accounting for the high affinity measured in the fluorescence polarisation assay. The strong 

resemblance of the TarP VBS1 to the VBS in talin demonstrates the molecular mimicry employed 

by TarP. 

7.4.10 The TarP VBS1 competes with talin, disrupting talin:vinculin complexes 

Since TarP VBS1 binds to the same site on vinculin as the talin VBS, this raises the possibility that 

TarP binding might compete with talin for vinculin binding. A similar phenomenon was seen in 

Drosophila, where expression of a GFP-VBS construct was found to disrupt talin:vinculin 

interactions in vivo (Maartens et al., 2016). Using analytical gel filtration, we measured the 

interaction between Vd1 and a VBS-containing talin helical bundle. We selected talin rod domain 

R10, which contains a single VBS (VBS46) (Goult et al., 2010b). Equimolar amounts of Vd1 and 

talin R10 incubated together at 37°C formed a 1:1 complex (fig. 7.18 A-B). Adding a stoichiometric 

amount of TarP VBS1 peptide (fig. 7.18 A) resulted in a significant reduction in the talin:Vd1 peak 

and concomitant increases in the monomer peaks of the respective proteins. To confirm that 

disruption of the talin:Vd1 complex was due to competition by the TarP VBS1 peptide, we spiked 

the TarP VBS1 peptide with 30 nM of fluorescein-TarP VBS1 peptide. The fluorescein-coupled TarP 

VBS1 eluted in the same fractions as Vd1, confirming that the TarP peptide was bound to Vd1. To 

quantitate this competition we used the SEC-MALS OmniSEC software to determine the weight 

fraction (%) of each peak in (fig. 7.18 A-B) and this analysis is shown in (fig. 7.18 C). Together this 
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demonstrates the constitutively active TarP VBS can disrupt and out-compete talin. To 

demonstrate this is not a specific property of TarP VBS, and that any VBS that is constitutively 

active has the propensity to out compete talin domains, the experiment was repeated using the 

talin VBS36 peptide (fig. 7.18 B). In agreement with the TarP VBS1, the addition of the VBS36 

peptide also led to a significant reduction in the Vd1:R10 complex peak, demonstrating that any 

constitutively active VBS can disrupt and out-compete folded talin.  
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Figure 7.20: TarP VBS disrupts the interaction between talin R10 and vinculin Vd1. Vd1 was incubated with talin R10 at 
37 °C for 30 min then analysed on a gel filtration column (grey). The experiment was repeated with the addition of a 
stoichiometric amount of TarP VBS peptide (A) and then with talin VBS36 (B). All experiments were done in triplicate. 1% 
fluorescein‐labelled TarP VBS peptide was added to monitor TarP VBS elution at 494 nm which confirmed that TarP 
eluted bound to Vd1 (purple). (C) the relative ‘Weight Fraction’ percentage for talin:vinculin complex, talin, vinculin 
peaks in the absence and presence of both TarP VBS and VBS36 peptides. Data are means ± SEM; *P < 0.05 by T‐test 
(n=3). Both peptides reduced the R10‐Vd1 complex. 
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7.4.11 Investigating TarP VBS3  

TarP VBS2 and VBS3 were reported not to be vital for the actin recruiting role of TarP, unlike 

VBS1. Additionally, some species of Chlamydia express a TarP that contains only one VBS 

(Thwaites et al., 2015), suggesting TarP VBS2 and VBS3 are redundant. However, multiple 

sequence alignment of them with other known VBS revealed both TarP VBS2 and VBS3 have a 

high sequence homology to the other VBS analysed and they both contain the VBS consensus 

sequence (fig. 7.10). To further understand the roles of TarP VBS2 and VBS3 we designed 

synthetic peptides of the two regions containing the consensus binding sequence.  

To make use of the synthetic peptides we must first dissolve them in water or buffer. 

Unfortunately, the TarP VBS2 peptide would not dissolve fully into solution after multiple 

attempts to try to dissolve it. We were therefore unable to make use of it.  

In contrast, the TarP VBS3 peptide went straight into buffer. To investigate if the peptide bound 

to Vd1 we used a fluorescence polarisation assay, in which Vd1 was titrated against fluorescein 

labelled TarP VBS3 peptide. Strikingly, the TarP VBS3 peptide bound with a Kd <100 nM. As our FP 

assay uses a peptide concentration of 100 nM for good signal to noise, the affinity of the TarP VB3 

to Vd1 was too high to accurately measure using the fluorescent polarisation assay, and 

considerably greater than the affinity measured for the TarP VBS1 peptide (fig. 7.19). 
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Figure 7.21: TarP VBS3 binds Vd1 with extraordinarily high affinity. Binding of fluorescein labelled TarP VBS3 to Vd1, 
measured using a fluorescence polarisation assay. Dissociation constant was not accurately attainable <100 nM (n=1).  

7.4.12 Crystal Structure of Vd1 bound to TarP VBS3 reveals strong hydrophobic interaction 

To investigate why TarP VBS3 binds to Vd1 significantly tighter than the TarP VBS1 we sought a 

structural insight into the interaction. Therefore to gain the atomic structure of the VBS3-Vd1 

complex we crystallised the complex. Using a Vd1: TarP ratio of 3:1 the complex was screened in a 

JCSGplus screen at 21°C. After 24hrs incubation multiple small crystals were observed, in well H3, 

0.1 M Bis/Tris, pH 5.5 with 25% w/v PEG 3350. The crystals were optimised in 2 µL drops, in which 

very large crystals were formed. Multiple crystals from slightly differing conditions were selected 

and vitrified in motherliquor containing 20% glycerol, and used for data collection. The crystal 

diffracted to a high resolution of 1.5 Å in the same space group as the TarP VBS1 structure, 

P21212, containing one molecule of the complex within the asymmetric unit. The structure was 

solved by molecular replacement using the TarP VBS1 structure as the template model (fig. 7.20, 

statistics in table 7.2). 
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Figure 7.22: Crystal structure of TarP VBS3 in complex with Vd1. (A) Cartoon representation of the complex of Vd1 
(pink) bound to TarP VBS3 (yellow); the consensus VBS residues are shown in red. (B) TarP VBS (yellow) docks into a 
hydrophobic groove on Vd1, consensus hydrophobic residues (red) are all buried into the groove, enabling VBS3 to pack 
tightly into Vd1 (C) Comparison of apo Vd1 (cyan, PDB:1TR2), TarP VBS1 bound Vd1 (grey) and TarP VBS3 bound Vd1 
(pink); the TarP VBS3 peptide is shown as a ribbon (yellow). (D) Alignment of Vd1 bound TarP VBS3 (yellow) and VBS1 
(green) peptides, consensus residues shown as sticks.  
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Table 6.2:  X‐ray data collection and refinement statistics for TarP VBS3‐Vd1 complex. Data collected from a single 
crystal. Α Values in parentheses are for highest‐resolution shell. β Values in parentheses indicate percentile scores as 
determined by Molprobity.  

Data collection   

Synchrotron and BeamLine Diamond light source; I04-1 

Space group P21 21 2 

Molecule/a.s.u 1 

Cell dimensions   

a, b, c (Å)  52.187, 63.895, 95.763 

α, β, γ (°) 90, 90, 90 

Resolution (Å) 1.49-95.76 

CC(1/2) 0.999 

Completeness (%) 99.4 

Refinement   

Resolution (Å) 1.49 

No. reflections 43804 

Rwork/Rfree 0.24/0.29 

No. atoms   

Protein 1963 

Peptide 143 

Water 154 

B-factors (Å2)   

Protein 42.54 

Peptide 36.43 

Water 49.04 

R.m.s. deviations   

Bond lengths (Å) 0.0215 

Bond angles (°) 1.83 

Ramachandran plot   

Favoured/allowed/outlier (%) 99.63/ 0.37/ 0 

Rotamer outliers (%) 1.68 

Molprobity scores   

Protein geometry 1.65 

Clash score all atoms 8.87 

PDB accession no.  Pending submission 

 

As with other VBS the TarP VBS3 forms an amphipathic helix which embeds into the hydrophobic 

groove formed between Vd1 helices 1 and 2. Interface analysis using PISA indicated 57.9% of the 

VBS surface area was buried in the complex interface, slightly higher than the TarP VBS1-Vd1 

complex. Conversely, only two hydrogen bonds were identified, both bonds were between TarP 

Ser-862 and Vd1 Gln-19. As expected, all the consensus residues are buried in the complex 

interface (fig. 7.20 B). Upon complex formation, TarP VBS3 considerably alters the positions of 
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Vd1 helices 1 and 2, as is apparent in most VBS:Vd1 interactions. Interestingly, the TarP VBS3 

achieves an extra turn in the helix at the C-terminal region compared the TarP VBS1 despite 

similar length peptides being used. Furthermore, TarP VBS3 binding leads to a substantial kink in 

Vd1 helix-1, spreading it around 3Å wider than the equivalent position in the TarP VBS1 structure 

(fig. 7.20 C). Overall, the TarP VBS3 interaction with Vd1 is compliant with other known Vd1:VBS 

interactions, demonstrating the same molecular mimicry as described in section (TarP VBS1 

crystal section).  

Despite TarP VBS3 binding to Vd1 with a higher affinity than TarP VBS1, there are only subtle 

differences between the two structures. What is clear from the PISA analysis and the extra turn 

on the α-helix is that the VBS3 peptide has a greater contact area with Vd1, most likely 

responsible for the higher affinity. TarP VBS3 is able to bury deeper into the Vd1 hydrophobic 

pocket than VBS1, due to the presence of more hydrophobic residues in the consensus sequence 

positions than in VBS1. An example of this is at positions 8 and 9 in the consensus sequence, VBS3 

contains the hydrophobic residues valine and alanine, and in contrast VBS1 contains two polar 

threonines that would disrupt the hydrophobic interactions (fig. 7.20 D). The tighter binding is 

made most apparent by the greater separation between Vd1 helix-1 and -2 in the VBS3 structure 

compared to the VBS1 structure (fig. 7.20 C), as the Vd1 helices accommodate the more tightly 

bound VBS3 peptide.  

 

7.5 Discussion: Chlamydial virulence factor TarP mimics talin to disrupt the talin-

vinculin complex. 

7.5.1 TarP hijacks the host adhesion machinery 

Through this work, we have further refined our understanding of the molecular mechanisms 

employed by chlamydiae species to gain entry into host cells through actin cytoskeleton 

remodelling. Atomic models demonstrate that chlamydiae employ molecular mimicry through the 
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virulence factor TarP to recruit and activate vinculin at the site of invasion. This may cause 

significant actin cytoskeleton remodelling through the actin regulatory role of active vinculin, 

directly through its interactions with actin (Thievessen et al., 2013) and indirectly through the 

arp2/3 complex (DeMali et al., 2002) and vinexin (Kioka et al., 1999). Moreover, by combining the 

TarP VBS with the multiple actin binding sites located on the protein (Tolchard et al., 2018), TarP 

has the propensity to mimic the talin-vinculin axis; onto this mimicked axis TarP can hijack the full 

adhesion machinery to form pseudo-focal adhesion structures at the site of injection. Current 

work is now being done to investigate pseudo-adhesion formation complex using the whole 

vinculin and actin binding region of TarP in vitro, with the eventual aim to investigate these 

structures further in vivo.  

 

Figure 7.23: TarP hijacks adhesion machinery. Schematic showing TarP mimicking the talin-vinculin axis at the point of 
injection by combining the VBS and actin binding sites.  

7.5.2 Disruption of talin-vinculin complexes by constitutively active VBS 

Whilst being able to mimic talin to bind to vinculin we demonstrated the constitutively active TarP 

VBS out competes talin-vinculin complexes, leading to uncoupling of the complex. Vinculin is an 

important regulator of FA dynamics (Atherton et al., 2015) and cell:cell junctions (Yao et al., 
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2014b); the capacity of TarP VBS1 to uncouple vinculin-mediated cytoskeletal connections during 

infection is therefore likely to have significant biological implications. Thus, it will be important to 

determine to what extent chlamydial infection alters the integrity and dynamics of cell:cell and 

cell:ECM junctions. 

Moreover, the action of the constitutively active TarP VBS, decoupling adhesion complexes 

provides a model for a new class of adhesion turnover regulation. It raises the possibility that 

endogenous adhesion proteins might exist with constitutively active VBS. Indeed, it has been 

demonstrated that talin is subject to calpain mediated proteolysis, a process involved in adhesion 

turnover (Bate et al., 2012; Critchley, 2004; Zhang et al., 2012), which may expose or leave 

constitutively active VBS to assist in adhesion breakdown.  

7.5.3 Lack of observable binding of TarP LD 

The lack of observable binding of the TarP LD to FAK and talin was unexpected due the high 

sequence homology with other important LD motifs within adhesions. This, however, might be 

explained by the presence of a proline residue in the middle of the sequence, Pro-675. This 

proline likely destabilises and/or causes a kink in the α-helix formed by the LD-motif. This would 

disrupt the helix-addition mechanism LD-motifs utilise to bind to their target sites. Furthermore, 

the TarP LD-motif might lack the binding ability due to substitution of the glutamate for aspartate 

in the “LD” region. Despite the similarity between these residues the length of the glutamate 

might sterically hinder the start of the LD-binding site. It is possible the TarP LD might bind to a 

different LD-binding domain protein, currently not recognised. It is possible the co-localisation of 

TarP and FAK was observed via a tripartite interaction between vinculin, paxillin and FAK putting 

the TarP and FAK in close proximity (Wood et al., 1994; Thomas et al., 1999). Altogether, our data 

suggests that the previous co-localisation of TarP to FAK reported in cellulo requires additional 

components to bring the two proteins together. 
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7.5.3 Future work 

To further investigate the effects of TarP and the constitutively active VBS in vivo, it would be 

useful to apply a similar strategy to observe adhesions as that used in section 7.1 by our 

collaborators in the Danuser lab combining high resolution microscopy with traction force 

microscopy. In this case tracking the effects on the adhesions upon injection of TarP. The high 

resolution microscopy will provide vital information on the size and composition of pseudo-

adhesion complexes formed at the site of injection and the traction force microscopy component 

will help determine the effects on adhesion breakdown by constitutively active VBS.  It would 

interesting to see if there is a loss of tension in adhesions around the point of TarP injection, 

correlating with adhesion breakdown. Altogether, this strategy would provide important 

information on the effects of TarP on adhesion dynamics, and give insight into the exact 

mechanisms used by TarP to aid host entry.  

Details of this study can be read in: Whitewood, A.J., A.K. Singh, D.G. Brown, and B.T. Goult. 2018. 

Chlamydial virulence factor TarP mimics talin to disrupt the talin-vinculin complex. FEBS Lett. 

592:1751–1760. doi:10.1002/1873-3468.13074. 
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Chapter 8: Discussion 

8.1 The not so simple core of cell-matrix adhesions 

At the start of this thesis I mention that despite integrin-mediated adhesions being diverse 

complexes involving a large network of proteins and signaling molecules, they form upon a simple 

core of a few essential proteins involving integrin, talin, kindlin and vinculin. What is clear 

throughout my thesis is the way in which these proteins interact with themselves and each other 

adds another layer for complex regulation in the formation and fate of cell-matrix adhesions. 

The complexity of core interactions was most apparent in the process of talin-mediated integrin 

activation. The current understanding of the topic suggests the main regulatory steps in integrin 

activation is first the recruitment of talin to sites of adhesion and then the activation of talin by 

various stimuli (Klapholz and Brown, 2017). Once relieved of the autoinhibited conformation the 

talin FERM domain F3 is then able to bind to and activate integrin (Banno et al., 2012; Goksoy et 

al., 2008; Goult et al., 2009a; Anthis et al., 2009; Calderwood et al., 1999). In collaboration with 

the Tanentzapf group we investigated the effects of constitutively active talin in vivo using an 

autoinhibition E1770A mutant. Whilst the mouse exhibited a phenotype of increased adhesion, 

there were no dramatic morphological defects one would expect with dysregulation of such an 

important process (Winograd-Katz et al., 2014; Haage et al., 2018). Thus, it is apparent there are 

more regulatory steps in talin-mediated integrin activation than previously thought. Indeed, we 

reported the possibility of three ways in which the talin FERM domain may be regulated in its 

ability to activate integrin. 1) Conformational regulation through discovery of a rotational axis 

between F1 and F2, enabling F0F1 to rotate 180˚ relative to F2F3. 2) The effect of the cell 

membrane lipid composition on the orientation of the talin head at the membrane. 3) A direct 

interaction between kindlin and the talin head which may support the talin head orientation and 

assist in binding to the β-integrin tail.  
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Moreover, we report an interaction between the talin head and the α-tail. Integrin is activated 

through the separation of the α- and β-tails, the current model suggests this is as a direct result of 

talin F3 binding to the β-tail, leading to tail separation by steric hindrance and disruption of 

intermolecular bonds (Ye et al., 2011). Our investigations suggest there are two α-tail binding sites 

on the talin head. The first site we have identified is on F3 adjacent to the β-tail binding site. We 

suggest F3 is may be holding the two integrin tails together, maintaining integrin in an inactive 

state. The second site we have identified is on F1, which harbors a critical Rap1-binding site 

(Gingras et al., 2019); we have identified that the α-tail binds both Rap1 and F1 weakly, thus, we 

hypothesized each component forms part of a high affinity tripartite interaction. We propose a 

model whereby the second alpha binding site on F1 holds the α-tail separated from the β-tail 

bound to F3, fixing the distance between the two tails and maintaining integrin in the active 

conformation. Whilst this hypothesis still requires confirmation in cells, these results presented in 

this thesis add to the complexity of the current tail separation theory.  

Finally, we report the talin rod domain R8 forms a pre-complex with vinculin prior to force 

transduction; this pre-complex formation is essential for nascent adhesion maturation as it 

enables more efficient and quicker force transmission across the adhesion complex (Han et al., 

2019). The talin rod contains at least 11 cryptic vinculin binding sites that are revealed in a 

stepwise manner by mechanical force (Yao et al., 2014a, 2016). However, we have identified the 

VBS located in R8 can bind to vinculin independent of force, due to the presence of a threonine 

belt destabilising the domain. As to why the talin-vinculin pre-complex enables more efficient 

force transduction is yet to be fully elucidated. However, the pre-complex formation again adds 

another layer of complexity to cell-matrix adhesion formation.  

8.2 Fine tuning of the talin domains 

Talin is large mechanosensitive protein that links integrin to the actin cytoskeleton. Talin consists 

of 13 rod domains and 4 FERM domains, each with its own unique function (Gough and Goult, 
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2018). What is apparent throughout this thesis is how talin domains are finely tuned to adapt to 

their multiple functions. Indeed, it is a well-known property of talin, most evident in the 

mechanosensitive nature of the talin rod (Goult et al., 2018). However, what emerges from this 

thesis is that the talin domains are not just sensitive to force but other factors that alter domain 

conformation.  

Force independent tuning is first apparent in the effect of lipid composition on the talin head and 

its ligands. We noticed that talin F0-F2 had a significant drop in affinity to the membrane when 

there was very large net negative charge, representative of substantial PIP2 enrichment, this was 

in contrast to the whole head and F2F3 constructs. Additionally, we report the F3 domain 

contains binding sites for both the α- and β-tails and is capable of binding a plethora of ligands on 

the same face, demonstrating remarkable ligand plasticity (Gough and Goult, 2018). What 

controls the ability of talin F3 to switch between ligands is yet to be fully elucidated. However, we 

and others have demonstrated the affinity at which talin F3 binds both integrin tails is dependent 

on a PIP2 enriched membrane due to a series of basic residues which enable F3 orientation at the 

membrane (Moore et al., 2012). Together, these results indicate the talin head conformation and 

ligand binding are tuned to membrane composition, potentially leading to different strengths and 

compositions of the adhesions depending on the membrane composition.  

Furthermore, we report talin R8 contains a “threonine-belt” that destabilizes the domain, 

enabling a force-independent interaction with vinculin. Talin R8 also forms part of ABS2 

(Hemmings et al., 1996; Atherton et al., 2015) and behaves as an LD-motif binding domain 

(Zacharchenko et al., 2016b). What controls this ligand and conformational plasticity is not clear, 

nor are the cellular consequences, there is still much to learn about these mechanisms. 
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8.3 Potential limitations 

The biochemical suite we have employed throughout this work has provided us with important 

details on the intricacies of integrin-mediated adhesion formation at the molecular and atomic 

scale. However, the observations and conclusions made are only true to the in vitro environment 

in which they were measured. Further in vivo studies to follow up our findings are required to 

fully understand the biological relevance of these newly determined interactions. Therefore, most 

mechanisms we have proposed are speculative models that provide a new perspective, which can 

be applied to future in vivo studies. As is apparent throughout the discussions, we have plans in 

place to confirm our observations in vivo once we have developed a strategy that enables us to do 

so.   
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